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Appendix 1   RAP ‘n CAB peer researcher recruitment pointcast 
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My name is Linda Mages and I work at the University of the 

West of England training nurses. 

This project is part of a course I am doing at Bath University. 

The Welsh Royal College Of Music and Drama, Cardiff is also 

involved in supervising this project. 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RAP ‘n CAB will involve you working with a small group of boys 

from a Cardiff School, aged 14 years who have emoConal and 

behavioural difficulCes. 

It is about you helping them to explore their views on their 

lifestyle, health and where they go for help. 

The point of geIng their views is to give health, educaCon and 

youth workers like nurses, teachers, youth and social workers, 

beJer understanding of how the services they provide can 

more effecCvely support these young men. 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You can help these young men in two important ways: 

  firstly, by contribu8ng to building their confidence 

  secondly, by suppor8ng them in using music and lyrics to 

express their views on issues related to their lifestyle, health 

and where they go for help. 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The project is a journey taking 2 years and carried out during 

your school terms. It requires an impressive degree of 

commitment! 

There are two introductory workshops this term, but the 

project will start in September. 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In the first year of the project you will be innovators. 

You will explore and develop musical ways of helping the boys 

from Cardiff to express their views on lifestyle, health and 

where they obtain help. 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In the second year of the project you will be 

coaches and researchers. 

It is during this year that you will work with a small 
group of boys from a Cardiff school. 

They will rely on you and need you to be patient 
and encouraging. 
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I need to know your name and learning family. 

It is also useful for me to know a little bit about you and why 

you want to be involved in this project. 

So, if you would like to be involved in the project you will 

need to complete the RAP ‘n CAB application form which 
will be provided by ___________. 
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A big thank you for listening and I look forward to working 

with those of you who decide to volunteer for the project. 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Appendix 1   RAP ‘n CAB peer researcher recruitment pointcast 

                     

This is a ci(zenship project 

It is called Research and Partnership in Cardiff and Bristol    

Shortened to RAP ‘n CAB 

244

Please Note: Read slides horizontally from left to right



Appendix 2  RAP ‘N CAB young researchers application form
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Appendix 3    Letter of information sent out by the Bristol 
                      school seeking parental consent for volunteer
                      students to participate in rap ‘n cab
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Appendix 4    peer researchers introduction to rap ‘n cab:
                      student lesson plan 

Appendix 5   Motivation of young people to participate
                      in rap ‘n cab as peer researchers
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Appendix 6    Expectations of the peer researchers              
	
 	
     for the rap ‘n cab project
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Appendix 7    Strengths the peer researchers stated 
                      they bring to rap ‘n cab
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Appendix 8   RAP ‘n CAB research participant recruitment 
                      pointcast

Please Note: Read slides horizontally from left to right
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Appendix 8   RAP ‘n CAB research participant recruitment 
                      pointcast

The project is called Research and Partnership in 
Cardiff and Bristol  because the researchers will be 
boys the same age as you but who attend a school in 
Bristol 

Research and Partnership in Cardiff and Bristol is 
shortened to RAP ‘n CAB

265

My name is Linda Mages and I work at the University of 
the West of England training nurses.

This project is part of a course I am doing at Bath 
University.

Because this project involves music the Welsh Royal 
College Of Music and Drama, Cardiff is also involved in 
supervising this project. 
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This is a research project that uses music composition 
as one of the ways of collecting information.

I understand that some of you like composing rap. You 
could compose rap as part of this project
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The research is interested to know what your views are 
on your health, lifestyle and where you go for help. In 
fact, this research is especially interested in what you 
think about your health, lifestyle and where you go for 
help because at various times you may have found 
school difficult and challenging.

The point of getting your views is to give health, 
education and youth workers like nurses, doctors, 
teachers, youth and social workers, better 
understanding of how the services they provide can 
more effectively you.
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As well as composing rap the boys from Bristol will 
also ask you if they can interview you on a one-to-one 
basis and if you will take part in a group discussion.

The interviews and group discussions will be a 
challenge in different ways for both you and the boys 
from Bristol. The boys from Bristol will rely on you to 
support them in carrying out the interviews and group 
discussions.
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If you are interested in getting involved in RAP ‘n CAB 
then your teacher will have more detailed information 
for you to look at to help you decide.
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A big thank you for listening and I look forward to 
working with those of you who decide to volunteer for 
the project.
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Appendix 9    Recruitment information leaflet for boys 
                      interested in becoming research participants 
       	
 	
     

Appendix 10  Letter of information from the Cardiff 
                      school seeking parental consent for volunteer 
	
 	
     students to participate in rap ‘n cab

          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name______________________________________________________ 

 

Form Teacher________________________________________________ 

 

Head of Year ________________________________________________ 

 

Your email address for school____________________________________ 

 

What is Research and Partnership in Cardiff and Bristol about? 
It wants to find out, in as much detail as possible, your views on how you live, on your health and where 

you would go for help if you were worried about your health.    
We especially want to hear your views because this research is specifically about boys aged 14 years 

old who have support from the school for emotional and behavioural issues.  

The Project has two main aims:    
1. To get better understanding of your views on how you live, your health and where you would go for help 

if you were worried about your health.  
 
2. To improve support in your school, in other schools and from professional people such as school 

nurses, youth workers and social workers, for you and other boys who share some of the same   
emotional and behavioural issues. To achieve this, your views are needed.  

What will you be asked to do?    
You will be working with 14 year old boys from Bristol using music and lyrics, such as rap, as one of the 

ways to express your views on how you live, on your health and where you would go for help if you were 

worried about your health. You will also be asked to take part in a one-to-one interview and some group 

work discussions with the Bristol boys. All these activities will be audio recorded and every word you have 

said will be written out so that your views can be analysed.  
 
How much of your time will it take?    
There will be 4 introductory sessions at your school starting in September 2008 which will mainly 

involve composing lyrics or raps. Then there will be two 3 day residential workshops which will involve 

a one night stay in a beautiful setting in the country between October and December 2008. The last 

workshop will mainly take place in a radio studio and you will produce a short show that will be 

broadcast on community radio.  

What are your rights? What are my responsibilities?   

 You have the right to leave the research project at any time.  

 I have a responsibility to ensure that you cannot be identified from the information you give. 

 I have a responsibility to keep your information confidential except if you tell me that you are  

being harmed, or you are in danger, or you admit to committing a criminal offence. I would need 

to pass this information on to your head of year.  

 I also cannot guarantee confidentiality of information you give during a group discussion.  

 Your parents/guardians will need to consent to your participation in this project.  
I understand the information on this consent form.  

 I agree to take part in RAP 'n CAB  Signature  _____________________________ _  

 
My name is L inda Mages  

You can contact me on L inda2. mages@uwe.ac.uk University of 
the West of England. B ristol

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parent / Guardian 

 

 

 As you may already know your son has volunteered to be involved in a University of West of England /Health 

and Lifestyle/Music research project called Rap 'n Cab led by Linda Mages, a lecturer in nursing from the 

University of West of England.  

 

 The project involves your son participating in one-to-one interviews, discussion groups and composing music 

about their health, lifestyle and where they go for health related help. The interviews and discussion groups will 

be conducted by boys of the same age (14 years old) from a Bristol school.  

 

Collecting this information will include two residential weekend workshops involving one over-night stay. All 

funding for your son’s participation in this project will be provided.  

 

Do please contact me on ____________________ if you have any concerns or would like additional information. 

Alternatively you may contact Linda Mages on _______________. 

     

Please fill in the return slip below if you consent to your son taking part in this project. 

   

  Many thanks for your support 

 

 

 

   ____________________________   

 

 

 ! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I give permission for my son ________________________ to participate as a researcher in the RAP ‘n CAB 

Research Project.  

 

 

Signed ___________________________________________________Parent/Guardian 

 

 
School 
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Appendix 11a Letter from the Bristol school seeking 
                       permission to travel to Cardiff so that the two
                       groups of boys could meet

Appendix 11b  Risk assessment for the visit of the Bristol  
                        school to Cardiff so that the two groups of 
                        boys could meet

  

       

 

 

 

      Dear Parent/Carer  

 As you know, ________________  has been involved in a Citizenship/Music 

research project over the last few months called Rap 'n Cab. This involves being trained 

as a researcher to obtain information from other teenage boys about their health, 

lifestyle and where they would go for help.  

As part of this research, we are linking up with a Cardiff school and Iwould like to take 

_________________this Thursday to Cardiff to meet the young people that he will be 

working with.  

 

We will leave after his first lesson at 10.30 and will get back to at around 3.30pm 

 

Do please contact me on ____________________ if you have any concerns or would 

like additional information. 

     

Please fill in the return slip below. 

 

      Many thanks for your continued support 

 

 

 

 

 Leader of Learning 

 

 

 

 

 

I give permission for my son ________________________ to participate in the RAP ‘n 

CAB Project in Cardiff on Thursday  10th July  

 

 

 

 

 

Signed ___________________________________________________Parent/Carer

School 
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Appendix 12   First interview schedule exploring
                       health and lifestyle 
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Appendix 13   Second interview schedule to explore influences 
                       on decisions to access health help
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Appendix 14   Focus groups 1 to 5 question schedules   
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Appendix 15   Focus group scribe record

Appendix 16   Focus group observers grid
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Appendix 17    My lifestyle storyboard 
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Appendix 18     My lifestyle mind map
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Appendix 19    Our health help poster
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Appendix 20    Table showing planning for the                              
                        two data collection residential weekends   
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Appendix 21   Rap words and their meaning

370

Meanings of rap words as described by the RAP ‘n 
CAB participants  November 2008
Meanings of rap words as described by the RAP ‘n 
CAB participants  November 2008

Rap Words Meanings

Shank Knife

Clash Battles between Master of 

Ceremonies’  (MC’s)

Roa Roa Roa Chatting rubbish

Slew To embarrass through rapping. To rap 

negatively. To diss the other rapper in a clash

Not a long ting To make the most of it

Llow Don’t worry about it. Let it go. Relax man. Its 

alright

Waste gash Slut or prostitute

Diss To talk about someone in a negative way

Murking Great rapping. “killing the beat”. If you’re 

“murking” someone you are beating them 

through your lyrics.

Pum pums Girls

Stinky pinky Nasty smelly girls

Rushed Beaten up

Gats, glocks, straps Guns

Ting Thing

Fam Family, mate

Block Street estate

Rudeboy MC

Wasteman Disgrace to the music, eg grime. Not worth it

Rap Words Meanings

Licks or bars Lyrics

Shanked Stabbed

Poomplexed A fool who is an embarrassment to music

Mandem Another word for a friend

Ends Your area or space

Gash Girls or girlfriends

Are u dizzy blud Are you confused

Cuzzy A friend or someone who is close to you

Spraying Saying your bars to everyone not just an 

individual person

Sket Slut

Skeen Cool, Wicked.

Slick Good

Booming Great

Blurted Rushed

Allow Let go.

Safe Good bye or well done

Sheen OK or cool

Wifey Girlfriend

Wag Hello



Appendix 22  example of an interview transcript showing 
                       transcript format  
                        (Letter “I” in notes column indicates Interviewer)

Number Transcript Notes
001 Now this is recording.  I
002 Okay  I

003
Right my name’s --, you already know that and I would like to thank you for agreeing to this interview I just need to say that 
it will be audio recorded, you already know that, so that the information you give is accurately remembered. Is that okay? 
Um, this interview we’ll be looking at lifestyle and health. It will be in three parts. The first part will ask you information on 
what is unique to your life. In the second part we’re going to explore your storyboard and in the third part we’ll look at views 
on health. Okay? Part one. How old are you?

 I

004 14.  
005 Yeah? Um, can you tell me which family members you live with?  I
006 My mum and my sister.
007 How many different primary schools have you attended? So what number?  I
008 One.
009 Um, can you say… sorry how many different secondary schools have you attended.?  I

010 One so far.  

011 Do you live in the area around your school?  I

012 No a couple of miles away.  

013 Um, how do you get to school?  I

014 By travelling on a bus.  

015 Um yeah, so when you…  when you’re not at school what are the main forms of transportation you would use, when you’re not at 
school?

 I

016 Bus mostly and maybe a car sometimes with my mam.

017 Have you got a bike?  I

018 Whenever I go and visit my father I'll take out the bike like only then.

019 What are the main reasons why you use this form of transportation?  I

020 It’s just you get somewhere.

021 Yeah it’s just easier isn’t it?  I

022 Yeah instead of walking it’s quicker.

023 What forms of transport do members of your family members use?  I

024 My mother only uses a car. My father only uses a car. My sister uses bus or she walks, mainly yeah.

025 Do you have a religion?  I

026 No.

027 ((laughs)) 

028 So if you want to tell me about this.  I

029 Well we were just like doing this when Linda come to our school. It’s just about, well basically my life and what I've gone 
through. Like a lot of my home’s in there like. Um, I always listen to music. I've grown up from violence and crime. Um, I care 
for my mum and my sister, um, yeah I've had one or two… mostly Eminem’s my icon because like the lyrics he uses when he 
raps and that. That's basically it. 

030 Okay. Do you think maybe school would fit in there somewhere?  I

031 ((laughs)) yeah.

032 ((laughs))  I

033 Yeah, I don’t… I just don’t like the education, you've got to do tests, GSCEs it does my head in.

034 That's what most people feel the same, especially all the rules ((laughs)). What activities or things did you do last Saturday 
from the time you got up til the time you went to bed?

 I

035 I'm trying to think now, um, sat down, listened to music, went out to play basketball, um, that was basically it like and then 
went home and did whatever like eat my food and go back out because I would. 

036 Um which things did you enjoy the most and why?  I
037 Like in my spare times what do I like mostly kind of doing and why do I like it? 

038 Yeah  I
039 Um, well basketball I like because it just keeps you fit. It’s something to do in your spare time. Music I just like… I just like 

music. You can’t get me away from music.
040 Um, which things did you dislike and why?  I

041 Don’t know, football I can’t play, um, the only thing… I only likes basketball with a ball. I don’t like no other sports with a 
ball. Swimming I don’t like, um, ((sighs))

042 Don’t you do no other activities apart from the sports that you just…  I

043 Yeah I goes like out with my friends and that. Just one activity I really do is basketball, I hate sports, if sleeping was a 
sport then that would be one as well.
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044 ((laughs)) What activities or things do you do on a normal school day?  I

045 Well usually I like… I go to school in the morning, gets back home about four o'clock and I either goes out or stays in my 
house on the computer or something. I’ll do one of those two and then when I come back in at nine I like watching TV for a 
bit, then I goes to bed at 11. 

046 Which things do you enjoy the most and why?  I

047 ((laughs)) 

048 What you enjoyed and what you didn’t and what you think?  I
049 Shit!
050 ((laughs))  I

051 Yeah.
052 Yeah and then what did you enjoy out of these things.  I

053 Well most of them when I go out after school to get some fresh air and chill with my mates.

054 Is there anything you didn’t like… is there anything you disliked about normal school days?  I

055 Yeah going to school ((laughs))

056 ((laughs)) So just the whole day. Um, what sorts of activities or things would you do on a school holiday when you’re at home?  I

057 Oh plenty ((laughs)) like I might get some money and go to the cinema, ice-skating, um, bowling, plenty of things.

058 I mean like I said to -----I get really bored in holidays because there's not that much to do I said but…

059 It does get boring after a while like because you do the same things over and over and it just gets to you. It gets boring.

060 Yeah so which things did you enjoy the most and why?  I

061 What in the six weeks, like the holidays?

062 Yeah the big holidays.  I

063 Getting money and then doing whatever I want with it.

064 Um, is there anything you disliked about it?  I

065 School that's all.

066 What food did you eat last Saturday from the time you got up until the time you went to bed?  I

067 I can’t think now ((sighs)). Food, food, well I had my cereals when I woke up and I think I had a sandwich during the day. 
When my mum got back from work I think she cooked me my food and I ate that and then, um, I had snacks between then, 
um, had my cereals and went to bed.

068 Um, which foods do you think are good for your health and why?  I

069 Oh fruit, vegetables, like, it’s just saying I know they’re good for you like your five a day and that, like good food I only likes 
bananas and grapes. I don’t like nothing else, and vegetables just sweet corn and carrots, that's the only things I like. I'm not 
healthy with all those.

070 And which foods do you think are bad for your health?  I

071 Well a lot of chocolate, crisps are fattening. I don’t eat too much of them. I've gone onto like… I used to eat six packets a 
day or something but now it’s just ((0:08:44.3?))

072 And what food do you eat on a typical school day?  I

073 Sandwiches, um, packet of crisps. I might buy a couple of things from the canteen or something.

074 Do you think the stuff that you eat is healthy or unhealthy?  I

075 Not all of it… Not everything. Mostly as I say the sandwiches are healthy, um, I might bring a banana or something so then 
I'll eat that. So half and half really.

076 Can you describe any regular family routines or things you do with your family at weekends?  I

077 Nothing.

078 Nothing? ((laughs)) You just go out with your friends or whatever?  I

079 Yeah, yeah.

080 Can you tell me about any regular routines or things you do with your family on a school day?  I

081 Nothing ((laughs)).

082 Nothing. So when you come home do you do anything at all?  I

083 Well…

084 ((laughs)) 

085 Well I might go upstairs for a bit and then I'll come down and like my mum’ll… my mum’ll always be watching TV because that's 
just it because she's in work most of the day, she comes back at four and she just chills for like a couple of hours and then 
she goes to bed. So nothing really… oh and sometimes I might meet my sister from work at ten so that's what I usually do.

086 Describe any regular routines you might have with all your friends.  I

087 ((whistles)) um well usually I goes just to play basketball with them on a Saturday. That's usually just the routine. I don’t do 
nothing like special like. That's basically it.

088 Um which things do you like about this? Which things do you like doing with your friends and that?  I

089 Oh just everything, being away ((laughs)) from my family for a bit, because they do my head in sometimes, um, being out in 
the fresh air, not being stuck in. Like I've never been grounded see so I've never been stuck in for a long time. Um, that's 
basically it.

090 Is there anything you dislike, like with your friends?  I

091 Well let’s see like, you know when someone terrible presses you like and they really get on your nerves then that’s what I don’t 
like, when they do that. That just gets to me.

092 What’s the most important activities or things you do in your life as a whole?  I

093 I don’t have a clue man.
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094 ((laughs)) 

095 Just basically just it, the basketball and that.

096 ((laughs)) 

097 Yeah. Because I like my personal like time?

098 Um, What health issues are important to you?  I

099 Feeling good, um, keeping fit, just anything really as long as you keep healthy, don’t become obese and that.

0100 And would you have any like health issues where you might have to seek medication or something?  I

0101 Oh nothing.

0102 Nothing? Um, over the last school year what things have you done that have kept you healthy?  I

0103 Well played basketball for one. Um, I’ve started going out more for the last year and all that. Um, eating more of like 
bananas and grapes just eating more healthy and not eating as much junk food and that.

0104 Just the average then ((laughs)) um, why do you think these things have kept you healthy?  I

0105 Oh don’t ask me it’s because people say they’re healthy for you.

0106 It’s just what you know isn’t it?  I

0107 Yeah.

0108 What people have told you and that.  I

0109 Um, what things have you done… no what things have your family done that have helped to keep you healthy?  I

0110 Well my dad makes me eat fruit and that, um, my mother she gets me to eat and that. My sister gets me to go out and play 
basketball, um, that's quite…

0112 Do they influence the sort of stuff you eat?  I

0113 Oh no it’s only my father does that. My mother and my sister just don’t necessarily think about that ((laughs))

0114 Um, why do you think they have kept you healthy, your dad?  I

0115 Well he just wants me to be healthy and all that. I think he wants me to become a boxer because I started to box and that 
and he just wants me to be one but it’s not going to happen.

0116 Fair enough. Um, what things have you done at school that have involved you… that have helped you keep healthy?  I

0117 Well they’re providing more fruit and that.

0118 Is there any like sports?  I

0119 Oh I get… we get games once a week and like you can pick PE studies for one of your options so you do that a couple of times 
a week and on a Wednesday if you pick BTec sports you'll get that for the whole day, like running and so on, um, that's 
basically it like they just help you with like all your running 

0120 Okay, um, lets look at the influences on your decisions to ask for help on your health.  I

0121 Oh…

0122 ((laughs)) 

0123 If you found out something that wasn't usual then yeah.  I

0124 Or would you just think, ‘Oh it’ll go away?’  I

0125 If it was getting like bigger or something. If you had like a little lump on your neck for instance, um, and it was getting bigger 
I'd go and see someone. If it was like staying and it started not going away then I would just leave it.

0126 So where would you go for advice?  I

0127 ((laughs))

0128 Or is there a person you would ask…  I

0129 Oh I'd go to my mother for… I don’t really get along with my dad that much, well I sees him twice a week so I don’t really 
speak to him as much as my mum, like I can tell my mother everything but not that…

0130 Do you feel like closer to your mum than you do…  I

0131 Like well mostly closer to my sister but not with my father.

0132 Um why would you go to this person?  I

0133 Because I can tell them everything like. Um, they give me advice just… that’s it really.

0134 Um would you follow the advice or take up the help offered by this person?  I

0135 Well I would but if it wasn't going into like what they said then I'd go somewhere else.

0136  Um, what sorts of situations would stop you from asking for help or advice?  I

0137 Oh I don’t know, um…

0138 ((laughs)) 

0139 Oh yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
0140 Laughs  I
0141 Yeah.

0142 Would you go to your mum then?  I
0143 Yeah.
0144 Would you show it to your mum?  I

0145 I would, she'd probably think it was cancer or something.

0146 So it wouldn’t stop you?  I

0147 Not really ((laughs))

0148 What would encourage you to find help or advice on your health?  I

0149 I don’t know really, just… because it would just be telling my mum to go and ask for advice and that.
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0150 So I don’t know would you just  I

0151 I don’t know.

0152 … like if it sprung to mind would you… I don’t know?  I

0153 Like if there was something wrong with you that's the only time I'd go to like to see something or someone, if there was 
nothing wrong with me then just leave it.

0154 Mm, um, would there be anyone who could persuade you to ask for help or advice?  I

0155 Oh now you’re asking, um, I don’t know, yeah.

0156 So if you didn’t want to go would there be somebody who would try and persuade you to go and say, “Whoa,” you know, “… you 
should go?” 

 I

0157 It depends what like the situation is like my friends might because it’s a good reason but apart from that I don’t really know.
0158 Um, can you describe your ideal health help professional? So if you went to go and like seek help and that would you prefer to 

be seen by a male or a female? I mean it doesn’t matter up to you.
 I

0159 I don’t really know.

0160 If you have… have you had experience of any health help?  I

0161 Um, I haven’t really had much I don’t think.

0162 Nothing really?  I
0163 No. I've been to the doctor’s because I’ve like been… I had tonsillitis a couple of times I went there for that but nothing…

0164 Um, can you describe the important physical features of the place you would go for health help?  I

0165 I would most probably go to the doctor’s.

0166 So doctor’s?  I
0167 Yeah.
0168 Yeah, and then you … if they like referred you to like go somewhere else would you take their advice and…  I

0169 Yeah I would take the advice it depends what place they’d want me to go to. So that's it really.

0170 Um, on what particular health worries would you expect there to be help? So if you went there what would you expect they’ll 
be able to deal with there?

 I

0171 I don’t know they’re the professionals they can tell me.

0172 ((laughs)) No ideas? Um, if the help or advice was not available on your first visit would you attend a second appointment?  I

0173 Yeah, just to tell them it wasn't working and really I'd want people to do something about it.

0174 If… yeah I agree with that but if you had been referred to another place would you take this advice?  I

0175 I might do yeah.

0176 Okay that's it so thank you for doing this interview. That's it.  I

0177 You’re welcome ((laughs))

0178 Right what have you got to do with this?

0179 I don’t know but I know this one.  I
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Appendix 23  example of an interview transcript showing 
                      application of coding using labov’s evaluative 
                      model Each colour represents a different code

Key Showing Colour Coding for the Labov’s Evaluative Model 

Colour Labov Code

Abstract

Orientation

Complicating Action

Evaluation

Result /Resolution

Coda

028 So if you want to tell me about this.  (Storyboard) 1st narrative

029 Well we were just like doing this when Linda come to our school. It’s just about, well basically my life and what I've 
gone through. 
Like a lot of my home’s in there like. Um, I always listen to music. 
I've grown up from violence and crime. 
Um, I care for my mum and my sister, 
um, yeah I've had one or two… mostly Eminem’s my icon because like the lyrics he uses when he raps and that. That's 
basically it. 

030 Okay. Do you think maybe school would fit in there somewhere?
031 ((laughs)) yeah.
032 ((laughs)) 

033 Yeah, I don’t… I just don’t like the education, you've got to do tests, GSCEs it does my head in.

034  What activities or things did you do last Saturday from the time you got up til the time you went to bed? 2nd narrative

035 I'm trying to think now, um, sat down, listened to music, went out to play basketball, um, that was basically it like and 
then went home and did whatever like eat my food and go back out because I would. 

036 Um which things did you enjoy the most and why?
037 Like in my spare times what do I like mostly kind of doing and why do I like it? 

038 Yeah 
039 Um, well basketball I like because it just keeps you fit.It’s something to do in your spare time. 

Music I just like… I just like music. You can’t get me away from music.
040 Um, which things did you dislike and why? 

041 Don’t know, football I can’t play, um, the only thing… I only likes basketball with a ball. I don’t like no other sports 
with a ball. Swimming I don’t like, um, ((sighs))

042 Don’t you do no other activities apart from the sports that you just… 

043 Yeah I goes like out with my friends and that. Just one activity I really do is basketball, I hate other sports, 
if sleeping was a sport then that would be one as well.

044 ((laughs)) 
What	  ac'vi'es	  or	  things	  do	  you	  do	  on	  a	  normal	  school	  day? 3rd narrative

045 Well usually I like… I go to school in the morning, gets back home about four o'clock and I either goes out or stays in 
my house on the computer or something. I’ll do one of those two and then when I come back in at nine I like watching 
TV for a bit, then I goes to bed at 11. 

46 Which things do you enjoy the most and why?
47 ((laughs)) yeah.

48 What you enjoyed and what you didn’t and what you think?
49 Shit!
50 ((laughs)) yeah.
51 Yeah.
052 Yeah and then what did you enjoy out of these things.

053 Well most of them when I go out after school to get some fresh air and chill with my mates.
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054 Is there anything you didn’t like… is there anything you disliked about normal school days?

055 Yeah going to school ((laughs))

056  Um, what sorts of activities or things would you do on a school holiday when you’re at home? 4th narrative

057 Oh plenty ((laughs)) like I might get some money and go to the cinema, ice-skating, um, bowling, plenty of things.

058 I mean like I said to------ I get really bored in holidays because there's not that much to do I said but…

059 It does get boring after a while like because you do the same things over and over and it just gets to you. It gets 
boring.

060 Yeah so which things did you enjoy the most and why?

061 What in the six weeks, like the holidays?

062 Yeah the big holidays.
63 Getting money and then doing whatever I want with it.

064 Um, is there anything you disliked about it? 

065 School that's all.
066 What food did you eat last Saturday from the time you got up until the time you went to bed? 5th narrative

067 I can’t think now ((sighs)). Food, food, well I had my cereals when I woke up and I think I had a sandwich during the 
day. When my mum got back from work I think she cooked me my food and I ate that and then, um, I had snacks 
between then, um, had my cereals and went to bed.

068 Um, which foods do you think are good for your health and why?

069 Oh fruit, vegetables, like, it’s just saying I know they’re good for you like your five a day and that, like good food I 
only likes bananas and grapes. I don’t like nothing else, and vegetables just sweet corn and carrots, that's the only 
things I like. I'm not healthy with all those.

070 And which foods do you think are bad for your health?

071 Well a lot of chocolate, crisps are fattening. I don’t eat too much of them. I've gone onto like… I used to eat six 
packets a day or something but now it’s just one.

072 And what food do you eat on a typical school day?

073 Sandwiches, um, packet of crisps. I might buy a couple of things from the canteen or something.

074 Do you think the stuff that you eat is healthy or unhealthy?

075 Not all of it… Not everything. Mostly as I say the sandwiches are healthy, um, I might bring a banana or something so 
then I'll eat that. So half and half really.

076 Can you describe any regular family routines or things you do with your family at weekends? 6th narrative
077 Nothing.
078 Nothing? ((laughs)) You just go out with your friends or whatever?

079 Yeah, yeah.
080 Can you tell me any regular routines or things you do with your family on a school day?

081 Nothing ((laughs)).

082 Nothing. So when you come home do you do anything at all?

083 Well…
084 ((laughs)) yeah.
085 Well I might go upstairs for a bit and then I'll come down and like my mum’ll… my mum’ll always be watching TV because 

that's just it because she's in work most of the day, she comes back at four and she just chills for like a couple of 
hours and then she goes to bed. So nothing really… oh and sometimes I might meet my sister from work at ten
so that's what I usually do.

086 Describe any regular routines you might have with all your friends. 7th narrative

087 ((whistles)) um well usually I goes just to play basketball with them on a Saturday. That's usually just the routine. I 
don’t do nothing like special like. That's basically it.

088 Um which things do you like about this? Which things do you like doing with your friends and that?

089 Oh just everything, being away ((laughs)) from my family for a bit, because they do my head in sometimes, um, being 
out in the fresh air, not being stuck in. Like I've never been grounded see so I've never been stuck in for a long time. 
Um, that's basically it.

090 Is there anything you dislike, like with your friends?

091 Well let’s see like, you know when someone terrible presses you like and they really get on your nerves then that’s what 
I don’t like, when they do that. 
That just gets to me.

092 What’s the most important activities or things you do in your life as a whole? 8th narrative

093 I don’t have a clue man.

094 ((laughs)) 

095 Just basically just it, the basketball and that.

096 ((laughs)) 

097 Yeah.

098 Um, what health issues are important to you?

099 Feeling good, um, keeping fit, just anything really as long as you keep healthy, don’t become obese and that.

0100 And would you have any like health issues where you might have to seek medication or something?
0101 Oh nothing.
0102 Um, over the last school year what things have you done that have kept you healthy?
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0103 Well played basketball for one. Um, I’ve started going out more for the last year and all that. Um, eating more of like 
bananas and grapes just eating more healthy and not eating as much junk food and that.

0104 Just the average then ((laughs)) um, 
why do you think these things have kept you healthy?

0105 Oh don’t ask me it’s because people say they’re healthy for you.
0106 It’s just what you know isn’t it?

0107 Yeah.
0108 What people have told you and that.

0109 Um, what things have you done… no what things have your family done that have helped to keep you healthy? 

0110 Well my dad makes me eat fruit and that, um, my mother she gets me to eat and that. My sister gets me to go out 
and play basketball, um, that's quite…

0112 Do they influence the sort of stuff you eat?

0113 Oh no it’s only my father does that. My mother and my sister just don’t necessarily think about that ((laughs))

0114 Um, why do you think they have kept you healthy, your dad?

0115 Well he just wants me to be healthy and all that. I think he wants me to become a boxer because I started to box and 
that and he just wants me to be one but it’s not going to happen.

0116 Fair enough. Um, , what things have you done at school that have involved you… that have helped you keep healthy?

0117 Well they’re providing more fruit and that.

0118 Is there any like sports?

0119 Oh I get… we get games once a week and like you can pick PE studies for one of your options so you do that a couple of 
times a week and on a Wednesday if you pick BTec sports you'll get that for the whole day, like running and so on, um, 
that's basically it like they just help you with like all your running ((0:14:54.6?))

0120 Okay, um, lets look at the influences on your decisions to ask for help on your health 9th narrative

0121 Oh…
0122 ((laughs)) yeah.
0123 If you found out something that wasn't usual then yeah.

0124 Or would you just think, ‘Oh it’ll go away?’

0125 If it was getting like bigger or something. If you had like a little lump on your neck for instance, um, and it was getting 
bigger I'd go and see someone. If it was like staying and it started not going away then I would just leave it.

0126 So where would you go for advice?

0127 ((laughs))

0128 Or is there a person you would ask… 

0129 Oh I'd go to my mother for… 
I don’t really get along with my dad that much, well I sees him twice a week so I don’t really speak to him as much as 
my mum, like I can tell my mother everything but not that…

0130 Do you feel like closer to your mum than you do…

0131 Like well mostly closer to my sister but not with my father.

0132 Um why would you go to this person?

0133 Because I can tell them everything like. Um, they give me advice just… that’s it really.

0134 Um um, would you follow the advice or take up the help offered by this person?

0135 Well I would but if it wasn't going into like what they said then I'd go somewhere else.

0136 Um, what sorts of situations would stop you from asking for help or advice? 10th narrative

137 Oh I don’t know, um…

138 ((laughs)) yeah.

139 Oh yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

140 ((laughs)) 

141 Yeah.

0142 Would you go to your mum then?

0143 Yeah.

0144 Would you show it to your mum?

0145 I would, she'd probably think it was cancer or something there.

0146 So it wouldn’t stop you?

0147 Not really ((laughs))

0148 What would encourage you to find help or advice on your health?

0149 I don’t know really, just… because it would just be telling my mum to go and ask for advice and that.

0150 So I don’t know would you just… 

0151 I don’t know.

0152 … like if it sprung to mind would you… I don’t know?

0153 Like if there was something wrong with you that's the only time I'd go to like to see something or someone, if there 
was nothing wrong with me then just leave it.

0154 Mm, um, would there be anyone who could persuade you to ask for help or advice?

0155 Oh now you’re asking, um, I don’t know, yeah.
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0156 So if you didn’t want to go would there be somebody who would try and persuade you to go and say, “Whoa,” you know, 
“… you should go?” 

0157 It depends what like the situation is like my friends might because it’s a good reason but apart from that I don’t really 
know.

158 Um, can you describe your ideal health help professional? So if you went to go and like seek help and that would you 
prefer to be seen by a male or a female? 

159 I don’t really know.
0160 If you have.. have you had experience of any health help? 

0161 Um, I haven’t really had much I don’t think.

0162 Nothing too big?
0163 No. I've been to the doctor’s because I’ve like been… I had tonsillitis a couple of times I went there for that but 

nothing…
0164 Um, can you describe the important physical features of the place you would go for health help? So, um, would you go 

to the doctor’s or a clinic or… where would you prefer to just go?
0165 I would most probably go to the doctor’s.

0166 So doctor’s?

0167 Yeah.

0168 Yeah, and then you … if they like referred you to like go somewhere else would you take their advice and…

0169 Yeah I would take the advice it depends what place they’d want me to go to. So that's it really.

0170 Um, on what particular health worries would you expect there to be help? So if you went there what would you expect 
they’ll be able to deal with there?

0171 I don’t know they’re the professionals they can tell me.

0172 ((laughs)) Um, if the help or advice was not available on your first visit would you attend a second appointment?

0173 Yeah, just to tell them it wasn't working and really I'd want people to do something about it.

0174 If… yeah I agree with that but if you had been referred to another place would you take this advice?

0175 I might do yeah.

0176 Okay that's it so thank you for doing this interview. That's it.

0177 You’re welcome ((laughs))
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Appendix 24  Examples of the participants original 
                     Rap Composition
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Appendix 25a   Bristol school risk assessment for the two 
                         residential weekends at the pinkery 

Appendix 25B   Cardiff school risk assessment for the two 
                         residential weekends at the pinkery 
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PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION WHEN NOTIFYING OUTDOOR & ADVENTUROUS
ACTIVITIES (OAAs)

. .

..............................

..............................

..............................

NAME OF ACTIVITY PROVIDER IF DIFFERENT FROM VENUE/CENTRE STAFF

..............................~,£ M
ADVENTURE ACTIVITY LICENSING AUTHORITY (AALA) LICENCE No }11. .
LIST THE AALA LICENSED ACTIVITIES TO BE UNDERTAKEN DURING YOUR VISIT

Il/tlf
HAS THE PROVIDER BEEN CONTACTED TO ENSURE INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
CONFORM TO THOSE REQUIRED? YESINO

LIST ACTIVITIES TO BE UNDERTAKEN DURING YOUR VISIT NOT COVERED BY AALA
REGULATIONS OR WHEN IN-HOUSE EDUCATION ESTABLISHMENT STAFF ARE BEING
USED.

IF ANY OF THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS CANNOT BE MET OR ARE NOT APPLICABLE OR
YOU WISH TO ADD FURTHER INFORMATION. PLEASE GIVE DETAILS BELOW:-

.,/

SIGNATURE OF ORGANISER . 1~ 6L.lL-I. •.••••••••••
DATE ... l./.U/l?.¥

We acknowledge receipt of your notification. which has been checked and approyed in relation to the
information supplied from yourself and the Centre!Proyiders you wish to use.

~

Sign IPflncipal)• r \

Date, .tlllft;J .

(page 2 of 2)



Appendix 25c   risk assessment for the quad biking reward 
                         trip during the first residential weekend

Appendix 26A   Bristol school parent consent form for 
                         off site visits

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM FOR OFF SITE VISITS

Date of visit/activity from ..……../…..…../..……..  to ...…....../…...…../….....…

Venue of visit/activity ...........................………………………………………………………..

Reason for visit .……………………………………………………………….........................

Type of activities undertake.………………………………………………........................…..

Name of pupil ………………………….……   Date of birth of pupil ..…...../...……./………

Pupil’s Home Address …….…………..............................…………………………………...

…………………….……….……………........................……………………………………….

Pupil’s Home Tel. No. ..……………… Emergency Contact Name …..…………………….

Emergency Contact Tel. No. Daytime………....…........….Evening…............……………..

Relationship of emergency contact to pupil ………...…........................……………………

Any special dietary requirements..……………….......................……………………………

Any other special requirement…………………………………………......................………

NB: A medical/consent form should also be completed in conjunction with this form

Please sign and date the declaration

DECLARATION
As a parent/carer of ……………………………………….I have read, understood and am satisfied with the above-mentioned activity and assessed risks 
associated with them. 

I agree to ……………………………………taking part.

I also agree that:i. he/she is fit to participate in the activities described.ii. he/she will comply with any special conditions applicable.iii. if I cannot be contacted, I give my permission for any dental or medical treatment that is considered necessary by the medical authorities present, 
to be authorised by the lead teacher whilst the group is away from home. 

Print name of Parent/Carer (in block capitals………………………………………

Signature………………………………………. Date ………/………./…………

NB One copy of this form should accompany the lead teacher on the Off-site visit and a further copy should be retained in the Reception office. 
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proprietors = F.R.Chugg and W.M.Chugg  

Risk assessments - abstracts taken from the NFU Mutual risk assessment 

report 

Visitor car park  

The car parking area is spacious and well laid out.  

Car park area disclaimer notices with regard to any damage/theft from vehicles are 
prominently displayed.  

Access and accommodation facilities - wheelchairs and pushchairs access around 

the site is good.  

The car park is the only place you can smoke on the premises.  

Visiting parties  

A high standard of awareness of the potential risks is in evident. Necessary notices 
are provided around the centre. Unaccompanied children are not allowed access to 
the premises. Visitors are not allowed access to animals.  

Special procedures are in place for visiting parties of disabled persons. Adequate 

toilet and washing facilities are in place.  

Quad bikes  

The business currently operates approximately 60 quad bikes. Tracks have been 
made in the surrounding area no riding takes place on the public highways. Tracks 
are checked each morning before the ride commences and any defects rectified or 
diversions put in place.  
Each visitor who opts for the quad rides are assessed. Visitors are provided with a 
helmet, boots and are required to read two safety signs in the practice track area 
and also in the snack bar window.  

Visitors stand around a quad bike and are given a safety brief by a qualified 
member of staff. Any health problems must be disclosed. They must then sign a 
disclaimer to say that they have received and understood the brief and read the 
safety information displayed on the signs.  

1  
 

Visitors are then trained to ride their bike on a practice track, surrounded by stacks 

of tyres for as long as it is necessary. They must perform 6 emergency stops using 
the correct procedures and only then are they allowed to go out around the farm 

following an escort. Information is given on how to ascend, descend and traverse. 

Escorts stop at various points on the ride and point out where special care is 

needed.  

This site operates all year round, although there are no night rides. All rides are 

escorted by qualified staff and number of escorts depends upon the level of ability 
of the rides, ranging from one-to-one supervision, to a minimum of 2 escorts per 

ride.  

Rides are provided for children with special need and specific needs are  

 specific procedures are in place for this.  .(  

Helmets are provided with helmet sanitizers. The helmets are replaced when 
necessary and in accordance with British Standards recommendations.  

The bikes undergo a daily check, which is carried out by trained staff, in addition 
primary checks are carried out. A list of daily safety checks are displayed on the 

workshop door and a signed record is kept of the daily checks. Any item found to 

be faulty is taken out of use and an appropriate warning label attached until such 

repair has been affected.  

A portable first aid kit is provided for the staff to take out on the rides.  

The business displays a very high standard of the risk awareness and there is 
good staff safety training programme and equipment maintenance procedure in 

place. The risks appear to be adequately controlled.  

No smoking (car park only)  

 

,f  
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Appendix 26B   Cardiff school parent consent letter for the 
                          residential workshops

Appendix 27     Tables showing themes for the orientation 	
   
	
 	
        clauses for interviews, focus groups and raps

Table 66       Data Comprising Orientation Themes  of  Interview Narratives   
ORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  SEMI-STRUCTURED	  INTERVIEWSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  SEMI-STRUCTURED	  INTERVIEWSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  SEMI-STRUCTURED	  INTERVIEWSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  SEMI-STRUCTURED	  INTERVIEWS

Attitudes,	  values	  and	  expectations Social	  interactive	  circles Home	  and	  family	  space Flexible	  relevant	  school

Do	  you	  get	  in	  trouble	  a	  lot?	  (0226).	  
Not	  anymore	  I	  don’t	  (Interview	  1.1	  0227).

There	  were	  a	  few	  problems	  there	  and	  then,	  um,	  the	  
headmaster,	  and	  then	  I	  had	  to	  Eind	  a	  different	  school	  because	  
it	  was	  like,	  I	  don’t	  know	  what	  it	  was	  at	  the	  time	  (Interview	  
1.6	  	  023)

Like	  my	  boxing	  there’s	  like	  a	  Eitness	  trainer	  …	  and	  then	  he	  
pushed	  me	  to	  get	  me	  back	  on	  track	  	  (Interview	  1.8	  	  0215)

Like	  shit	  yeah	  the	  girls	  stuff…	  they	  go	  on	  about	  that	  
(Interview	  1.4	  	  0170)

Um	  not	  eating	  too	  much	  like	  junk	  food,	  Yeah	  and	  someone’s	  
in	  your	  face.	  Yeah!	  (interview	  1.4,	  0177-‐0179)

Like	  being	  too	  fat	  (Interview	  1.5	  	  089)

After	  school	  go	  there	  and	  um	  (laughs)	  they’re	  
going	  to	  get	  a	  new	  skateboard	  ramp	  that’s	  
about	  it	  I	  can’t	  say	  nothing	  else	  (Interview	  	  
1.7	  	  055)

Okay	  is	  that	  at	  the	  park	  or	  whatever?	  (080).	  
Yeah	  (Interview	  1.7	  081)

Oh	  no	  spare	  time,	  like	  on	  Sunday	  we	  have	  a	  
game	  (football),	  on	  Thursday	  we	  have	  
training	  (Interview	  1.1	  	  0173)

I	  used	  to	  do	  karate	  and	  that	  kept	  me	  pop	  but	  I	  
can’t	  do	  none	  of	  it	  now	  but	  like	  since	  I	  started	  
rap	  (Interview	  1.6	  	  058)

So	  it	  was	  just	  a	  lazy	  day	  (Interview	  1.1	  045)

Um	  nothing	  much,	  I,	  I	  don’t	  really	  see	  my	  family	  unless	  
it’s	  like	  on	  a	  holiday	  (Interview	  1.4	  	  0106)

I’ve	  always	  moved	  like,	  we’ve	  always	  moved	  ,	  done	  
loads	  of	  houses	  like	  	  (Interview	  1.6	  	  023)

But	  on	  his	  side	  (Father)	  …	  I’ve	  got	  another	  little	  
brother	  and	  a	  little	  sister.	  Seen	  them	  when	  I	  was	  really	  
little	  and	  I	  haven’t	  ever	  had	  the	  chance	  to	  see	  them	  	  
but…	  (Interview	  1.6	  	  023)

I	  go	  with	  my	  dad	  to	  watch	  the	  rugby	  and	  my	  uncle	  
sometimes	  isn’t	  it?	  And	  with	  dad	  go	  to	  the	  pub	  on	  
Sunday	  (Interview	  1.8	  	  0145)

Do	  you	  know	  about	  Cubase?	  
(Interview	  1.1	  	  036)
Yeah	  Cubase	  and	  Reason	  and	  
Sibelius	  (interview	  1.8	  	  067)

Music	  tech,	  um,	  we	  make	  tracks	  or	  
Cubase	  and	  we	  Eind	  out	  new	  lyrics	  
to	  go	  about	  ‘em	  and	  all	  that	  
(Interview	  	  1.7	  	  097)

Are	  you	  allowed	  	  at	  like	  lunch	  and	  
that?	  (085).	  
Yeah	  (laughs)	  so	  yeah	  (Interview	  	  
1.1	  	  086-‐	  089)

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parent / Guardian 

 

 

 As you may already know your son has volunteered to be involved in a University of West of England /Health 

and Lifestyle/Music research project called Rap 'n Cab led by Linda Mages, a lecturer in nursing from the 

University of West of England.  

 

 The project involves your son participating in one-to-one interviews, discussion groups and composing music 

about their health, lifestyle and where they go for health related help. The interviews and discussion groups will 

be conducted by boys of the same age (14 years old) from a Bristol school.  

 

Collecting this information will include two residential weekend workshops involving one over-night stay. All 

funding for your son’s participation in this project will be provided.  

 

Do please contact me on ____________________ if you have any concerns or would like additional information. 

Alternatively you may contact Linda Mages on _______________. 

     

Please fill in the return slip below if you consent to your son taking part in this project. 

   

  Many thanks for your support 

 

 

 

   ____________________________   

 

 

 ! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I give permission for my son ________________________ to participate as a researcher in the RAP ‘n CAB 

Research Project.  

 

 

Signed ___________________________________________________Parent/Guardian 

 

 
School 
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Table 6 7       Data Comprising Orientation Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives
ORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  THE	  FOCUS	  GROUPSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  THE	  FOCUS	  GROUPS

Vulnerability	  to	  risk	  baiting Cultivation	  of	  lifestyle	  ideals

You	  see	  old	  people	  doing	  anything	  (Focus	  Group	  	  3.1	  	  044)

A	  bit	  of…stuff	  	  (Focus	  Group	  3.1.	  	  068)

There’s	  people	  like	  in	  Cardiff,	  there’s	  a	  lot	  of	  cocaine	  and	  that	  in	  the	  year	  older	  than	  us	  (Focus	  
Group	  3.1	  	  0185)

Nor	  even	  that	  ,	  some	  of	  them	  are	  our	  age	  (Focus	  Group	  3.1	  	  0186)

Like	  doing	  something	  that	  your	  friends	  wanted	  to	  do	  	  (Focus	  Group	  	  3.1	  	  063)

What	  makes	  you	  think	  these	  ideas?	  (048)	  
Because	  we	  grew	  up	  on	  them	  (Focus	  Group	  	  1,2	  	  049)

What	  do	  you	  do	  to	  chill?	  (009)	  Just,	  like	  play	  on	  play	  station	  and	  stuff	  like	  that	  (Focus	  Group	  2.2	  	  
010)

Yeah	  PHSE,	  especially	  PHSE	  (Focus	  Group	  3.2	  	  0124)

Table 68       Data Comprising Orientation Themes  of  Rap Narratives                                                               
ORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  THE	  RAPSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  THE	  RAPSORIENTATION	  THEMES	  FROM	  THE	  RAPS

Being	  in	  control The	  importance	  of	  status Dealing	  with	  the	  difNiculty	  of	  reality

Not	  invited	  	  	  (Rap	  1,	  023)

Im	  breaking	  your	  dens	  breaking	  (Rap	  3,002)

Im	  guna	  make	  rain	  (Rap	  4,	  002)

Im	  a	  young	  mindz	  attender	  (Rap	  4,	  006)

Its	  my	  show	  I’m	  in	  control	  (Rap	  8,	  003)

I	  Elip	  back	  bust	  that	  rush	  (Rap	  8,	  008)

I’m	  independent	  (Rap	  9,	  002)

Going	  on	  bustin	  	  	  (Rap	  10,	  003)

Don’t	  get	  me	  vexing	  (Rap	  10,	  oo8)

In	  my	  path	  I’m	  bofEing	  them	  (Rap	  11,	  006

I’m	  your	  worse	  nightmare	  	  (Rap	  1,	  003)

But	  boy	  better	  know	  (Rap	  1,	  032)

	  Everyone	  no[s	  Im	  the	  nu	  era	  (Rap	  2,	  019)

My	  dough	  like	  glow	  (Rap	  11,	  012)

I	  roll	  to	  the	  max	  (Rap	  3,	  017)

My	  trousers	  are	  low	  but	  my	  status	  is	  high	  (Rap	  4,	  030)

I’m	  on	  the	  nu	  era	  (Rap	  2,	  019)

Cus	  I	  shine	  like	  a	  star	  ting	  (Rap	  6,	  002)

Back	  up	  spotlights	  on	  me	  (Rap	  6,	  016)

No	  wastetlan	  is	  in	  front	  of	  ME	  (Rap	  8,	  015)

I’m	  on	  the	  top	  spot	  (Rap	  9,	  002)

I’m	  wide	  spread	  from	  Cardiff	  to	  London	  (Rap	  9,	  003)

Live	  and	  exclusive	  (Rap	  9,	  017)

Showing	  grime	  how	  we	  do	  this	  (Rap	  9,	  018)

Lyrical	  nightmare	  	  (Rap	  1,	  	  002)

Darkness	  	  (Rap	  1,	  022)

What	  path	  am	  I	  choosing	  (Rap	  4,	  005)

Draw	  for	  the	  mac	  (Rap	  4,	  011)

Shouting	  CHOKE	  	  (Rap	  4,	  015)

Put	  to	  tha	  Eloor	  	  (Rap	  4,	  021)

Im	  on	  a	  rago	  Ing	  I’ll	  start	  shouting	  (Rap	  7,	  007)

The	  echo	  jumpen	  	  (Rap	  7,	  011)

Rebel	  man	  	  (Rap	  11,	  016)

Is	  crazy	  (Rap	  12,	  007)

Dnt	  know	  bout	  me	  (Rap	  12,	  014)

Appendix 28     Tables showing themes for the complicating 
	
 	
        action clauses for interviews, focus groups  
	
 	
        and raps

Table 69      Typcial Lifestyle Experience Data  Comprising   

Complicating Action Themes  of  Interview Narratives
TYPICAL  LIFESTYLE  EXPERIENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWSTYPICAL  LIFESTYLE  EXPERIENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS

Typical predictable lifestyle influencesTypical predictable lifestyle influences
I had a lie in on Saturday so I got up at about one. I think I had a shower and my mum 
and I went out  (Interview 1.1  042)
I probably did have breakfast and all that (Interview 1.1  044)
On Thursday after school I do rugby training … I’d stay behind in the studio and that  
(Interview 1.1  054)
I had a bowl of Cheerios and a pizza but my mum made me dinner (Interview 1.1  070)
I don’t have breakfast one school day no. I just have like in school caramel like that, 
probably go out (Interview 1.1   084)
It’s like we’ve got the main street and there’s a chip shop there (Interview 1.1   090)
Normally  just watches football with my dad and my little brother, like I watch I’m a 
Celebrity with my mum (Interview 1.1  0100)
Has dinner on the table and that, you know  (Interview 1,1  0102)
When I come home my mum makes me a bacon and egg sandwich and then I ask for 
money (Interview 1.1  0117)
I meet them (school friends) by the shop every morning. He knocks for me every 
morning like at the same time (Interview 1.1  0127 - 0129)
Sat down, listened to music, went out to play  and that was basically it like and then went 
home and did whatever (Interview 1.2  035)
I go to school  in the morning, gets back at about four and either goes out or stays in my 
house on the computer or something. Then I come back at about nine I like watching 
TV for a bit then bed at 11 (Interview 1.2  045)
Like I might get some money and go to the cinema, ice-skating, bowling, plenty of 
things (Interview 1.2  057)
Had my cereals when I woke and had sandwich during the day. When my mum got back 
from work I think I had food and I ate that then I had snacks between then, had my 
supper, and go to bed  (Interview 1.2  067)
Sandwiches, um packet of crisps. I might buy a couple of things from the shop or 
something (Interview 1.2  073)

When  I wake up in the morning I usually have beans on toast or tea . Lunchtime I’ll probably grab a 
burger  (Interview 1.7  0126)
Yeah I go into town, just staying in as a family, just like watching TV and something like that  
(Interview 1.7  0144)
Er a tuna sandwich and then a pizza for my lunch, er no my tea. I had cornflakes in the morning   
(Interview 1.8  0129)
I might go upstairs for a bit and then I’ll come down and like my mum will always  be watching TV 
because that’s just it because she’s in work most of the day comes back at four and she chills foe like a 
couple of hours. So nothing really, oh and sometimes I meet my sister from work. (Interview 1.1  
085)
(Whistles) Usually I goes to play basketball with them on a Saturday that usually the routine. I don’t 
do nothing special like. (Interview 1.1  087)
Last Saturday I was helping my dad with the car. That was until about six o’clock, went in for food 
(Interview 1.3  034)
I just go on the trampoline or something, go on the computer (Interview 1.3  052)
Nothing, I just like sweets  (Interview 1.3  062)
Yeah write lyrics down if I can, if not them I’ll probably just go somewhere (Interview 1.3  071)
Had Frosties for breakfast, I had Mac Donald’s for dinner, um I had chips for tea  (Interview 1.4 073)
And just chilling and talking, so you know  (Interview 1.4  0116 )
I just like surf and that  (Interview  1.5  050)
Just stayed in an watched tele ‘coz it’s Winter  (Interview 1.5  058)
Sometimes I’ll just go to town (Interview 1.5  066)
Last Saturday I think  cookies and pizza  (Interview 1.5  068)
Chill with my mates, nothing really exciting  (Interview  1.6  033)
And we usually hang round  up the park  (Interview 1.7  049)
Just writing down lyrics an everything  (Interview 1.7  057)
PE that’s kind of healthy thing for us, er canteen there’s not much healthy there (Interview 1.7   089)
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Table 70     Enjoyed and Disliked Lifestyle Experience Data                                   
Comprising  Complicating Action Themes  of  Interview Narratives

ENJOYED   AND   DISLIKED   LIFESTYLE  EXPERIENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWSENJOYED   AND   DISLIKED   LIFESTYLE  EXPERIENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS

Identified  enjoyed experiences Identified  disliked experiences

First there’s the music. It’s like, I don’t know, I likes music. It’s good. And then writing because I writes lyrics.  (Interview 1.1   034)

Yeah. And then instruments it’s like who. I just like the beat and all that. The studio and that, you know. I probably did (Interview 1.1  036) 

Just the fact that I like sport (Interview  1.1  068)

I likes coming home after school and having a bacon and egg sandwich   (Interview 1.1   0119)

Instead of just like watching TV and stuff like that I’d rather be doing something active  (Interview 1.1  0151)

Yeah rugby and eating obviously (Interview 1.1  0159)

Like games lessons, um, PE studies, practical', like keeping active everything  (Interview 1.1   0183)

Um, I always listen to music  (Interview 1.2   029)

Eminem’s my icon because like the lyrics and the raps and that. That’s basically it.  (Interview 1.2   029)

Um, well basketball I like because it just keeps you fit..  Music I just like.. You can’t get me away from music (Interview 1.2  039)

I go out after school to get fresh air and chat with my mates  (Interview 1.2  063)

Rugby because I said it was number 1 so I done sport  (Interview 1.3  032)

Just chilling with my mum and my dad and that  (Interview 1.3  072)

Hanging around with them at lunchtime and that  (Interview 1.3   076)

Just to have a laugh isn’t it?  (Interview 1.3  0103)

Basic things like MCing or TV mostly MCing,  girls, TV, iPods, football, mobile phones, money, clubs  (Interview 1.4  030 - 032)

Um sleeping  (Interview 1.4   050)

Um I don’t know just chill (Interview 1.4   067)

Yeah write lyrics down if I can, If not then probably just go somewhere (Interview 1.4  071)

Like when I go out and then like I say then I just surf and that (Interview 1.4  050)

Sometimes I’ll write lyrics ,,, and music and stuff yeah  (Interview 1.4  080 – 083)

MCing because um I’ve been rapping about 3 years I think (Interview 1.6  021)

My second one is food. I loves making tracks in the studio. They’re who I hang out with and I likes ..I likes to speak to my girlfriend and  to my friends. I likes my clothes (Interview 
1.6   023)

Like we all chills over the park and its like the guys do a lot of thing (Interview 1.6  025)

Seeing my friends and chilling out  (Interview 1.6  047)

I love shopping, looking good and yeah that’s it and I like football… and then finally with all my friends (Interview 1.7  045)

Music just writing down lyrics and everything (Interview 1.7  057)

Yeah we go to the park sometimes to the gym  (Interview 1.7  0156)

School, schools important to me  (Interview 1.7  0166)

Well number 1 is it’s like what I likes doing id sport. Number 2 is my house where I live.  Number 3 is what most of the girls do  on Friday and Saturday and alcohol   (Interview 1.8 
057-  061)

Five is music and that’s part of why I done music tech because I love music and text all my girl  (Interview 1.8  065)

I like going to the pub because its like football club night  (Interview 1.8  0147)

Like I didn’t like getting up and hovering for 
my mother (Interview 1,1  052)

Um, really when I have to look after my brother  
(Interview 1.1  0123)

Peer pressure and all that isn’t it? (Interview 
1.1  0207)

Um, get excluded like that could mess up like 
learning and couldn’t it?  (Interview 1.1  
0223)

Football I can’t play, um  (Interview 1.2  041)

Yeah, going to school  (Interview 1,2   055)

When someone terrible presses you like and 
that gets on your nerves then that’s what I 
don’t like. (Interview  1.2  091)

Um my teachers  (Interview  1.4  061)

If girls turn me down  (Interview 1.4   0120)

I don’t see my dad ever because it doesn’t want 
to get involved like, he’s like one of those 
people and um…  (Interview 1.6  023)

Table 71     Health and Lifestyle Influences Data Comprising               
            Complicating Action Themes  of  Interview Narratives

HEALTH  AND  LIFESTYLE   INFLUENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWSHEALTH  AND  LIFESTYLE   INFLUENCES  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS

Identified positive health influences on own lifestyle Identified negative health influences on own lifestyle

My school they does veggie burgers, they does these you know, fruit, cut up apple and stuff  (Interview 1.1  092)
I keep active and um eat well (Interview 1.1  0147)
Mum obviously, like really er  keeps me healthy? I don’t know I’m not saying they haven’t done nothing  (Interview 1.1  0177)
Um, he was the one like… but like he cared and everything and he like helped me get better in that he was the one telling me, “ No one’s against you, they’re trying 
to help you and I was like, “Oh yeah” and all that  (Interview 1.1   0233)
Feeling good, um keeping fit, just anything really as long as you keep healthy and not obese and that  (Interview  1.2   099)
Eating more of like bananas and grapes just eating more healthy and not so much junk food (Interview 1.2  0103)
My dad makes me eat fruit and that, um, my mother she gets me to go out and play basketball (Interview 1.2  0110)
Just made me dine more activities after school (Interview 1.2   0105)
Um salads and fruit and stuff  (Interview 1.4  075)
Telling me to go to school, telling me to do all these sports (Interview 1.4  0147)
Um I do like you know like games lessons we’re doing like um circuit training, weight lifting and something like that so keep fit  (Interview  1.5  0103)
Sometimes er like after school we’ll just go to football  (Interview 1.5  0113)
Just cook me the right food (Interview 1.6   056)
Just to make sure  I'm fit and take care of myself, yeah  (Interview 1.7  0192)
Just getting out in rugby, football (Interview 1.7  0198)
Doing like games, circuit training and like rugby matches and football matches (Interview  1.8  0187)
Um, I care for my mum and my sister  (Interview  1.2   029)
Like well mostly closer to my sister but not with my father  (Interview 1.2  0131)

Er, smoked. Um… Oh no only cigarettes  (Interview 1.1  
091-0193)
I’ve eaten a lot of fatty foods but like I don’t know I’m still 
skinny. I don’t get fat and I eat quite a lot, just general stuff 
really  (Interview  1.1  0195)
What I ate last Saturday, Mac Donald's and kebabs or whatever, 
chips, its just if you eat too much (Interview 1.4   079)
Um, buying big chocolates, chocolates  (Interview 1.4  0161)
Yeah the cookies (Interview 1.4  0164)
Even in my school there’s like, at the back and when  everyone 
goes home they’re smoking (Interview 1.5  0115)
Most of the people who smoke are my friends, I go home and I 
sort of passive smoke sort of thing  (Interview 1.5  0117)
Um, everyone smokes at my school, like loads of people do it’s 
sort of like you’re cool like  (Interview 1.6  068)
Food maybe I’ve had too much bad food at school I don’t know  
(Interview 1.7  0218)
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Table  72    Health Help Themes Data Comprising                                                   
 Complicating Action Themes  of  Interview Narratives

HEALH  HELP  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWSHEALH  HELP  COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM INTERVIEWS

Identified health help support Views on health-related support

She like a doctor, like she’s qualified for all 
that like, so she’ll know what’s wrong with 
you (Interview 1.1  0247)
I would most probably go to the  doctors  
(Interview 1.2  0165)
My brother (Interview 1.3  0123)
Yeah and with my mates (Interview 1.3  
0125)
Well I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t, no I wouldn’t  
(Interview 1.1  0277)
Oh I’d go to my mother  (Interview 1.2  
0129)
It would just be about telling my mum  
(Interview  1.2  0149)
Yeah, my mum (Interview 1.3  0143)
Um my parents would know, doctor myself 
(Interview 1.5  0144)
Someone who would understand um this 
like, we’ve got a new teacher like and he 
doesn’t act like a teacher, he acts like a kid  
(Interview 1.5  0150)
Just notices in schools or posters or 
teachers speaking about PSE or that  
(Interview 1.7  0226)
I’d go to a teacher mostly because like 
Mr…… because I know I can go to him  
(Interview 1.7  0228)
Yeah my friends really  (Interview 1.7  
0248)
Yeah mostly the teachers yeah. That’s the 
closest people  (Interview 1.7  0250)
Oh no I can tell my mum and dad anything 
(Interview 1.8  0227)
Like I didn’t like getting up and hoovering 
for my mum (Interview 1.1   052)
My family, I’ve got quite a lot of family  
(Interview  1.6   023)

Like a welcoming  (Interview 1.1  0303)
You don’t have to make an appointment  (Interview 1,1  0304)
Its not got to be too far  (Interview 1.3  0121)
Um, would you ever like to go to a doctor’s or?  (0126) No . (Interview 1.3  0127)
Um, male or female or what would you prefer?  (0146)  Don’t know, don’t mind really (Interview  1.3  0147)
Just chilled out like (Interview 1.3  0159)
Good colours like  (Interview 1.3  0161)
Obviously clean (Interview 1.3  0162)
I don’t know, sit down and have a chat and that  (Interview 1.3  0171)
Oh its, it’s a female  ()Interview 1.4  0208)
Um just like keep it simple (Interview 1.4  0213)
Y-you want it to be like cleaner (0214). That like the main one (Interview 1.4 0216)
Yeah loads of cleaners (Interview 1.4  0217)
So you don’t want to be waiting for ages (Interview 1.4  0220)
I would like the information to be light and also I want it to be confidential (Interview 1.5   0158)
Yeah, the only time I’d ever ask for help is like if ever I got a sexual thing, then I’d definitely I’d have help for that like straightaway like (Interview 1.6   076)
If it wasn’t confidential like. If like anyone like, I would like privacy (Interview 1.6  080)
Everyone will find out about it like, you know, when I went there (Interview 1.6  082)
If there was a place that I wouldn’t like know 100% like that it was confidential and that actual people wanted you to actually go into it and get good results  (Interview 1.6  0084) 
If I went there and there was like people my age there, um if there was like things to do there, like you go there and you’re not jumping around worrying, there was like, game consuls 
and everything (Interview 1.6  086)
Um, pregnancy, sexual diseases, drug help, smoking, er  (Interview 1.6   088)
It depends, it depends like where, how far the place is like (Interview 1.6  092)
Make someone comfortable where you can go and you can sit down (Interview 1.7  0276)
Something to do whilst you’re waiting, play station or whatever, yeah, when you sit down and read (Interview 1.7  0278)
Confidential and all that (0280) and friendly, yeah and if there was any other worries then you can speak to them with different situations and they wouldn’t laugh or anything (Interview 
1.7  0282 – 0283)
Well be friendly to me, trustworthy (Interview 1.8  0239)
Yeah like give me a lot of advice. Male . Yeah because they could have gone through the same  (Interview 1.8  0241 - 0244)
Have a couple of posters in the room like say about what you could do just by glancing at them (Interview 1.8  00257)
Oh private rooms with the workers and advisors  (Interview 1.8  0263)
Book an appointment so you wouldn’t have loads of people there (Interview 1.8  0265)
Like pregnancies as well for the girls  (Interview 1.8  0274)

Table  73      Positive and Negative Lifestyle Influences Data Comprising  
Complicating Action Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INFLUENCES COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPSPOSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INFLUENCES COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPS

Identified positive health influences on lifestyle Identified negative health influences on lifestyle

School, like that’s an activity isn’t it? Kind of.  (Focus Group 1.1   012)
Indoor sports, like youth clubs isn’t it? (Focus Group  1.1  013)
Someone who doesn’t take drugs   (Focus Group  1.1  020)
Something you have, something proper to eat   (Focus Group 1.1  021)
Someone who don’t smoke  (Focus Group 1.1   022)
Yeah, don’t think they’re hard, does exercise like  (Focus Group 1.1  024)
Show them what happens if they carry on doing what they’re doing like  (Focus Group 1.1   059)
Creating activities after school (Focus Group 1.1   071)
Sport like, exercise  (Focus Group 1.1  0102)
Athletics because you know they’re not going eating junk food, they’re doing so much exercise and that so they’re healthy and staying healthy  (Focus Group  1.1   0118)
Rugby  (Focus Group  1.2  010)
Music  (Focus Group 1.2  014)
Erm, music  (Focus Group 1.2  019)
Lifestyle could be like anything like just anything you do really (Focus Group 1.2  020)
Hang around with mates and things (Focus Group  1.2   022)
Yeah hang around with mates and make music (Focus Group  1.2   024)
Erm, a lot of friends (Focus Group 1.2  026)
More things like this (RAP n CAB) like music and stuff  (Focus Group 1.2  064)
More like parks and stuff like basketball courts  (Focus Group 1.2  088)
Yeah, more facilities to play like more like pitches and stuff  (Focus Group  1.2   090)
Biking.  Sports. (Focus Group 1.2  096-097)
Sleeping, that’s healthy (Focus Group 1.2  099)
And music as well  (Focus Group 1.2  0100)
Something just to keep you going (Focus Group 1.2  0102)
Going to bed early . Shit I don’t like going to bed early  (Focus Group 1.2  0114)
Rapping, MCing  (Focus Group 1.2  0116)
Football because football’s like a world wide thing isn’t it?  (Focus Group 1.2  0117)
(Talking about family) Like when you all spend time together and go out and not just stay in (0134). When you do all that kind of thing together  (Focus Group  2.1  
0135)
Eat fruit , jog  (Focus Group 2.2  015)
Jog, exercise, plenty of sleep  (Focus Group 2.2  018)
Our parents (Focus Group 2.2  020)
Yeah and teachers supplying food and so on (Focus Group 2.2  023)
More like not after school clubs like social clubs like  (Focus Group 2.2  040)
One on one thing in school (Focus Group 2.2  059)
It means a lot to me because like without my family I don’t know where I’d be without getting along with my family  (Focus Group 2.2  076)
Monopoly night isn’t it?  (Focus Group 2.2  080)
Yeah like how you feel generally (007)  As well as physical health  (Focus Group 2.1  009)
Like your mum and dad could help you to be healthy (Focus Group 2.1   022)
And teachers and stuff as well  (Focus Group 2.1  023)
Like start getting rid of more fat food  (Focus Group  2.1   047)
Just stay with the  right people. People that you know. If you don’t  (laugh)  (Focus Group 3.2  0105)
Think for your self  (Focus Group 3.2  0112)

What other stuff do young people not like doing?  
(0110 )  Eating  veg   (Focus Group 1,1  0111 )
Someone who’s like obese that kind of thing  (Focus 
Group  1.1   038)
Yeah obese, getting bullied  (Focus Group 1.1   039)
Fighting all the time  (Focus Group 1.1  040)
Yeah, they would be messing around in lessons and not 
taking part and that  (Focus Group 1.1  042)
Everyone smokes in our school so that should be like 
(Focus Group 1.1  072)
Crime.  Drugs, crime. Crack.  (Focus Group 1.2   
050-053)
(Talking about what schools can do)  Well they could 
give advice and that  (083) . That makes you want to do 
it .  (Focus Group  1.1   085)
Its like healthy stuff like young people might think it’s 
like boring  (Focus Groups 1.1  0103)
Crime and violence and that. Getting into criminal stuff  
(Focus Group 1.2   0123)
Smoking . Smoking   (Focus Group 3.1   012-013)
Fighting. Fighting, being a boy . Robbery and that  
(Focus group 3.1  023-025)
Doing crime and that. Stealing  (Focus Group 3.1  
031-032)
Cannabis. Cannabis.  Heroin. Er cocaine. Magic 
mushrooms, coke  (Focus Group 3.1  0138-0143)
‘Coz they like rob. If they’re junkie  (Focus Group 3.1  
0193-0194)
Er smoking, alcohol, fighting   (Focus Group 3.1    023)
Yeah fighting, yeah fighting and criminal activities  
(Focus Group 3.2   024)
Peer pressure. Yeah  peer pressure  (Focus Group 3.2 
070-071)
Trying to be cool. There’s loads of different things that 
people would do  (Focus Group 3.2  040)
I don’t know like to impress people (Focus Group 3.2  
042)
You know smoking, people do it just to impress someone  
(Focus Group 3.2   045)
Like being cool and things and stuff (Focus Group 3.2  
072)
Passive smoking  (Focus Group  3.2 081)
The main drug that’s used is weed  (Focus Group 3.2  
0129)
Shoplifting . Yeah. But  that’s mostly getting in trouble  
(Focus Group  3.2  0163-0165)
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Table 74     Health Help  Data Comprising                                                            
              Complicating Action Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives

HEALTH HELP COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPSHEALTH HELP COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPS

Identified health help Views on health related help

Go to the doctor  (Focus Group 2.1  0261)
(Multiple speakers) A nurse in school or something  
(Focus Group 3.1   0262)
I mean in our school we’ve got this little place to go  
(Focus Group  3.1   263)
(Talking about school) Into little sessions or 
whatever (0264). Yeah and they talk to you about 
everything: drugs, sex and stuff  (Focus Group 3.1  
0266)
Yeah I wouldn’t tell my dad, I’d tell my mum  
(Focus Group 3.1   0326)
I’d tell my dad first  () Focus Group 3.1  0327)
Yeah I’d go to the doctor in school first  (Focus 
Group 3.1  0345)
Put posters; put posters around (Focus Group 3.1  
0406)
(Where to get information)  School (0179).  Yeah 
school, parents, internet  (0180). Yeah and 
teachers  (Focus Group 3.2  0181)

(Talking about what would stop use of health help?)  If you’re embarrassed  (Focus Group 3.1   0326 ) 
(Talking about how they want health help to react to their concerns?)   Serious (0393).  Serious but um like they always find a way (Focus Group 3.1   0394)
They tell you what’s going to happen (Focus Group 3.1  0395)
Yeah they won’t just like blag you. Just tell you lies, say you’re going to be OK when its proper serious  (Focus Group 3.1  0396)
Like when you tell them something they don’t, like they don’t laugh at you and find it funny and you say to them like “don’t laugh” (Focus Group 3.1  0397)
If it wasn’t confidential and they tell you straight away (Focus Group  3.2   0209)
If someone said, “Oh you don’t want to go there”  (Focus Group 3.2  0210)
If like, pressure group (Focus Group 3.2  0212)
(Talking about to locate health help at school)  No, no ‘coz they   like , the staff who like  (Focus Group 3.2 0235)
Music area  (Focus Group 3.2  0262)
Its like music that everyone like being played  in that you can sit down here like, no worrying, like take your mind off it a lot like  (Focus Group 3.2   0263)
Somewhere cosy  (Focus Group 3.2  0265)
Like make yourself and appointment (0268). Yeah, yeah  (Focus Group 3.2   0269)
Yeah, website definitely  (Focus Group  3.2  0271)
It would have to be confidential like (Focus Group 3.2  0272)
You don’t want them to laugh at you (Focus Group 3.2  0274) 
Someone down to earth like on a level. You speaking to them. They actually like to listen  to you, its like having a conversation  (Focus Group  3.2  0277)
Like you know ‘em like  (Focus Group 3.2  0278)
Someone who’s been in a similar situation  (0276) . Yeah, yeah definitely (Focus Group 3.2   0277)

Table 75    Data Comprising  Complicating Action 
Themes  of  Rap Narratives

COMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM RAPSCOMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM RAPSCOMPLICATING ACTION THEMES FROM RAPS

Competitive importance of status Protective need for control Dealing with uncertainty

Your bars are crap go edit it (Rap 10  018)
From the ground to the ceiling mandenz is raching for fame (Rap 
12  017)
8 cause like kano I role with p’s and q’s (Rap 12  022)
His bars are rising  (Rap 2  011)
6 I will say it again his just amazing (Rap 2  016)
Your friends im on the top spot (Rap 3  003)
Bars plus a star what im sighting (Rap 3  013)
A big money spender (Rap 4  007)
I’m the deepest MC our der on the roads (Rap 7  004) 
Flip back to the gash I’m texting (Rap 10  009)
Spitting bars like mine thas against tha law  (Rap 4  022)
I don’t go to Artists Artists come to ME (Rap 8  016)
Chit crap flip back and I run them  (Rap 9  005)
Hear the word start speadn it  (Rap 10   019)
So Rude boi out of my face (Rap 9  013)
6 its time to rise up the stakes in the game (Rap 12  016)

No MC’s in grime on top of me (Rap 10  002)
Try step to me or you get left loosing  (Rap 12   008)
2 bare mans look at me (Rap 2  004)
If you want call me MC terra (Rap 2  020)
M dot B im all over the rap (Rap 6  006) 
I roll like FLOWDEM out your hands in the air  (Rap 1  004)
Like a Lambertt they will get ignited  (Rap 1  024)
Roll with a mac 10 and a two two (Rap 026) 
Ye man u no I run this (Rap 5  017)
Once I murk I man I will murk there hole crew  (Rap 1  034)
If man wanna clash then there gunna get slew (Rap 1  036 )
All tha waste MC’s I am cumin for you (Rap 1  038)
Blud yur going at zo wot u callin that fast (Rap 10   004)
Don’t try and act pro cause ill break yur nose  (Rap 11  013)
And if you want ear then blud your insane (Rap 4  003)
Tell your girlfriend stop pouring (Rap 7  008)
And if your crew still wants to be fighting hand (Rap 3  014) 
Waste MC’s get locked in a dungeon  (Rap 9  004)
I got murk with MC’s like skepta murk devilman  (Rap 11  013)

4 Think again take another path for the choosing (Rap 12   010) 
Earned the respect and its not from the pistol (Rap 6  012) 
Claim you’re a badman aint got shanker  (Rap 1  013) 
I’ll pull out the cash like a NatWest banker (Rap 014)
Am I capable Am I proofing it (Rap 5   006)
Is it gona stay with, stick on never to away (Rap 5  007)
Not boy better know but boy better know  (Rap 1   037)
Spit bars that you aint expecting (Rap 10  010)
I got 99 problems Cardiff 1 of them  (Rap 11  007)
When you jump on the mic there shouting CHOKE (Rap 4  016)
Which way what time  (Rap 5  002)
No MC’s in the game ye so I don’t trust that  (Rap 8  009) 
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Appendix 29     Tables showing themes for the evaluation 
	
 	
        clauses for interviews, focus groups and raps

Table 76      Friends, Weekends and Holiday Lifestyle Data                                   
 Comprising  Evaluation  Themes  of  Interview Narrative

FIENDS, WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAY EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWSFIENDS, WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAY EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWS

Friends and lifestyle experiences Weekends and holiday lifestyle experiences

Um I don’t like it when  F  knocks for me and I’m like, I’m not even still dressed  
(Interview 1.1  0135)
Yeah, having good friends, it’s like friends you can rely on and all that but with 
my friends it’s like it’s not so much about relying on them it’s just having mates 
and everything, like you know you can already rely on them (Interview 1.1  
0185)
So I reckon friends are like healthy, like emotionally healthy  (Interview 1.1   
0189)
Yeah I goes like out with my friends and that. (Interview  1.2  043)
Being away from my family for a bit, because they do your head in sometimes, 
being out in the fresh air, not being stuck in  (Interview 1.2   089)
Just like generally hang round with them  (Interview 1.7  0161)

Well nothing really because Saturday’s a bummer isn’t it really  (Interview 1.1   050)
But I don’t like getting up because like it disturbs me  (Interview 1.1   052)
I mean like I said, I get really bored in holidays because there’s nothing to do  (Interview 1,2  058)
It does get boring after a while because you do the same things over again and it just gets to you. It gets boring  (Interview 1.2  059)
I just go round the corner (Interview 1.3  080)
Sometimes when it’s holidays you just think. “Oh you don’t want to go to school but just one day when you just want to go but you can’t  (Interview 
1.7  0112)
You just think, “Oh I’ve got nothing to do today (Interview 1.7  0117)
(Most enjoy in school holidays) Going out and hanging around with my mates  (Interview 1.8   0125)
Yeah because halfway through it gets boring  (Interview 1.8  0127)
Because if there’s no one around at the football club it’s a boring thing  (Interview 1.8  0151)

Table 77     School and Family Lifestyle Data                                                                        
Comprising  Evaluation  Themes  of  Interview Narrative

Table 78      Healthy and Unhealthy Activities Data            
 Comprising  Evaluation  Themes  of  Interview Narrative
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HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWSHEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY ACTIVITIES EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWS

Views on healthy activities Views on unhealthy activities

Brek  and that (Interview 1.1   072)
Cos I mean like the milk and that’s got everything really hasn’t it? And the whole grain in the Cheerio’s  (Interview  
1.1  075)
Um, school day probably like veg burger although I’ve never eaten one of those. Like it’s probably good for you but it 
like tastes horrible (Interview  1.1  092)
Oh fruit, vegetables, like, it’s just saying I know they’re good for you like and that, like good food I likes bananas and 
grapes. I don’t like nothing like vegetables just sweet corn and carrots, that’s the only things I like  (Interview  1.2   
069)
Mostly as I say the sandwiches are healthy and I bring a banana or something so then I’ll eat that  (Interview 1.2   
075)
Er, they have sandwiches at school, like healthy sandwiches with salad  (Interview 1.4  089)
Um foods like pasta and rice ‘coz like getting rid like fatty foods (Interview 1.5  070)
Obviously vegetables are good for your health. I always eat em, yeah (Interview 1.6  037)
Well salads, every salad, like chicken salad, something like that (Interview 1.7  0132)
Well cereal is good for you and healthy because it gets you going in the morning and you’re not lazy in school 
(Interview 1.8  0133)
Yeah tuna, yeah, because it’s like healthy for you  (Interview 1.8  0135)
Um, I don’t know, because like shit I don’t know actually why they’re healthy. I don’t know. (Interview 1.1  0163)
Because it’s like, it’s not like football, rugby is it? In rugby you’re always having something for you to do  (0165). 
Yeah, not standing around (0166) Yeah and you’ll never be like that just doing nothing on the pitch so like you’re 
healthy like it kept me healthy  because like you’re always doing something  (Interview 1.1  0167)
Because with rugby like it’s fun  (Interview 1.1  0170)
Yeah having good friends, it’s like friend’s you can rely on and all that  (Interview 1.1  0185)
‘Coz like, like the football that can keep you healthy in it?  (Interview 1.4  0128)
Football because I’m quite good at football and I have fun when I’m playing (0178). Yeah  it keeps you healthy at the 
same time and occupied, the same thing, yeah  (Interview 1.7  0180)

I know pizza that’s not good for you (Interview 1.1  078)
Well some of it is but it’s just got a lot of fat init  (Interview 1.1  079)
I don’t like them burgers, well yeah burgers are bad for your health aren’t they?  (Interview 1.1   095)
Well a lot of chocolate, crisps are fattening. I don’t eat too much of them like, I used to eat six packets a day or 
something but now it’s just one  (Interview 1.2   071)
In school? Crisps and burgers  (0102). So I think too much of that makes quite unhealthy  (Interview 1.4   
0104)
Oh er yeah, I don’t eat too much of that, only now and again  (Interview 1.4  0157)
Um well chips, like chips and burger and like, they’re just fat and whatever (Interview 1.5   072)
I knows that fast foods are bad like, like if you eat loads of like KFC, McDonalds, Burger King and that. 
They’re bad for your health  like (Interview 1.6  039)
Burgers (laughs)  (0134). Burger and chips every time (Interview 1.7  0136)
Um chips because they make  people go bigger and bigger  (Interview  1.8  0137)
Yeah it’s not really like they haven’t got vitamins in there have they?  (Interview 1.1  0199)
(About smoking)  Yeah just a little thing really (Interview 1.1  0205)
Make you fat (Interview 1.4   081)
Oh there’s some of my friends like too fat because like you have to do exercise  (Interview  1.5  090)
Um I don’t like, like I said about passive smoking sort of thing like lung cancer for passive smoking so I could 
get lung cancer   (Interview 1.5  0128)
So I don’t like smoking no more but that obviously did mess up my health out in the park and everything just 
drinking and taking cannabis  like (Interview 1.6   068)
Well cos, um my friends used to smoke so I tried it once, I tried it once foe a while so that could have messed 
my health so, and bad food too (Interview 1.7  0211)
I don’t know. At one  stage I  stopped, I had a week off sport and like I felt bad and I got back to it  (Interview 
1.8  0189)

SCHOOL AND FAMILY  LIFESTYLE EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWSSCHOOL AND FAMILY  LIFESTYLE EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWS

School lifestyle experiences Family lifestyle experiences

Dislike Welsh. And like Welsh and I just hate that  (interview  1.1    062)
Most important, probably be school obviously, um, rugby probably and making music   (Interview 1.1  0139)
I used to get in  a lot of trouble (0229). I  don’t know it was just like I thought like everyone was against me, but they were trying to help 
me. You know I can see it now they’re helping me you know  (Interview 1.1  0231) 
It’s like  a teacher’s general relationship but um, a friend, a friend relationship  (Interview 1,1   0234)
Yeah, I don’t, I just don’t like the education, you’ve got to do tests, GCSE, it does my head in  (Interview 1.1   033)
I enjoy sort of the making music in the studio because like, I don’t know, like the highlight of the day  (Interview 1.1  058)
I started to box and that and he (dad) just wants me to be one but it’s not gonna happen (Interview 1.1  0115)
Well they’re providing more fruit and that  (Interview 1.1  0117)
Oh I get, we get games once a week and like you can pick PE studies for one of your options so you do that a couple of times a week and on 
a Wednesday if you like you’ll get that for the whole day, like running and so on (Interview 1.1  0119)
Rugby I enjoy the most because it’s contact  (Interview 1.3 044)
Um my teachers ‘coz like they just, sometimes they pick on me for nothing (Interview 1.4  061)
And like obviously I started off rubbish  but it was like a new thing and it was sort of hip hop at first. Now we all  does like our own thing  
(Interview 1.6  023)
I like all rapping and music tech and all of them  (Interview 1.7  061)
My favourite lesson, music tech  (Interview 1.7  095) 
I don’t mind school I just, I like school, yeah  (Interview 1.7  091)
Just teachers shouting at you  (laughs) (Interview 1.7   0101)
Oh I love games and PE and music (Interview 1.8  0109)
Boxing I does Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Rugby I does Tuesday and Thursday. Football I does Wednesday  (Interview 1.8  0114)
(Dislike most)  English  (Interview 1.8  0119)

(Important) Obviously family and all that and friends like  (Interview 1.1  0143)
‘Cos it’s my brother like, feelings for him and all that isn’t it? And like you don’t know 
what he’s going through you’re just like, trying to say, “Oh don’t worry” but like there 
again you don’t know what it feels like to be him so its hard, but like he’s got over it now 
anyway so it’s good  (Interview 1.1  0221)
Because you like your personal time (Interview  1.2  096)
I don’t really get along with my dad that much, well I sees him twice a week and don’t 
really speak to him as much as my mum  (Interview 1.2  0129)
Fixing my brother’s car (036). Getting all oily and that (Interview 1.3  038)
(Enjoy) Going on the trampoline because me and my brother always fight on it (interview 
1.1  054)
Um like on a Sunday I won’t actually keep fit, I’ll stay down my mum’s and have some fat 
days (laughs)  (Interview  0105)
Um my mum, sometimes, my mum keeps nagging me to go out and play football and not 
just staying in  (Interview  1.5  0107)
Sitting, tele   (Interview 1.5  0109)
Um, like I’m a fussy eater and that and I like, I’m not into like fast food  (Interview 1.6   
023)
Like stubborn , I had an argument with my mum and er, I just did it to get at her basically 
(Interview 1.6  060)
My mum always, whenever I goes out she’s like, “ Oh stay a bit longer”, and then it 
usually ends up I stays in the whole time or something. She just wants me to stay in all the 
time really  (Interview 1.7  0150)



Table 79     Health Help Data  Comprising                                                                                   
Evaluation  Themes  of  Interview Narrative

USING HEALTH HELP EVALUATION  THEMES  FROM INTERVIEWS

Using  health help

Yeah, it’s, I don’t know like if something felt weird then like I’d mention it. Something like if I was feeling like not up to something I’d mention it  (Interview 1.1  0243)
Yes, it’s like she, you wouldn’t like, because most teachers would sort of like say, “Oh, go home”, or something but she’ll find out what’s wrong with you like, she’s like not like a relationship or anything it’s just like  she’s got 
qualifications and all that and she’ll know and she’ll tell you  (Interview 1.1  0251)
Yeah I would follow her advice  (Interview 1.1  0255)
Because it’s like I know that she knows what she’s talking about  (Interview 1.1  0260)
(A sexual problem) Ah (laughs) yeah I wouldn’t want to talk about that to anyone) (Interview 1.1  0271)
Female (laughs)  (0285). Well I don’t know ‘cos if it was like something like downstairs well obviously a man touching me (laughs)  (Interview  1.1  0287)
Could be a peadophile (Interview 1.1  0290)
Probably like either a clinic or the doctor’s if it was a  serious problem  (0299). Yeah instead of going to the doctor’s at the school (0300). Yeah, yeah because you’d want to receive like proper professional  like viewing on it  
(Interview 1.1     0302)
I can tell my mum everything but not that (Sexual health things)  (0129).  Because I can tell them (professional) everything like  (interview 1.2   0133)
It depends on the situation is like my friends might help, apart from that I don’t know  (Interview 1.2  0157)
Yeah I would take their advice it depends what place they’d want me to go to  really (Interview 1.2  0169)
I don’t know they’re professionals they can tell me  (Interview 1.2   0171)
Because he’s my brother (Interview 1.3  0135)
Just it’s like you don’t want to be in a bad mood and go to like a BIG place and have to climb over everything  (Interview 1.3  0165)
If the help or advice was not available on your first visit would you go to another appointment? (0178).  No (Interview 1.3  0179)
Yeah I’d tell what it was, I can tell her (mum) anything even if it’s downstairs like (Interview 1.4  0189)
If you were pressured too much or if you feel that if you ask them then it would turn out bad or whatever (Interview 1.7  0240)
Or if it was embarrassing    (Interview 1.7  0241)
Yeah so confidential  (Interview 1.7  0255)
Male really because then you’re talking to someone that’s, well the same thing so he understands (Interview 1.7  0258)
I wouldn’t mind a female but (laughs)  (Interview 1.7  0262)
Oh I don’t know, just if you’ve got any troubles, smoking, anything, drugs (Interview 1.7  0288)
Who are having trouble with their parents or something (Interview 1.7  0291)
And for girls as well, like pregnancies? (0293).  Yeah, yeah  especially for girls , yeah  (Interview 1.7   0294)
So if help was not available on your first visit would you go to a second appointment? (0295).  You’d think they were messing you about then (Interview 1.7  0297)
Yeah it’s because it like my mum and dad and our fitness trainer, if you tell the fitness trainer they know mostly what to do  (Interview 1.8  0217)
Like a teacher or your brother say or mum (Interview 1.8  0235)
If they said, “go to this kind of, they  can help you out there”. then I would  (Interview 1.8  0283)

Table 80      Health and Unhealthy Activities Data                                                           
 Comprising  Evaluation  Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives

HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY ACTIVITIES EVALUATION THEMES  FOCUS GROUPSHEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY ACTIVITIES EVALUATION THEMES  FOCUS GROUPS

Views on healthy lifestyles Views on unhealthy activities

They’re healthy (Focus Group 1.1   028)
It’s like when you say that I would probably think like eating healthy and social know, like anything, like 
activities you do that will effect your health and fitness (Focus Group 1.1   063)
Um veg is nice (Focus Group 1.1   0116)
Schools.(032)  Ah supply like food  (Focus Group 2.2 034)
Or opportunities like in PE or something like that (Focus Group 2.2   038)                                  (Healthy 
family) Yeah I do (85).  And activities with each other (Focus Group 2.2   086)
Like someone who was like like generally like happy like not afraid to like c?? Want. Just stuff like that 
(Focus Group 2.1   012)
Maybe it could be a slightly religious feeling (Focus Group 2.1   0117)
Yes self believe (Focus Group 2.1   0119)
I think spirituality and emotionally they’re the same thing like its how you feel (Focus Group 2.1   0124)
(Spirituality) Yeah. Well yeah it would be wouldn’t it? (Focus Group 2.1   0127)
Well like it is being spiritually healthy like when you has a dream and you’re dream like and it feels good 
about yourself because you’re following..... (Focus Group 2.1   0128)
If no one was like spiritually healthy  like there wouldn’t be there wouldn’t be no like presidents and all that 
would there really. Mean they believed in theirself and that’s why they got so yeah (Focus Group 2.1   
0129)
(Emotional – self respect) Yeah. Yeah it is (Focus Group 2.1   0156)
(Physically healthy) I can live, live your life longer (Focus Group 2.1   037) 
I don’t think that’s a road to go down because you’re like (0177) Like they say, they say what ‘s it, that 
cannabis is a drug innit once you get bored of like the high then you might want to do something (Focus 
Group 3.1   0178) 
School like you might have posters in school: after school clubs or someone might come up in the 
community and speak or make a speech (Focus Group 2.2   027) 
(Government) Sort of send like advice and they can like set up teams to check the people who are stressed. 
(Focus Group 1.1   055) 
Pictures and everything and all that but you’re actually seeing the actual event from their point of vies and 
everything. Someone who’d been through it and so but you could actually look at them and will sort of it’s 
not just someone who to like speak (Focus Group 1.1   078) 
It’s like help to make them do it like, help like the young people actually let people doing the activities like 
to it where a famous person actually goes on (Focus Group 1.1   0106)
If they’re not rugby players get like a famous rugby player to come down and do a little training session 
isn’t it? (Focus Group 1.1   0107) 
Not like...not no one big like for the football like, just someone like Bellamy of someone, someone they 
would listen to. Kind of they listens but like it would be...they would think it’s like a professional isn’t one 
like big it’s just like a sort of football player like you know. So...(Focus Group 1.1   0108)
Rugby because like (0120) ..er no it’s not so much bad but like with our team it’s just always a fight don’t 
really end up bad but..(0122) it does for the other team (Focus Group 1.1   00123) 
 They express themselves in music (Focus Group 1.1   031) 
I just follow your dreams (043) ..find inspiration (Focus Group 1.1   044) 
They had a good plan and idea about like people coming into school but like former drug addicts and then 
they can show (073) ...how you could end up if like yeah (075). Or take them round prisons and then 
(Focus Group 1.1   771) 
More trips like this (082) Because then you go out more then (Focus Group 1.1   084) 
Actually because as long as it keeps you like fit and healthy (0118) And as long as you have that inspiration 
(Focus Group 1.1   0119) 
(Schools) Supply like food (Focus Group 2.2   034) 
Like your mentor you like counsellors to talk privately and stuff (Focus Group 2.1   069) 

It’s a waste of time isn’t it (Focus Group 1.1   047)
It’s just like your proper average person you don’t want to be it. (Focus Group 1.1   049)
I don’t get what you mean by heath lifestyles and that (Focus Group 1.1   062)
Because its nasty (Focus Group 1.1   0114)
It’s hard (Focus Group 2.2   030)
Erm, I don’t know, just. I don’t know I ain’t got healthy thing (Focus Group 2.2   014)
I don’t know what spiritual health means (Focus Group 2.2   0113)
Spirituality (071)  You know I don’t know (Focus Group 2.2   073)
....’cos you ain’t gonna like....you ain’t gonna end up dying of like eating burgers like not...like through drugs like 
bad stuff can happen in’it  (Focus Group 1.1   036)
Because they’re getting nowhere in life   (Focus Group 1.1   045)
(Harm) Yeah like to do stuff that could..  (Focus Group 2.1   027) 
(Harm) Yeah. Don’t know. Of all the people like (Focus Group 2.1   029) 
You can tell like a physically fit person to a not reasonably fit person like you’re fat (Focus Group 2.1   041) 
I don’t think even think that schools can help that because like they, they but like they’re not there...problems that 
go be there at home  (Focus Group 2.1   082) 
Yeah. Schools have got shit (Focus Group 2.1   083)
Yeah so it’s like a waste of the start of your life if you go to prison? (Focus Group 3.1   038)
Obviously we’ve taken part in risky activities but it’s... (Focus Group 3.1   0118) 
Makes you go woozy in the head (0144) and you end up doing stupid things (Focus Group 3.1   0146) 
Ecstasy loads (Focus Group 3.1   0150) 
(Drugs) Once you get bored with it you go onto something bigger (Focus Group 3.1   0180) 
...rob something out of a car of get money fot that, to get money for drugs (Focus Group 3.1   0197) 
And plus you always have like....if they use drugs then they’re probably going into contact with  dealer at one point 
aren’t they so... (Focus Group 3.1   0200) 
They can last a few days (Focus Group 3.1   0202) 
They can see and they want to do it (Focus Group 3.1   0203)
(fighting)  Because they mess with your health like you know.. (027) they make you go a little loopy  (030) Fights 
like, damage your lungs fighting makes you look ugly (Focus Group 3.2   032)
(Drugs) it feels like a...now it is like definitely things like; that just like a line of coke and anything and so they’ll 
have one (0143) Yeah, yeah ‘coz then if you get involved...(0147) ... Get money or something I don’t know, it’s. 
(0149) Its not just drugs it’s alcohol as well (Focus Group 3.2   150)
I don’t know but like it’s not really up to the government it’s like... (Focus Group 1.1   051) 
More facilities (Focus Group 2.2   044) 
I don’t get what you mean by healthy lifestyles and what (Focus Group 1.1   062)
Because there’s nothing to do (Focus Group 1.1   030) 
Because it’s just a way of life (0104) If you see it on TV then you try it out (0106) And then if you find it good then 
(0108) You can do  it  again (0109) ..do it again and then that’s when it buzzes yeah (Focus Group 1.1   0110) 
Yeah. But it depends what’s going on at home and everything. Like emotionally anything that like it changed like if 
you’re getting bullied you’re not emotionally like if you’re proper thinking different things in like a home like in if 
my feelings or something like that if I... (Focus Group 2.1   077) 
And so you get like and if you’ve got problems at home and like you say like someone beats you up and that you 
can;t run to the teacher saying “Can you excuse me like” (Focus Group 2.1   0102) 
(PSHE) Yeah ‘coz once a fortnight’s just not, not enough (Focus Group 2.1   0411) 
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Table  81     Health Help Data Comprising                                                                              
    Evaluation  Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives

HEALTH  HELP  EVALUATION THEMES  FOCUS GROUPS

Using Health Help

Well it was is a support centre: that’s the main place (Focus Group 3.1   0269) 
Saying you felt you were slowing down and you felt your heart wasn’t pumping (0276) Or if you ad like problems down there or something (Focus Group 3.1   0276) 
Yeah I’d tell a girl doctor but not a boy doctor (Focus Group 3.1   0280)
I’d tell like my dad  (Focus Group 3.1   0283)
(Mum and Dad) Yeah I can tell them anything (Focus Group 3.1   0288)
Um I had a flu jab (Focus Group 3.1   0304) 
(Confidence seeing doctors) No (0306) Yeah it’s scary: um the place isn’t scary it’s just getting it done (Focus Group 3.1   0316) 
I wouldn’t like...(0320) ...same every time I go (0321) I wouldn’t like a jab in there (0322) Don’t like needles (0323) I reckon I would rack (Focus Group 3.1   0324) 
(Internet help) No I, I’d have to tell someone, I couldn’t leave it (Focus Group 3.1   0334) 
(Older man) .....he could have gone through some thing similar (0341) Yeah he could have gone through some thing similar
And know like oh yeah (0342) it’s hard to talk about it (0344) It’s hard ‘coz he went through it (Focus Group 3.1   0345) 
Oh you have to wait ages (0351) No but if it was major, they keep you waiting for like ages (Focus Group 3.1   0354) 
....may be if there was music or something as a distraction (0359) Mm take your mind off (Focus Group 3.1   0361)
(Health services) Um like when you go there and you know like they’re welcoming in there (Focus Group 3.1   0374) 
You don’t want them to know what you’ve got that’s wrong with you..yeah (Focus Group 3.1   0378) 
Er make them feel as comfortable as possible (Focus Group  3.1   0381)
(PHSE  lessons) Yeah ‘coz like once a fortnight’s just not enough  (Focus Group 3.1  0411)
They could make ‘em more welcoming innit?  (Focus Group 3.1   0427)
Its got to be female hasn’t it?  (Focus Group  3.1  0437)
(Asking family)  It depends, it depends like what it is how like much of a problem (0183).  Friends obviously (Focus Group 3.2  0184)
Different situations you go like different places (Focus Group 3.2  0186)
She (guardian) shows like tells me where to go, gives me like an advice like, so family like (Focus Group 3.2  0227) 
You cann’t, you can’t trust like ‘coz teachers do a turd and you can’t like say nothing so school definitely on like  (Focus Group 3.2  0237)
So you reckon it would be better if they had more clinics (0244). I reckon, I reckon that it would be better if they had like proper younger, younger people clinic like (0245). Just like under sixteen’s (0247). Yeah, under sixteen 
(Focus Group 3.2  0250)
Not a good atmosphere when you go into like (Focus Group 3.2  0256)

Table  82     Data Comprising  Evaluation  
Themes  of  Rap Narratives
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EVALUATION  THEMES FROM RAPSEVALUATION  THEMES FROM RAPSEVALUATION  THEMES FROM RAPS

Manifestations of respect Held in high esteem Maintaining kudos
One uppercut you’ll be dazing man  (Rap 1   007)

My bars are so dangerous ther leave u saw  (Rap 4   023)

Ure fired in the game and abuzing (Rap 12  011)

Everyone knows it’s M to the B man
Boy better know I’m back on the scene man  (Rap 6  017-018)

My bars are sick your girl needs to doctor me  (Rap 11    003)

My bars are so dangerous ther leave u saw  (Rap 4  023)

U ain’t on ly level boi u aint in my face
I got bove MCS steady tredding on my case  (Rap  9  014-015)

Connect to mans jaw like im Bluetooth  (Rap  1   027)

Dnt act na cause bars got abuse  (Rap 10   014)

7 So don’t pretend you don’t like me
When im on the mike and wen im on the beat  (Rap  12   019-020)

He’s too good for you cause he’s tracks are blazing  (Rap 2  017)

Never gonna end like clearsil you will get cleanse  (Rap 3  004)

Standard I will leave man in the dirt  (Rap 4  013)

Ye grime is the way to express myself
Getting tired jus sit and rest myself  (Rap 5  014-015)

Ye I blaze MCs like menthol
I make the beat run straight 2 yur temple
We’re rock to Hip-Hop u can ME Menthol   (Rap 9   007-009

Your stature is sort I’ll compare it to foam
Your gut is soft I’ll compare it to foam  (Rap 4  026-027)

Or win a freestyle battle when they clash me  (Rap 7  003)

And I’ll be moving mountains  (Rap 7  006)

I can make the crowd to on a hype when I enter  (Rap 7  015)

People think im hot they know im blazing man  (Rap 1   006)

 No  MC’s in the game on my level man
Blow your ears with the bass to the treble man  (Rap  1   018-019)

I feed on the hype so my game never old  (Rap  8   006)

I leave the crowd screaming like monkeys  (Rap  8   014)

Like kono
I was on shows I was on waves
No one can test the bars that I made
No one can test my name   (Rap 8   017-020)

People think im hot they know im blazing man  (Rap 1  006)

I’m the best in the game I’m ahead of it  (Rap 10  020)

My bars are hot coming and piling  (Rap 12   002)

I like the way that he rhymes and stray  (Rap 2   008)

4 his bars are amazing   (Rap 2  010)

I don’t blame him has just amazing  (Rap 2  014)

Im on that tip top movement im in the
Game and my name’s the improvement   (Rap 3  006-007) 

Pop goes my bars jus like champagne  (Rap 4  004)

There aint an mc that can match  me  (Rap 7  002)

I can make the crowd to on hype when I enter  (Rap  7  015)

Im cumin an Im cumin wiv tha pain 
An like fat Joe I gunna make it rain
An if man wanna clash then he must be insane (Rap 1  041 - 043) 

Artists get scared when I run at em
Bars like 22 and im gunning em   (Rap 11  008-009)

Got gotta get through this
If I don’t gonna feel so so stupid  (Rap 5  003-004)

None of that raa raa of that raa ting
Man a get popper like a windscreen glass ting  (Rap 6  003-004)

And I’m not tinnie like tampah  (Rap 7  014)

I’m freezing in the awr cause your bars are too cold  (Rap 8  005)

Mans fink they can test go check the my space
Im the mc that no one can replace  (Rap 1  016-017)

I’m spitting old school like I’m livin in the past 
So wagi rude boi cut all the rass  (Rap  10  005-006)

Mans fink they can test go check the myspace
Im the mc that no one can replace  (Rap 1  016=017)

2 You cant stop me I am unstoppable  (Rap 12   004)

I love it on stage cause I can feel all the rage  (Rap 2  002)

Me the mic I’ll make the track exciting  (Rap 3   015)

My bars are thick just like cigar smoke  (Rap 4  017)

Coc I’m grateful for all the things that I accomplished  (Rap 5  012)

I feed on the hype so my game never old  (Rap  8  006)



Appendix 30     Tables showing themes for the end result
Clauses for interviews, focus groups and rap  

        
Table  83     Data Comprising End  Result Themes  of  Interview Narratives

END RESULT  THEMES FROM  INTERVIEWSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM  INTERVIEWSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM  INTERVIEWSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM  INTERVIEWS

Taking responsibility Making choices Showing respect Life enriching

Oh  no I don’t hate my brother I just hate it when I have to look 
after him because he tends to go out and it’s a proper drag of the 
time  (Interview 1.1   0125)
Well yeah, um I could talk to people about it but like I’d go to a 
doctor, like I’d tell my mother if I thought I had a problem but 
like I’d see a proper doctor or whatever if something was 
serious  (Interview 1.1  0273)
Well if they couldn’t do anything I’d go somewhere else to try 
and find someone who maybe could do something (Interview 
1.1  0317)
Keep you healthy and just keeps you fit and that so its good 
(Interview 1.4  0130)
Um, I used to mess around in school and everything I used to be 
like proper bad but like I’m in year ten now so we’ve got all our 
GCSEs and everything so I’m buckled down this year. I does all 
my homework now and everything and behave in lessons  
(Interview 1.6   029) 
Getting money and then doing whatever I want with it  
(Interview 1.2   063)
It was, I was nervous but then as I started speaking to him I got 
confident and so I could ask him more questions on what I could 
do about the problem  (Interview 1.8   0251) 

Mm., but like who don’t like pizza ain’t it? You’ve got to have 
something  (Interview  1.1  080)
Really? Shit! Well the thing with our school you know kids go 
out and they don’t come back  (Interview 1.1  087) 
So yeah it makes you fat (laughs)  (Interview 1.1  098)
Because I suppose if you disliked it you just wouldn’t do it yeah  
(Interview 1.1  0114)
Nothing. I don’t even speak to my mum and she picks me up 
from school  (Interview 1.3   074)
So I did used to smoke like for quite a while, um but it haven’t 
done me good, as my chest was proper  bad an that so that I quit 
like a few months ago  (Interview 1.6  068)
Like people would bring it (cannabis) over to the park and 
they’re, like the older boys and they ask “do you want to have a 
puff?”, like and so I was just couldn’t say no  (Interview  1.6  
068)
Yeah, yeah. They (mum and dad) always push me forward like, 
yeah when you’re doing this and ask when you don’t go to 
football training they go, “Oh why are you not going, why are 
you”,  and all that (Interview 1.7   0206)
For me I’d just be fucking bored out of my head I would unless 
I’m away or something (laughs) but yeah that’s a bad thing isn’t 
it?  (Interview 1.1   066)

But I just done it because like I always do stuff for 
mum  (Interview 1.1  052)
I hate that because I leaves him waiting all the time 
(Interview 1.1   0135)
Because you don’t want to let your self go and like 
start getting fat? (Interview 1.1  0154)
Other people mess you around. I wouldn’t take no 
rubbish or anything  (Interview 1.1  0209)
Its like adults think, ‘Oh yeah he’s just doing 
music”, but its kind of… (0185). Because you get 
known for it  (Interview 1.7  0187)
Yeah, just to succeed and my mum she’s also very 
proper. She’s always on at school, yeah so that’s 
another thing I’d like to impress my mum over  
(Interview 1.7  0190)
Yeah so that people don’t, its like disrespect and all 
isn’t it?  (Interview 1.7  0195)

Because I’ve started writing lyrics and then a 
microphone ad then lyrics  and spitting and 
that stands for MCing (Interview 1.1  034)
Yeah it’s a hobby that brings like you closer 
like when you go on tour and that (Interview  
1.1  0171)
Yeah if you didn’t have good friends you’d 
probably feel like down and that wouldn’t be 
great  (Interview 1.1  0186)
Yeah, mostly it’s about having a good time 
with my friends anyway (Interview 1.1  0187)
Because without friends it would just be like, 
I don’t know, you’d just be feeling like most 
of the world’s against you if you didn’t have 
friends.  (Interview 1.1  0189)
It’s wicked, you gets a buzz after you’ve made 
it like and you know the song like. It’s wicked  
(Interview 1.6  023)

Table 84      Data Comprising  End Result Themes  of  Focus Group Narratives

Table  85    Data Comprising  End Result Themes  of  Rap Narratives
END RESULT  THEMES FROM  RAPSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM  RAPSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM  RAPS

Invincible and free To be praised and recognised Established and confident

Im back to back n hell raising man  (Rap 1  009)
We all know you aint spittin in the truth
In a war I don’t hesitate to shoot  (Rap 10  015- 016)
Mans wana toung me I am untouchable  (Rap 12 005)
I’ll leave you in confusion you are
Delusioned I’ma shave you off the game
Like Gillette fusion  (Rap 3  008-010)
Ill dominare like lashley
Flip on the scene go crazy then turn nastie  (Rap 7  004-005)
Or her mandems light are going to be outed  (Rap 7   009)
I’m big like the universe wide like the galaxy
If I talk bout shanking I’ll bring it to reality (Rap 8  010-011)  
8 Im here to stay Im here for eve  (Rap 2  022)
Never sorrender  (Rap 4  008)
You got more of a chance  of getting blood from a stone  (Rap 4  028)
I’m deep like Jo-Jo so let it rain  (Rap 8  021)

I’m lord of the mic start praising man  (Rap 1  008)
An my bars will pop jus like Champaign     (Rap 1  044)
Make a hit ther start sellin it  (Rap 10  021)
I planted my game now I’m a make grow  (Rap 11   014)
Cardiff finest and boi don’t forget that  (Rap3   020)
Im gonna make before the day I die
Man best believe that blud no lie   (Rap 4   032-033) 
Gonna feel so good at the end of the day
If it don’t I know it will feel better sum other day    (Rap 5   010-011)
Member one day it will cum to my head and I’ll com upon this   (Rap 5  
013)
An then d man a get slap
Jump on the mic start pealing caps  (Rap 6  008-009)
Bare heads know me from Cardiff   to Bristol  (Rap 6   014)
And there like goodness gracious me who dat MC  (Rap 2  005)

When I see the five O I strictly take chase
I could shank any wasteman without a trace   (Rap 1  018-019)
Draw for the mac head straight for the two two
Om the best now what the fock can you do  (Rap 1  028 – 029)
Once I murk I man I will murk the hole crew  (Rap 1  039)
Your just a minor I’m a veteran  (Rap 10  011) 
I walk down the streets I got officers stopping me    (Rap 1 1   004)
And wen Im on the streets they no me but dey dnt no u  (Rap 12  023)
If you hand ne the mke then Im therera  (Rap 2   023)
YOU WOT I just  made you look like a joke  (Rap 4    018)
14 year old champ  of the microphone
And everyone knows im in a league of my own  (Rap 4   024-025)
Im gunna make before the day I die
Man best believe that blud no lie  (Rap 4  032-033)
Gonna feel so goodat the end of the day
If it don’t I know it will feel better sum other day  (Rap 5   010-011)
Got the X factor runnin through my jeans man  (Rap 6  019)
Don’t really care about your gender
Anything gets in the way I go straight to the centre  (Rap 7   016-017)
Boi u best believe that I’m hard with the pencil  (Rap 9   010)
So download the track hit play and loop  this  (Rap 9  020)
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END RESULT  THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPSEND RESULT  THEMES FROM FOCUS GROUPS

Influences on lifestyle choices Impact of lifestyle choices 
on future prospects

Showing self respect                                   
and making a stand

Confidence in health help

Yeah you get inspired by people like you see on TV and people you like admire, just like  think about them 
and you just do it (Focus Group 1.2  045)
Yeah, because then they’ll think about it and say, “I don’t want to end up like that  (Focus Group 1.2   078)
Like playing , play, play a game of football with people like two years older. You see older people doing like 
stuff like and they ask you to do it like you’re not really going to say no it puts on the spot and you got to say 
yeah  (Focus Group 2.1  031)
Because they’re older than you you just think yeah so its OK  (Focus Group 2.1  032)
No ‘coz a lot of people around you and you’re trying to like say  no (0054). Yeah and you’re going to look 
like .. (055). Yeah (multiple speakers)(056-057). Fucking peer pressure innit?   (Focus Group  3.1   058)
You could get beat up for that, just for being there  (Focus Group  3.1  077)
And like but you don’t want to do it so you made up like an excuse or something (057). They’d be like 
(065). Laughs (066). Come on man don’t be like that  (Focus Group 3.2  067)
No I just don’t know like it overcomes you (086). It’s never, when you’re doing things you’re never really 
alone when you do things there’s always like people with you that are doing it like so its life  (Focus Group 
3.2  087)
You don’t think about what you’re doing until you’ve done it  (088). Its like gangs and stuff (Focus Group 
3.2  089)
In our school everyone smokes like it’s an everyday thing, like a daily routine  (Focus Group 3.2  0133)
It’s not the thing like it makes you feel cool it’s you’ve got nowhere to go so you gets off your bike you walk 
don’t you  (Focus Group 3.2  0202)
Like we go to school but it’s up to us they can’t make up learn. It‘s either we want to learn or we don’t in it?  
(Focus Group 1.1   086)
Like misbehaving  (0126). I really , really missed school  (when excluded)  (Focus Group 3.1   0129)

Maybe believing in something helps 
you through life. It might well be that 
you believe in, it might be something 
else, but it helps you through life  
(Focus Group 2.1  0121)
Yeah there’s no chance of them like 
ending up like dead from drugs 
(029). They get a good job and 
everything (Focus Group 1.1  030)
Do you think that smaller drugs lead 
on like (0172). Yeah, becoming a 
junkie (0174). Yeah could do if you 
like proper in to it (Focus Group  3.1  
0176)
They mess around in school like 
always messing around in school what 
do you expect? Where do you expect 
to go like with like no GCSEs and all 
that (Focus Group 1.1  046)
Because they’re just going to prison 
(058). Because if they take crack 
they’re going to be a crack head 
(Focus Group 1.2  059)

Like I don’t know it’s like self 
respect and that shit. Because you 
care about your health and that  
(Focus Group 2.1   003)
Not just eating junk food  (Focus 
Group 2.1  004)
To be emotionally healthy you’ve 
got to be like.. (078). Like (079). 
Yeah, like  not be scared to like 
speak your mind  (Focus Group 
2.1  080)
Look at you, look at you (086). 
Most people sitting and watching a 
video don’t you just like, it carries 
on and getting bullied  (Focus 
Group 3.1  087)
If you get bullied you can’t be 
running to the teacher like all the 
time or nothing you’ve got to stand 
up.. one day you’d have to yourself 
anyway (Focus Group 2.1  0100)

Yeah exactly, that’s what I’d like to stop 
me from doing personally like telephone 
and not tell dad, I’d rather phone like a 
helpline or something  (Focus Group  3.1  
0290)
And I just don’t want to go because like 
what’s going to happen, I’d still like feel 
kind of nervous when I’m going  (Focus 
Group 3.1  0319)
It’s the wait ‘coz like you’re thinking 
they’re just messing you about  (0355). Its 
shit (0356). You’re just kind of left with 
your thoughts innit? (Focus Group 3.1  
0357)
Yeah they feel like laughing but they don’t  
(0399). Seen that before (Focus Group 
3.1  0400)
‘Coz like I went there, I went to a clinic 
but for like to just to see the doctor with F,  
and I went in there, trust me we had some 
stinking looks off all the people they just 
fucking stares at you  and everything 
(Focus Group 3.2  0251)
“Coz then you can, then you can look at 
them and then (laughter) someone when 
you’re going home like and find out about 
it  (Focus Group 3.2  0293)



Appendix 31  Critical review of perspective studies of young 
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Study and 
Author

Aims and 
Objectives

Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and Credibility 

Butt in, butt out:  
pupils' views on 
the extent to 
which 
staff could and 
should enforce 
smoking 
restrictions
2004

Health 
Education 
Research
19(1)  40-50

K. M. Turner 
J. Gordon

Identifies an 
important area of 
investigation  that is 
relevant to practice 
and policy. The the 
overall study design 
met  its key aim  
which was clearly 
stated:  

What views do 
young people hold 
on the extent to 
which school staff 
should enforce 
smoking 
restrictions?

There is discussion of 
the recruitment methods 
of a  non-random 
convenience sample. 
Friendship groups of 13 
year old pupils from 2 
Scottish local authority 
secondary schools with 
school rolls of 1400 and 
1100 pupils were 
recruited. 

Perhaps due to a 
convenience sampling 
strategy the sample 
comprised mainly non-
smokers. It was 
acknowledged that the 
findings  may not 
therefore reflect the 
views of smokers. In 
addition tit is 
acknowledge that due to 
the friendship 
recruitment strategy the  
sample may not have 
included pupils who 
were not part of a 
friendship group. 

Detailed description 
of the study context 
which will allow 
applicability to other 
settings/ schools. 
Both schools served 
deprived 
communities and had 
no-smoking policies.

Described  how the 
study was part of a 
National, Teenage 
Health (Sweeting and 
West 2000) study 
which set out to 
examine  if and how 
school and pupil 
characteristics could 
explain differences in 
pupil smoking 
between schools: 
How young people 
view school no-
smoking policy?  Do 
school smoking bans 
actually encourage 
adolescent smoking?

25 single sex focus 
groups comprising  no 
more than 7 pupils and 
based on friendship 
groups  on the basis that 
these characteristics 
would encourage open 
debate and shared 
recollection (Kitzinger 
1994; Kitzinger and 
Barbour 1999). Aware 
of possibility of 
collusion within 
friendship groups and 
danger of capture of a 
minority perspective. 

Focus group questions 
were clearly stated and 
congruent with the 
study aims and 
objectives . 

Focus groups 
were audio 
recorded, 
transcribed and 
transcripts 
imported into 
NVivo 1.2. 
Data was coded 
under specific 
data collection 
themes  for each 
school enabling 
comparison to 
be made 
between 
schools.  

Focus group 
consensus and 
divergence was 
noted. 

Staff efforts were viewed as 
ineffective  and the pupils 
questioned if they had the 
status  or authority to impose 
a ban. Eg pupils  reported 
they smoked where staff 
could see them.

It is clear how the 
researchers have arrived at 
the study findings and 
conclusions. The findings 
are supported by verbatim 
data evidence and are clearly 
linked to the study aims and 
objectives.

Adolescents’ 
views of food and 
eating:  
Identifying 
barriers to 
healthy eating   
2007

Journal of 
Adolescence
30    417-434

Clifford 
Stevenson
Glenda Doherty
Julie Barnett 
Orla Muldoon 
KarenTrew 

It was found that few 
studies examine the 
views of  young 
people on food. 
This, together  with 
a contextual 
discussion of the 
increasing obesity 
rates in the UK  
assert the 
importance of this 
area of investigation 
and form the basis 
for the rationale 
underpinning  the 
qualitative study 
design, aims and 
objectives:

To examine 
conceptual barriers 
to healthy eating.

A strength of what seems 
to be a purposive 
sampling strategy is that 
participant selection  for 
focus groups  allowed 
consideration for 
developmental 
differences  according to 
age and gender. 

There is  description of 
the sample population, 
which was sub divided  
into 12-13, 13-14, and 
14-15 school year 
groups. 

There was also 
description of the 
socioeconomic sample 
characteristics, access 
and recruitment 
strategy. 

Indicated that this 
research was part of a 
larger study (Trew et 
al. 2005) examining  
efficacy of dietary 
communication to 
young people. 

12 focus groups were 
were conducted and 
number of  participants 
per group (5-8) was 
defended. The manner 
in which the focus 
groups were conducted 
is described.

Use of focus groups  is 
justified. Their 
drawbacks are also 
discussed. The study is 
reported to use a  
schedule of key 
questions which is not 
described but the 
process of their 
construction is. The 
purpose of the focus 
groups is clearly stated 
and congruent with the 
study aims and 
objectives. 

Focus groups 
were audio 
recorded, 
transcribed and 
transcripts 
imported into 
NVivo 2.0. 
Notes were 
made on  
similarities, 
differences, 
connections  
and 
contradictions 
of the focus 
groups data. 
The data was 
coded and 
themes 
developed 
inductively. 
There was 
evidence of 
attention to 
exceptional and 
opposing views. 

Clear conceptual links 
between the analytic 
commentary, original data 
and findings are presented 
which are congruent with the 
study aims and objectives.

Findings included: emphasis 
on adolesence as a period of  
growth and high energy in 
need of healthy food; 
involvement in cooking; 
empowering young people 
to make healthy food 
choices; healthy eating was 
viewed as unpleasant and 
unnatural to avoid the stigma 
of obesity. 
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Study and 
Author

Aims and 
Objectives

Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and Credibility 

The experiences 
of young people 
with obesity in 
secondary 
school: some 
implications for 
the healthy 
school agenda 
2008

Health and 
Social Care in 
the Community
16(4)  410-418

Penny Curtis

Clearly stated aim to 
explore the 
experiences of 
young people with 
obesity within the 
secondary school 
environment in 
relation to areas 
prioritized by the 
Health School 
Programme fitted 
the study’s 
qualitative design.

A purposive sample of  
young people aged 
between 10 to 17 year 
old with obesity of 
secondary school age. 
Discussed the 
difficulties of identifying  
young people with 
obesity.  Detailed 
description of access, 
recruitment and consent 
of the study participants.   
Recruitment was 
through an obesity 
intervention 
programme.

Importance of  
obesity in young 
people within the 
global, European, 
UK and Healthy 
School (DfES and 
Department of 
Health 2005) 
context is discussed 
in detail referring to 
strategic, research 
and statistical 
evidence. This 
information is crucial 
to understanding the 
rationale of this study 
and is linked to its 
aim. 

There is also 
consideration of 
divergent views on 
the importance of 
obesity as a public 
health concern 
(Campos 2004; 
Monaghan 2005). 

Participants were given 
a choice of  
participation in focus 
groups or a one-to-one 
interview which gives 
consideration to the 
differing privacy needs 
of the participating 
young people and may 
lead to a more inclusive 
sample.   

17 of 18 recruited 
young people chose to 
take part in one of 4 
friendship based focus 
groups comprising 
between 2 and 5 young 
people each. 2 young 
people in a focus group 
is not generally 
considered ideal (Bloor 
et al. 2001; Kitzinger 
1994). 

The interview was 
arranged in the young 
persons home, evidence 
of effort to maximise  
inclusion.

The questions 
comprising the 
interview/focus group 
schedule are clearly 
articulated. 

The focus 
groups and 
interview were 
audio recorded,  
transcribed and 
transcripts 
imported into 
NVivo 2.0. 

There is 
description of 
inclusive 
participant 
conventions 
used to refine 
the study 
findings and to 
confirm their 
trustworthiness 
as the views of 
the young 
people.  

The process of 
coding, 
thematic 
analysis was 
described 
briefly and was 
reported to 
include 
identification of  
concurrence 
and 
contradiction.

Findings are supported by 
verbatim quotes and clearly 
linked to the purpose of the 
study. 

There is detailed discussion 
of the limitations of the study 
in terms of drawing wider 
inference due to recruitment 
of participants through an 
obesity intervention 
programme.

The most striking finding 
was that an unintended 
consequence of the Healthy 
Schools Programme was to 
exacerbate the 
marginalization of young 
people with obesity due to 
their particular lifestyle, 
physical and emotional 
vulnerabilities.

It recommended that schools 
need to be sensitive to 
intolerance and judgements 
by other young people 

If you don't want 
to tell anyone 
else you can tell 
her’: young 
people's views  
on school 
counseling 
2007

British Journal f 
Guidance and 
Counseling
35(1)  97-114

Claire Fox
Ian Butler

 The aim of this 
study is clearly 
stated: to assess the 
views of young 
people about school 
counseling. It uses a 
mixed methods 
design appropriately 
collecting data using 
survey and focus 
groups.  

Participants for the 
focus groups were 
recruited from 4 out of 
the 5 schools in different  
parts of the UK that 
were involved in the 
study survey. The 
sample was sub divided  
into  11-12, 12-13, 
13-14, and 14-16 
school year groups.

All focus group 
participants had 
participated in the 
survey in which they  
were asked to indicate if 
they would like to 
participate in the focus 
groups.  Recruitment 
was pragmatic and 
included random 
selection for focus 
group discussion where 
there was an 
overwhelming response.

Detailed description 
of the study context 
providing the 
rationale and 
asserting the 
importance of the 
study focus, school 
counseling.  

This study was 
conducted as part of a 
larger National 
Evaluation of  the 
NSPCC Schools 
Teams. 

The administration of 
the focus groups is 
described in detail. 
Each group comprised 
between 3 and 10 
young people from the 
same school year and 
were a mixture of male 
and female. 

There is only 
brief mention of 
a thematic 
analysis process 
in relation to 
the focus group 
data. 

There is 
consideration 
of divergent 
views on issues 
raised by the 
young people 
within the focus 
groups and 
between the 
focus group and 
survey data.

This research 
highlighted the 
importance of 
listening to 
young people’s 
views. 

There is discussion of the 
limitations of the study in 
terms of drawing wider 
inference due to  the sample 
size. By using a multi centre 
approach the study increases 
the diversity of perspectives 
explored. 

The focus group findings are  
supported by verbatim 
quotes  and are clearly linked 
to the purpose of the study. 

The findings confirmed that 
young people value having  
someone else to turn to in 
the capacity of a  a school 
counselor. Some groups 
recommended provision of a 
male and female counselor. 
The four key issues they 
would discuss with a 
counselor were  bullying, 
home difficulties, school 
difficulties and risky 
behaviour.
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Study and 
Author

Aims and 
Objectives

Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and Credibility 

A fresh 
perspective on a 
rank issue: 
pupils' accounts 
of staff 
enforcement of 
smoking 
restrictions
2004

Health Education 
Research
19(2)    148-158

K M Turner
J Gordon

Good justification 
for the study: 
previous studies 
mainly examine level 
of enforcement and 
are therefore 
quantitative.  Also 
justified by 
contradictory 
evidence that 
suggests 
enforcement of 
smoking bans can 
both reduce pupil 
smoking but that it 
can also encourage 
smoking. 

It is identified that 
pupil perceptions of 
how staff enforce 
smoking bans have 
not been explored. 
Fundamental to the 
study’s rationale is 
an argument that 
how a person 
perceives a situation 
will influence their 
behaviour, therefore 
use of a qualitative 
approach is 
appropriate.

The aims and 
objectives of the 
study are congruent 
with the qualitative 
research design. 
They set out to 
capture pupil 
understanding of 
the situation and the 
range of responses 
they consider staff 
use to address pupil 
smoking

The sample comprised 
13 year old male and 
female volunteer pupils 
attending 2 local 
authority secondary 
schools with different 
smoking policies to 
investigate whether and 
how staff addressed 
pupil smoking. 

It is acknowledged that 
the non- random nature 
of the sample may not 
result in it being 
representative. It did not  
discuss possible effects 
of the recruitment of 
friendship groups on 
sample 
representativeness. 

Recruitment and ethics 
was briefly discussed

In a previous study, 
the West of Scotland 
11-16 Study, the 2 
sample schools had 
been shown to have 
different smoking 
rates. 

The study data was 
collected as part of 
the Teenage Health 
in Schools Study 
(THiS) 2 years after 
the Scotland 11-16 
Study.

A review of school-
based smoking 
policies was provided 
and the 
socioeconomic 
characteristics of the 
pupils and the 2 
schools were 
described including 
smoking-relevant 
statistical 
information.

25 single sex focus 
groups were held in 
each of the 2 schools. 13  
at one school 
comprising 7 male and 
6 female, and 12 at the 
other school, 
comprising 6 male and 
6 female.

Participants were asked 
to recruit friends of the 
same sex to the focus 
groups as part of the 
study aims and 
objectives aimed to 
explore issues around 
smoking and 
friendships within 
female and male pupils.

The focus groups were 
conducted in a double 
blind manner with 
neither pupils nor 
researchers knowing 
the smoking rates for 
each school. 

Focus groups ranged 
from 3 to 8 in number. 
The evidence suggests 
that 4 to 6 is optimal 
(Kitzinger 1994).

There was detailed 
description of how the 
focus groups were 
conducted.   

Focus group 
discussions 
were 
transcribed and 
a coding frame 
developed 
based on 
emergent 
themes.  

Descriptive 
summaries of 
focus group 
discussions 
were written 
up. There is 
evidence that 
divergent and 
minority views 
were 
incorporated 
into the 
analysis.  This 
enabled 
findings to be 
traced back to 
the focus 
groups and 
school that 
enabled within 
and across 
school 
comparisons. 

The findings were described 
in detail using verbatim 
quotes to support them. 

Key findings include: use of 
punishment to regulate pupil 
smoking was ineffective; 
assert that adolescents who 
believe their rights are being 
restricted may smoke in 
order to assert their 
autonomy; pupils in both 
schools were aware of how 
different staff members 
would react to their smoking 
and when a firmer line might 
be taken enabling pupils to 
utilise weakness; the firmer 
line of one school may have 
contributed to its higher 
smoking rates. 

Identified areas for further 
research:
Need to understand how 
pupils perceive smoking 
bans in order to fully 
appreciate their effect.

Acknowledge the limitations 
of the study to explain 
differences in smoking 
between the schools. 

Recommends that the aim 
should be to protect pupil 
well being not restrict pupil 
rights.

A qualitative 
analysis of 
accounts  of 
hormonal 
contraceptive 
use: Experiences 
and beliefs of 
British 
adolescents
2007

European Journal 
of Contraception 
and Reproductive 
Health Care
12(3)   269-278

Katherine Brown
Madelynne Arden
Keith Hurst

That few studies 
have focused on 
male and female 
beliefs and 
experiences 
supports the 
rationale for this 
study. 

The aims and 
objectives are 
congruent with the 
qualitative design 
and study purpose: 
to discover how 
specific beliefs and 
experiences affect 
decision and 
behaviors’ related to 
the use of hormonal 
contraceptives. 

16 – 18 year old young men 
and women were 
interviewed. 11 females and 5 
males. All were volunteers 
from a 6th form college. The 
recruitment process is 
described. 

This age group was chosen 
because a teenage pregnancy 
could still be problematic 
and because young people of 
this age group are more 
likely to be sexually active 
than those under 16 years. 

None of the interviewees had 
children, were currently 
pregnant, or were a partner 
to a pregnant female. No one 
was married. 

The policy and 
evidence base 
context of teenage 
pregnancy in the UK 
is described. A basic 
profile of  participant 
socio-economic 
characteristics was 
given. 

Concern for ethics 
was addressed as was 
obtaining informed 
consent. 

The similarities 
between interviewer 
and interviewee were 
discussed and it was 
hoped this would 
make the 
interviewees more 
comfortable and 
therefore result in 
improved quality 
data. 

In-depth semi-structured 
interviews were conducted 
to explore: experiences and 
beliefs relating to teenage 
pregnancy; experiences and 
beliefs relating to 
contraception; experiences 
and beliefs related to 
obtaining contraception. 

All 3 topic areas addressed 
the aims of the study. A pilot  
interview was conducted to 
test the schedule and was 
suitable. This enabled the 
researcher to explore 
possible prompts. 

Interviews were  
audio taped and  
transcribed 
verbatim and 
subjected to an 
adapted 
interpretative 
phenomenologi
cal analysis 
(IPA). A 
thematic 
analysis was 
conducted. 

There is 
discussion of  
the researcher’s 
influence. 

Findings are supported by 
verbatim quotes and were 
linked to the study’s aims 
and objectives. 

Key findings included: 
unfounded negative beliefs 
on the use of oral 
contraceptives mainly based 
on anecdotal evidence of 
peers, eg side effect of 
weight gain; female health 
professionals are perceived 
as having greater expertise 
than males because of an 
assumption that women are 
contraception users and 
therefore knowledgeable 
about them; there was a lack 
of awareness of hormonal 
contraceptive alternatives; 
some comments suggested 
that health professionals 
were trying to encourage use 
of an oral contraception 
without being honest to 
them; the young  men talked 
knowledgeably about oral 
contraception and felt they 
had a role to play in 
supporting the choice of 
contraception.
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How do 
teenagers and 
primary 
healthcare 
providers view 
each other? An 
overview of  key 
themes 
2001

British Journal of 
General Practice   
811-816

Lionel Jacobson
Gill Richardson
Nina Parry-
Langdon
Claire Donovan

This study is 
justified on grounds 
that there had been 
no UK studies of 
providers’ views on 
the health of 
teenagers or of 
providers opinions 
about their role in 
teenage health. 

An important 
rationale for the 
study was that UK 
teenagers needed an 
opportunity to 
discuss their health 
needs, opinions, 
knowledge and how 
healthcare provision 
could be improved. 

The aims and 
objectives of the 
study fit the mixed 
methods research 
design. they set out 
to determine how 
teenagers view 
primary care, to 
discover how 
primary care 
providers view 
teenage patients and 
to note any 
differences in 
opinions between  
the two groups. 

The qualitative element 
of this study collected 
data from 14 to 18 year 
old young people  
recruited from the 
practices age-sex 
register. The practices 
were located in 4 sub-
districts stratified by 
practice size. 

The socioeconomic and 
cultural characteristics 
of the young people 
were not described. 

A brief overview of 
the evidence base 
context is provided. 

They identified USA 
and Australian 
studies from the 
wider body of 
literature which 
suggested a need to 
investigate UK 
primary care 
providers attitudes, 
knowledge, 
awareness and 
opinions of teenage 
healthcare issues.

Focus groups were 
assembled from those 
teenagers who had 
completed and returned 
the questionnaires. 
Each sub-district 
provided a groups of 
young group (14-15 
years) and older group 
(16-18) of males and 
females. 

Detailed description of 
the focus group 
method.  A facilitator 
aid memoir was 
developed from free 
text responses in the 
questionnaire. 

A thematic 
analysis was 
undertaken. 

No information 
was provided on 
the process of 
analysis. 

Findings matched the aims 
and objectives of the study 
and were supported by 
verbatim quotes. 

The findings of the 
teenagers perspectives 
included: a lack of 
knowledge of services 
available from primary care; 
a feeling of lack of respect 
for teenage health concerns; 
poor communication skills 
of GPs; a concern for 
confidentiality but also a 
poor understanding of 
confidentiality issues; and 
reported apprehension re 
making appointments; 
would prefer to have longer 
consultation time with the 
Doctor. 

The importance of training 
was raised by the focus 
groups. 

Parents’ 
Working Hours: 
Adolescent 
Children’s Views 
and Experiences 
2008

Children and 
Society
22   429-439

Jane Lewis
Philip Noden 
Sophie Sarre 

This study uses a 
mixed method 
design. The 
qualitative element 
uses survey to 
obtain incidence 
and characteristics 
of children home 
alone. It includes 
statistical evidence. 
The choice of 
design is clearly 
justified. 

The qualitative 
aspect of the study 
aimed to explore the 
young persons 
parents working 
time, particularly 
their presence in or 
absence from the 
home outside school 
hours.

Sample comprised thirty 
14 to 15 year olds who 
experienced lack of 
parental supervision 
after school on a regular 
basis and twenty 14 to 15 
year olds. who had 
parents at home before 
and after school.  

Clear description of how 
the sample was recruited 
from school and why. 

Evidence of concern for 
ethics and informed 
consent. The gatekeeper 
role of the teachers was 
briefly mentioned as was 
the issue of  the captive 
sample. 

The main limitation of 
the sample reported was 
that the recruitment 
from schools  resulted in 
young people who “were 
running wild” would not 
be represented.

Focused on 
discussion of the 
effects of parents 
work on children in 
relation to the 
evidence base and 
policy within a nation 
and international 
context. Also 
discussed the 
importance of 
adolescent children 
having control over 
the their time in 
relation to the 
evidence base. 

Effective use of the 
UK 2000 Time Use 
Survey underpinned 
the qualitative 
exploration of this 
study. Detailed 
gender related 
socioeconomic 
factors pertaining to 
parental  employment  
are discussed, having 
direct relevance to 
the study’s aims and 
objectives. 

Detailed and sensitive 
organization of semi 
structured interviews in 
order to maximize 
quality of data  which 
was audio recorded and 
transcribed. For 
example, same sex 
interviewer / 
interviewee were 
conducted. Discussion 
of vignettes offered 
male and female views 
to help provide context 
and concretize abstract 
ideas to enable the 
young people to relate 
to them.

Thematic 
analysis was 
constructed 
within and 
across themes. 

Detailed description of 
findings that communicated 
the complexity of the 
discussion supported by 
verbatim quotes. 

Key findings are linked to 
the aims and objectives of 
the study and  include: that 
parents work hours do not 
necessarily impact negatively 
on children; adolescents 
having time to themselves 
did not  behave differently to 
those who were supervised;  
but they did say they would 
not like to be without 
parental supervision if they 
were younger or if left for 
longer periods;  clear that 
there were limits to the 
domestic responsibilities 
that would be expected of 
them;  did express concerns 
about their parents well 
being and areas of parental 
stress from work  including 
the impact on the 
relationship they had with 
their parents;
warmth and engagement 
with the children were 
significant in determining 
the experience of working 
parents. 
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Reaching 
Marginalized 
Young People 
Through Sexual 
Health Nursing 
Outreach 
Clinics: 
Evaluating 
Service Use and 
the Views of 
Service Users 
2005

Public Health 
Nursing
22(4)   339-346

Mark Hayter 

Clearly stated aims 
and objectives that 
are congruent with 
the mixed methods 
research design: to 
assess the views of 
service users 
towards sexual 
health nursing 
outreach clinics 
situated in youth 
clubs.

Justification for this 
study is evidenced 
within the UK 
context and within 
its local context of 
Doncaster.

This study is part of 
a service evaluation 
programme that 
values the views of 
service users 
towards developing 
and planning the 
service. 

The sample comprised 
young people aged 13 to 
18 years of age attending 
the sexual health nursing 
outreach clinics.   

Purposive sampling was 
used in order to 
interview young people 
from all 10 clinics and to 
get a sample of both 
male and female users.

Considerable attention 
to ethics is evidenced 
and justification given 
within the context of the 
UK. Recruitment was 
described adequately.

Relevant 
socioeconomic and 
statistical 
information is 
provided in relation 
to the service users. 
In addition the study 
describes the training  
of the sexual health  
clinic staff which 
include nurses and 
youth workers. There  
are 10 clinics that 
operate across 
Doncaster which 
open one night a 
week staffed by 1 
nurse and  2 youth 
workers.

Survey data was 
collected using 
questionnaires to 25% 
of service users.  The 
qualitative element of 
the research obtained 
data from 20 semi-
structured one-to-one 
interviews of service 
users. 

Thematic 
analysis was 
applied in order 
to highlight key 
themes. A 
sample of 5 
interview 
transcripts were 
analysed by a 
second 
researcher to 
test inter-rater 
reliability  
contributing to 
increased 
credibility of 
findings. There 
was a clear 
consensus on 
key themes 
identified 
between the 2 
researchers. 

The aim was to evaluate a 
novel sexual health service 
based in  youth clubs within 
a socially deprived areas. 
The findings are linked to 
this aim. 

Obtained from the 
questionnaire,  it is striking 
that 80% of respondents 
were under 16 with 50% 
under 14 years of age. 55% of  
service users were female 
and  45% male.

Findings were supported by 
verbatim quotes. It was 
found that young  people 
value “chill out time” which 
facilitated subsequent use of 
the venue particularly to 
obtain preventative advice. 
Reasons for attending were 
similar across female and 
male service users except 
that male service users cited 
relationship worries more 
than females as well as to 
“chill out”. It was found that 
young men were more 
willing to access a sexual 
health service through non 
mainstream services, even 
though placing them in 
youth clubs did raise the 
issue of confidentiality. 

The Perspectives 
of Young Men 
and Their 
Teenage 
Partners on 
Maternity and 
Health Services 
During 
Pregnancy and 
Early 
Parenthood 
2010

Children and 
Society
2-12

Nicola Ross
Stephanie Church
Malcolm Hill
Pete Seaman
Tom Roberts

The aim and 
objective of the 
study is congruent 
with the research 
design to explore 
the experiences of 
young couples 
before and after 
having a baby with 
particular focus on 
the experiences and 
role of the young 
men as fathers. 

In particular this 
study seeks to 
identify resilience, 
processes and 
strengths of young 
couples and the 
continued 
involvement of each 
in their child’s life.

There is a robust 
rationale for the 
particular focus on 
young men and the 
study’s aim to make 
young fathers visible 
and better able to 
access services 
relevant to their 
needs.

30 young couples were 
recruited via the local 
maternity hospital. The 
recruitment and 
informed consent 
process is described. 

All young people were 
white. The young men 
were aged 16 – 25 and 
the young women 16 – 19 
years old.

50 of the original 60 
young people involved 
in the first phase agreed 
to be interviewed in the 
second phase. 

The couples that did not 
attend had split up 
meaning that the study 
presented limited 
information on the 
couples no longer 
together.

Findings are drawn 
form a large study on 
fathers of children 
born to teenage 
mothers that ran from 
2006 to 2009.

A limited profile was 
provided on  - the 
living circumstances 
of the couples.

The research design 
used a 2 phase 
collection strategy in 
line with the pre and 
post baby aims of the 
study: to gain insight 
into the experience of 
transition to 
parenthood.

Semi-structured 
interviews were used to 
collect data.

There is no 
discussion of 
the analytical 
process of this  
study.

Findings reflect the aims and  
objectives of the study and 
are successful in 
highlighting young fathers. 
Findings are supported by 
verbatim quotes.

The key findings include: a 
sizable proportion of 
pregnancies were planned, 
this is not considered in 
policy regarding teenage 
pregnancy; the commitment 
of the young men to their 
partners and children. It 
showed they exhibited 
similar ideals to older 
parents; that young parents 
often feel marginalized or 
hampered by their 
interactions with services on 
account of age and being 
male – many young fathers 
felt self conscious and 
excluded; highlighted a  
need for study and policy to 
actually seek to engage 
young fathers.
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Why 
embarrassment 
inhibits the 
acquisition and 
use of condoms: 
A qualitative 
approach to 
understanding 
risky sexual 
behaviour
2009

Journal of 
Adolescence
32    379-391

Jo Bell

The qualitative 
design fits the 
purpose of this 
study: to explore the 
factors that shape 
young people’s 
experiences and 
attitudes towards 
sexual behavior and 
young parenthood 
in 3 seaside and 
rural areas in 
England.

The rationale for the 
study is robust and 
includes national 
public health 
concerns for the 
under 18 conception 
rates in rural and 
seaside areas which 
are higher than the 
national average. 

This study sets out 
to expand previous 
research on the role 
of embarrassment 
and self 
presentational 
concerns in 
adolescent sexual 
behavior, especially 
in relation to 
condom use. 
Because 
embarrassment is so 
distressing, 
individuals seek to 
avoid it and self 
presentational 
failures.

The sample was 
recruited through local 
schools, youth clubs, 
voluntary and statutory 
agencies, organisations 
and businesses involved 
with young people in 3 
seaside resorts and their 
surrounding areas. 

Samples of 12-13, 14-16 
and 16-17 year olds were 
recruited from 14 
schools. Samples 
included young people 
attending school and not 
in mainstream school. 
Recruitment  was  
described in outline. 

Based on research 
commissioned by the 
UK Government 
Teenage Pregnancy 
Unit – Living On The 
Edge (LOTE). 

Explains underlying 
theories of 
embarrassment and 
self-presentation. 
The literature on the 
role of 
embarrassment in 
young peoples’ 
sexual behavior is 
much less established 
than other factors. 

Advisory groups of 
young people from 3 
schools and of young 
parents contributed 
to the design of the 
research tools and 
commented on the 
research findings as 
they progressed.

Data collection used 63 
gendered focus groups 
of ages 12-13, 14-16 and 
16-17 years of age, 
comprising 309 pupils 
in total. 

Group interviews were 
also undertaken with 
young people not in 
mainstream school and 
excluded young  people 
comprising 32 
individuals in total.
 
In addition 116 
individual interviews 
were completed with 
key professionals, 
young parents and 
transient workers.

All data collected was 
audio taped and 
transcribed. Young 
people in schools and 
young parents were 
asked the same 
questions about their 
experience. There is 
detailed discussion of 
the data collection 
methods.

A grounded 
theory 
approach was 
adopted. 
There was 
detailed 
description of 
the use of 
constant 
comparison 
methods to 
validate themes.

The findings are linked to 
the aims and objectives of 
the study and are supported 
by verbatim quotes. 

Findings included that: fear 
of embarrassment inhibits 
the extent young people 
seek sexual health advice and 
access use of condoms; high 
value placed on anonymity 
and confidentiality, 
especially in rural areas 
where there was great fear of 
public humiliation and 
exposure;  for young women, 
self prevention concerns 
may be about carrying 
condoms;  for young men it 
may be about being able to 
put a condom on.

The study suggests that 
health promotion strategies 
based on the assumption of 
rationale decision making in 
sexual encounters overlook 
the non-rational nature of  
sexual emotions. Further 
research is needed into 
rationally managing 
irrational emotional aspects 
of sexual encounters. 

Young People’s 
Experience of 
Illegal Drug Use 
in the 
Family 
2003

Drugs: 
Education, 
Prevention and 
Policy
10(2)    169-184

Neil McKeganey
James Mcintosh
Fiona MacDonald

Strong rationale for 
the study which 
looks at young 
people’s awareness 
of and reactions to 
illegal drug use on 
the part of a wide 
range of family 
members. 

There is a growing 
evidence base on 
aspects of family life 
that might increase 
young people’s risk 
of initiating illegal 
drug use but much 
less on the possible 
impact of siblings, 
cousins, aunts and 
uncles.

A subsample of 216 
children aged 10 to 13 
years who had 
completed a survey. 
From the survey, 43 had 
used drugs on at least 1 
occasion, 42 had been 
offered drugs but not 
used them and the 
remaining 131 were 
selected on a random 
basis.

Data for this paper is 
based upon a larger 
pre-teenager and 
illegal drug use study 
conducted in 
Newcastle and 
Glasgow that was a 
mixed method 
design.

Semi structured 
interviews were used to 
collect the qualitative 
data from a subsample 
of children who had 
completed the 
quantitative survey. 

The interviews were 
conducted in school 
with informed consent 
from the pupils and  the 
parents. 

The interviews 
were audio 
recorded, 
transcribed, 
coded and 
analysed. No 
further 
information was 
given.

Verbatim quotes were used 
to support the presentation 
of qualitative findings. 

Key findings include: that 
young people were most 
concerned about 
problematic drug use on the 
part of adult relatives; many 
children were also 
concerned about 
recreational drug use on the 
part of a wider range of 
relatives; young people were 
concerned about the impact 
of drug use on  individuals, 
on the wider family, and the 
reactions of other people 
should their relative’s drug 
use be known about.
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Young people’s 
views of mental 
health education 
in 
secondary 
schools: a 
Scottish study
2008

Child: Care, 
Health and 
Development
35(6)  790-798

R Woolfson
L Woolfson
L Mooney
D Bryce

A mixed methods 
design to investigate 
young people’s 
preferences in the 
delivery of mental 
health education 
and to investigate 
possible age and 
gender differences.

Rationale for the 
study draws on the 
“requirement” 
placed on 
professionals to 
seek the view of 
service users 
including children 
and young people. 

Also alluded to the 
need for 
strengthening the 
evidence base of 
children and young 
people’s opinion.

9 pupil focus groups were 
recruited from a purposive 
sample of 3 secondary 
schools. Clear descriptions 
of inclusion criteria for the 3 
schools were given. 

General policy and 
evidence base context 
provided in relation to 
mental health education 
studies.

Detailed description of 
the focus group 
procedure with 
justification in relation 
to the age groups, study 
design and purpose. 

3 focus groups were 
held at each school for 
11-13, 13-15 and 15-17 
year olds to optimize 
groups cohesiveness 
and compatibility. 21 
girls and 23 boys 
participated in the 9 
focus groups. 

The focus group 
questions were 
presented in the 
appendix. 

Inclusion criteria for 
the pupils required 
receipt of mental health 
education in the last 12 
months. Participants 
were randomly selected 
form a list of eligible 
pupils.

A survey was used to 
expand themes 
emerging from the 
focus groups to explore 
age and gender 
differences.

The process of 
analysis is not 
described.

Findings from the focus 
groups are supported by 
verbatim quotes. 

Key findings fit the study’s 
aims and objectives and 
include: girls had more 
positive views about mental 
health than boys; strong 
preferences to be taught 
about mental health by 
someone they know and also 
someone who has personal 
experiences; it was strongly 
felt that mental health 
education should be taught 
at every stage by interactive 
methods within familiar class 
groupings;  depression, 
eating disorders and self-
harm were selected for girls 
and alcohol and drugs 
misuse for boys.

Young people’s 
views of multi-
agency working
2011

British 
Educational 
Research Journal
37(3)   405-419
 
Alma Harris
Tracey Allen 

The aim of this 
study was to explore 
whether, and in what  
ways, approaches to 
multi-agency 
working made a 
difference to the 
young people and 
their families. 

The rationale 
discussed the 
investment and 
expectation of 
multi-agency 
working and the 
need therefore, to 
investigate the 
impact of this way of  
working.

A sample of 10 extended 
schools were selected. 
Clear inclusion criteria 
are discussed. 

Overall the aim was to 
include schools with 
varying degrees of 
socioeconomic 
challenges and that were 
geographically spread. 

5 schools were form the 
early years and primary 
sector. 5 schools were 
from the secondary 
sector. 

Detailed discussion 
of multi-agency 
working and its 
implications for 
practice redefinition 
and reconfiguration. 

Limited 
socioeconomic 
information was 
given on the schools.

Semi structured interviews 
were used to collect data 
from the young people. 
There is limited description 
of the procedure or 
schedules used.

Interviews were  
transcribed and 
thematic 
analysis carried 
out. There is 
limited 
description of 
the process of 
thematic 
identification.

The themes 
were ordered, 
validated and 
refined through 
project 
reference 
groups of 
young people. 

Findings were supported by 
verbatim quotes. The 
findings match the aims and 
objectives of the study and 
include: the young people 
noted that the most effective 
multi-agency working was 
aimed at them and their 
family; young people noted 
that multi-agency 
professionals made them 
aware of support they could 
access; improved 
educational outcomes; had a 
positive impact on behavior; 
improved attendance; raised 
pupil confidence levels; 
enhanced pupil well being; 
led to better safeguarding; 
showed that multi-agency 
working can reach children 
and young people in 
contexts of risk and 
vulnerability. 
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Young People’s 
Views of Their 
Present and 
Future 
Selves in Two 
Deprived 
Communities
2010

Journal of 
Community and 
Applied Social 
Psychology
20   513-524

M Kloep
L B Hendry
C Gardner
C H Seage

Justification for the 
study draws on the 
few investigations 
that have enabled 
the voice of 
adolescents 
themselves to be 
heard in describing 
the context of their 
circumstances and 
identity, and the 
challenges they face 
during transition to 
adulthood.

The aim of the study 
is to examine young 
people’s views of 
their developmental 
forces and processes 
whilst growing up in  
relatively adverse 
social settings.

The study sets out to 
gain insight into 
how the resources 
they perceive they 
have or have access 
to, interact and react 
in their lives within 
their own social 
setting. 

The sample was an 
opportunity sample of 11 
teenagers from 2 
deprived mining 
communities in South 
Wales. The teenagers 
were aged 16-18 and 
volunteered for the 
study. There were 6 
females and 5 males. 

The theory of human 
development from an 
ecological 
perspective is 
described in order to 
analyze the protective 
and adverse forces 
that shape transition 
from childhood to 
adulthood. The 
lifespan challenges 
are discussed in 
detail in relation to 
the evidence base.

Semi-structured 
interviews were used to 
collect data. The 
process of the 
interviews are described 
in detail. Broad open 
questions were used to 
avoid imposing 
preconceived topics.

Audio tapes of 
the interviews 
were 
transcribed 
verbatim.

A grounded 
theory analysis 
was carried out.  
Each interview 
was treated as a 
case study 
within which 
themes were 
summarised. 

There is 
evidence of the 
inclusion of 
commonalities 
and differences.

Findings were cross-
validated within the research 
group. Verbatim quotes 
were used to support the 
findings which were linked 
to the aims of the study. 

Overall the study 
emphasized the array of 
individual differences in 
acquiring and utilizing 
resources. It showed that 
developmental forces and 
factors appear to create quite 
different effects for different 
individuals. 

Key findings include: that it 
is vital for young people to 
feel they are good at 
something and that the study 
shows that reality is 
complex.

Young people’s 
views on sharing 
health-related 
stories on the 
Internet 
2011

Health and Social 
Care in the 
Community
19(3)   326-334

Juping Yu 
Nicki Taverner 
Kim Madd

Robust justification 
for the paper 
including: 
increasing use of 
patient stories in 
healthcare practice;  
that health-related 
stories from young 
people are lacking;  
dramatic growth of 
internet and young 
people are 
comfortable 
communicating and 
engaging in the 
virtual world. 

Little is known 
about the views of 
young people on 
sharing health 
related stories on 
the internet. 

Clearly described 
research question:
1. Do young people 
think sharing health 
related stories on 
the internet is 
beneficial and why
2. Which factors 

may influence 
young people 
sharing health 
stories on the 
internet.

The sample comprised 
13 young people aged 
16-19 years old. 

Eligibility criteria were 
clear: young people who 
were healthy or suffering  
disease could be 
included.

The characteristics of 
the sample and the 
sampling process were 
described in detail. 

Insight into their views 
may help to indicate the 
most appropriate way to 
include stories from this 
age group.

There is detailed 
description of the 
research setting and 
access to it. The 
research setting  was 
a virtual environment 
using a project 
website. The website 
had been piloted. 

An online asynchronous 
focus group  was carried 
out and facilitated by 2 
moderators. 

There was detailed 
discussion of data 
collection which 
occurred over 3 weeks. 
Extensive discussion of 
ethics.

Data was cut 
and pasted to 
enable a 
thematic 
analysis to be 
carried out. 

Detailed 
discussion of 
attention to the 
group 
interpretations 
and challenges 
within a virtual 
environment.

It is difficult to 
know how the 
online 
environment 
may have 
facilitated or 
inhibited 
participants to 
express their 
views.

Verbatim quotes supported 
findings.

The key findings included: 
participants valued the use of 
digital stories to share 
feelings and experiences 
with a wide range of 
audiences; ease of access to 
stories;  stories were felt to 
elicit an emotional 
connection and empathy; 
potential therapeutic effects 
of storytelling.
 
Concerns were raised for 
online safety. Disclosure of 
personal identifying 
information makes young 
people more venerable. 
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Study and 
Author

Aims and 
Objectives

Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and Credibility 

Young 
teenagers’ 
perceptions of 
their own and 
others’ bodies: A 
qualitative study 
of obese, 
overweight and 
‘normal’ weight 
young people in 
Scotland 
2006

Social Science 
and Medicine
62  396-406

Wendy Wills
Kathryn Backett-
Milburn
Susan Gregory
Julia Lawton

A mixed methods 
design.  

It justifies the 
inclusion of boys by 
highlighting 
increasing evidence 
that boys and young 
men also place great 
importance on  
“looks”. Research 
has traditionally 
focused on girls who 
are expected to 
engage in issues of 
body conformity. 

It is not possible to 
engage in debates 
on young bodies 
without considering 
how boys bodies  are 
defined and 
experienced by 
boys. 

The qualitative 
aspect of the 
research design 
supports the 
investigation of 
perspectives held by 
young people obese,  
overweight and of 
normal weight, to 
discover how weight  
and body size 
infiltrate other areas 
of teenage everyday 
lives; how the lives 
are experienced and 
perceived and if 
medical definitions 
of fitness are 
reflected in their 
concerns.

The sample comprised 
18 girls and 18 boys from 
socio-economically 
deprived circumstances 
on the basis that young 
people from this 
background are more 
likely to be obese. The 
“Breadline Britain” 
index was used to 
measure deprivation.

Recruitment and ethics 
are discussed. Written 
consent was obtained 
from the young people 
and parents were asked 
to opt out.

The relevant 
literature is discussed 
in detail concerning 
the multiple facets of 
the complex area 
being researched.

The major public 
health concern of 
obesity underpins the  
rationale for this 
study. There is also 
the underlying 
premise that obesity 
is seen as “deviant” 
and early teenage 
years are concerned 
with “fitting in” with 
peers. 

The study rationale 
asserts that most 
studies have failed to 
take account of the 
micro-environments 
in which young 
people live. 
Therefore little is 
known about socio-
cultural differences 
in conceptualization 
of fatness and 
obesity.

A short screening 
questionnaire was used 
to collect socio-
demographic 
information and each 
teenager consented to 
being measured for 
height and weight. 
Detailed information 
was given on this.

The qualitative data was 
collected using semi-
structured interviews 
conducted at home-this 
ensured privacy from 
school peers.

A number of 
researchers 
were involved in 
thematic 
analysis of 
transcripts. 
Some of the 
researchers 
were not aware 
of which 
transcript came 
from normal, 
overweight or 
obese 
participants to 
avoid 
preconceived 
ideas.

Findings are supported by 
verbatim quotes. There is 
evidence of minority and 
contradictory views being 
considered.

Key findings include: a 
notable lack of evidence of a 
shared dieting culture 
amongst friendship groups; 
a fear of extreme dieting, 
thinness and eating 
disorders was expressed; 
weight was reported to be 
connected to well being and 
not to body image; teenagers 
who reported being bullied 
because of their weight were 
not any more likely to report 
body discrimination than 
other participants who were 
not bullied; not all teenagers 
are striving for thinness.

Young people’s 
use and views of a 
school-based 
sexual health 
drop-in  service 
in areas of high 
deprivation 
2010

Health Education 
Journal
69(3)  227-235

Jenny Ingram
Debra Salmon

A mixed methods 
design that fits the 
study’s aims and 
objectives.

This review focuses 
on the qualitative 
element of this 
study.

The aim of this 
study was to 
describe the 
patterns and reasons 
of attendance and 
young people views 
on drop-ins 
services. 

The sample comprised 
44 young people aged 10 
to 16 years. Full 
information is not 
included in this article.

Description of the 
UK service context 
and evidence base in 
relation to school-
based sexual health 
drop-in services is 
provided.

One-to-one interviews 
during lunchtime of 44 
young people attending 
3 schools.

Full descriptions are 
not included in this 
article.

A thematic 
approach was 
conducted. A 
full description 
was not  
included in this 
article.

There is 
evidence of 
minority views 
being 
considered in 
the analysis.

Key findings are linked to 
the aims and objectives of 
the study. They included: 
that young Muslim women, 
and specific  groups of 
British women talked about 
their fear of being found out 
by their peers, family of their 
communities; that locally 
based sexual health drop-in 
classes in schools within 
deprived communities made 
them accessible to 
vulnerable young people; the 
service successfully 
encouraged young men to 
attend for free condoms 
mainly from youth workers 
using the C- card scheme; 
the service attracted many 
young people who had not 
had sex,  in particular they 
were able to explore the 
possibility of delaying sex.
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Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and Credibility 

Visibility, 
Immobility and 
Stigma: Young 
People’s Use of 
Sexual Health 
Services in Rural 
Areas
2006

Children and 
Society
20   171-182

Gary Craig
Nicky Stanley

The article aimed to 
report the findings 
arising from a wider 
study undertaken in 
2002-4 “Living on 
the Edge” of teenage 
pregnancy and 
sexual behavior 
amongst young 
people living in 
rural and seaside 
areas.

The rural areas 
constituted the rural 
hinterlands of the 
seaside areas.

The article 
particularly aims to 
present findings on 
young people’s 
access to and use of 
sexual health 
services in rural 
areas. The research 
aimed to explore 
attitudes to, and 
experiences of, 
sexual behaviours in 
young people from 3 
seaside towns and 
their linked 
hinterland. Virtually 
no research had 
been done on this 
area prior to this 
research despite 
high teenage 
pregnancy. 

The sample comprised 
young people aged 12-18 
from 3 sites in the 
Midlands, The North 
and The South of 
England.

The young people were 
in school and also those 
in care attending pupil 
referral units. They 
included transient 
young people, young 
parents and 
professionals.

A detailed discussion 
of the policy context 
was presented.

The research was 
supported by 
advisory groups of 
young people which 
commented on 
research design 
itself, suggested 
access for 
respondents and 
discussed emerging 
findings. 

Data was collected 
using focus groups and 
individual interviews. 

The detail of 
recruitment is not 
described in the whole.

The thematic 
analysis process 
is not described 
in this paper.

The key findings focus on 
men and include:
the sense of living in a 
goldfish bowl and therefore 
anxious about using local 
sexual health services; 
confidentiality was an issue; 
perceived themselves as a 
minority population living 
within a rural population of 
older people; young men 
tended to use vending 
machines situated in 
accessible venues to obtain 
condoms; scarcity of services 
in rural areas used large 
anonymous chemists as a 
preferred source for 
condoms and the morning-
after pill; variations in young 
people’s responses to local 
services indicated a need for 
trusted adults to play a part 
in introducing such services 
and characterizing them as 
accessible and non-
threatening; services open at 
“stupid times”, such as when 
the young people are in 
school; inadequate access to 
public transport 
compounded problems of 
accessibility and also 
seasonality of transport; 
reliance of young people on 
parents to transport them 
restricts their autonomy; 
lack of privacy, eg in 
chemists; prospect of 
encountering judgmental 
attitudes; wanted services 
exclusive to them staffed by 
professionals whose 
attitudes  were 
nonjudgmental;  rural 
schools assumed a 
significant role in 
channeling young people to 
user-friendly confidential, 
less visible services, this 
requires less investment than 
existing services; a need for 
strengthening referral 
pathways.  
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Approach

Findings and Credibility 

Supporting 
adolescent 
emotional health 
in schools: a 
mixed methods 
study of student 
and staff views in 
England 
2009

BMC Public 
Health
9 (403)   1-18

Judi Kidger
Jenny Donovan
Lucy Biddle
Rona Campbell 
David Gunnell 

A mixed methods 
research design fits 
the aims and 
objectives of this 
study. The 
qualitative element 
will be reviewed. 

Justification for this 
study  is supported 
by reference to 
evidence suggesting  
that the perspectives 
of teenagers have 
not been sufficiently 
utilized in designing 
appropriate 
prevision for young 
people. 

The study aimed to 
examine the views of 
staff involved in 
emotional health 
work and students 
regarding current 
school-based 
emotional health 
provision and how 
far this meets the 
needs they 
identified and what 
they would like to 
see the school do in 
the future.

A purposive sample of 
12-14 year old pupils 
drawn from 8 schools.

Inclusion criteria are 
used to ensure a range of  
emotional health 
activity: free school 
meals eligibility and 
location. 

There detailed 
description of 
recruitment. 

Ethics is not discussed.

Detailed review of 
literature on 
community based 
intervention’s to 
support emotional 
health in early 
adolescence. It 
highlights a policy 
emphasis on school 
settings and on 
addressing whole 
school issues.

Detailed description of 
recruitment of 27 focus 
groups and of their 
socioeconomic and 
emotional health and 
wellbeing 
characteristics. 
The pupils were aged 
12-13 and 13-14 years 
old. 

Detailed justification of 
this choice of data 
collection method for 
young people referring 
to Kitzener. Also 
justification for the 
decision to hold single 
sex focus groups as 
boys and girls may have 
different emotional 
needs and coping 
strategies. Both girls 
and boys find it difficult 
to speak out in front of 
the other sex.

Thematic 
analysis was 
carried out 
using a constant 
comparison 
approach of 
transcripts of 
audio recorded 
focus groups. 

Detailed 
description of  
the analysis 
process.  
Transcripts 
were analysed 
by 2 researchers 
and this 
demonstrated 
good inter-rater 
reliability.

Limitations of 
the study were 
discussed and 
there was 
mention of  the 
possible effects 
of a gate 
keeping role of 
the teachers to 
the focus 
groups.

Findings were supported by 
verbatim quotes. There is 
evidence of minority views 
being represented in 
analysis. 

Key findings are linked to 
the aims and objectives of 
the study. They include: 
school was identified as an 
important setting for 
addressing emotional health;  
very little lesson time was 
spent on emotional well 
being;  it was felt that school 
should provide better 
support for those distressed; 
there were concerns 
regarding confidentiality of 
existing services and stigma 
of being treated differently.

Other suggestions included 
to  reduce bullying; improve 
pupil teacher relationship; 
increasing reward and 
recognition of good 
behaviour; and development 
of extra-curricular activities.

Listening to 
children: 
gaining a 
perspective of 
the experiences 
of poverty and 
social exclusion 
from children 
and young 
people of single-
parent families 
2008

Health and Social 
Care in the 
Community
16(4)   429-436

Janet Walker 
Karin Crawford 
Francesca Taylor 

The objectives of this 
study were to investigate 
how children and young 
people of single parent 
families understand and 
experience their worlds 
as members of these 
families. 

This included whether 
and to what extent they 
experience poverty and 
social exclusion and how 
they cope with 
challenges that this 
brings. 

The qualitative design of 
this study fits the 
subjective experimental 
focus of the studies aims 
and objectives. 

Rationale for the study 
includes providing a 
voice for children in 
single parent families to 
better inform policy 
making allowing 
children’s perspective to 
infiltrate decision 
making. 

The sample was purposive of 
children from single parent 
families and 2 parent families 
aged 6 to 16 years.

The samples were purposive 
in terms of family status, age, 
gender and geographical 
location, class and ethnicity.

There is detailed description 
of the sample characteristics 
including that children come 
from divorced, separated, 
unmarried and widowed 
families. 

There was limited 
description of the 
recruitment process. 

There was particular 
focus on the literature 
concerning single parent 
households headed by 
women and increased 
risks to children in single 
parent households.

40 semi-structured 
interviews and 4 focus 
groups were undertaken 
with children of single 
parents. 

In addition 4 focus groups 
were undertaken with 
children of 2 parent families, 
with single parents, parents 
of 2 partner families, and 
finally professionals. 

Thematic analysis 
was undertaken. 
The process was 
described in detail.

There is evidence of 
inclusion of 
minority views.

The findings are linked to the 
study’s aims and objectives.
Verbatim quotes were used to 
support findings.
Key findings include: very few 
children experiencing overt 
stigma due to living in a single 
parent family; many teenagers 
felt that their bond with their 
mother was greater than in the 
case of 2-parent families because 
they have been through such 
difficult times;  time and financial 
poverty often mitigates against 
spending sufficient quality time 
with their parents; arguments 
between children and their single  
parent were considered more 
traumatic as the parent was the 
central facet of the children’s 
security;  several children 
reported being the main 
emotional support for their 
single parent; there was great 
fluidity and diversity of family 
life. Single parent children have a 
high level of receptivity and 
understanding of their financial 
situation; extended family are 
important in providing childcare 
and alleviating some of the 
poverty; transport costs are a big 
problem for children living in 
rural areas;  poor standard of 
housing impacted on health.
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Approach
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Critical 
incidents and the 
perception of  
health risks: the 
experiences of 
young people in 
relation to their 
use of alcohol 
and tobacco 
2001

Health Risk and 
Society
3(3)   293-306

Martyn 
Denscombe

Rationale for this study is 
based on the problem 
that despite being aware 
of the risks, young 
people “go ahead” 
anyway. 

However,  there is 
evidence to suggest that 
vividness can increase 
perception that the risk 
might actually happen. 
Research has found that 
critical incidents where 
the experience is vivid, 
real word and personally 
experienced do occur 
sufficiently frequently to 
be a potentially 
significant influence on 
young people’s 
perception of health 
risks. 

This study builds on this 
research. This study 
aims to explore the ideas 
and motives of young 
people in relation to 
health-risking 
behaviours. The aims 
and objectives supports 
the mixed method design 
of the study.

The sample comprises 15-16 
year old. The focus groups 
were recruited form 
volunteers at 12 schools. 
There is limited information 
on the characteristics of the 
pupils and of the schools.

Detailed contextual 
discussion of young 
people’s sense of 
invulnerability in relation 
to health sick and the 
influence of the factors of 
dread and vividness on 
risk taking behaviour.

A questionnaire survey with 
questions on critical 
incidents and risk-taking 
behaviour was undertaken 
with  1679 15-16 year old 
young people attending  12 
schools in England. 1648 
usable questionnaires were 
returned. 

This was followed up with 
focus groups of 123 15-16 
year olds in 20 groups of 4 
to 7 people, 2 focus groups 
per school, except 1 school 
declined and 2 others only 
conducted 1 focus group. 

20 semi-structured 
interviews: 10 girls, 10 boys 
were conducted in 2 later 
parts of the research. Data 
collection methods are 
described in detail and there  
is evidence of sensitivity, for 
example, female interviews 
for girls and male for boys.

Thematic analysis of  
data from verbatim 
transcriptions of 
interviews and focus 
groups. Almost no 
description of the 
process of coding.

The questionnaire survey did 
confirm that most young people 
had experienced a serious health-
related incident.

Findings from the data collection 
methods are linked with the aims 
and objectives of the study. The 
focus groups and interview 
findings are supported  by 
verbatim quotes and key findings 
include: flash-points that affected 
the young people’s attitudes 
towards taking risks with their 
health included incidents 
effecting themselves, close 
friends and close relatives; 
powerful imagery coupled with a 
sense of realism were cited as 
having impact; young people did 
not always learn from a critical 
incident  and invoke a spirit of 
fatalism to justify the dissonance 
between their critical incident 
and what ought to have taught 
them; the reaction to critical 
incident is not to inform.

Exercise 
Therapy 
Intervention 
Study of the 
Experiences and 
Views of Obese 
Adolescents 
Participating in 
an `I Can 
Actually 
Exercise If I 
Want To; It Isn't 
As Hard As I 
Thought' : A 
Qualitative 
2008

Journal of Health 
Psychology
13(6)   810-818

Amanda J. Daley
Robert J. 
Copeland
Neil P. Wright 
Jerry K.H. Wales 

The research design 
comprises a qualitative 
study nested within a 
RCT.

Rationale for the 
research is based on a 
need for information 
about the experiences, 
beliefs and attitudes of 
obese young people who 
participate in exercise 
and physical activity 
interventions. A 
qualitative design fits 
this purpose. It 
attempted to give young 
obese people a voice.

A randomised sample of 28 
12-16 year old who 
participated in the qualitative  
study.

The Sheffield Obesity 
Trial (SHOT) which 
examined the efficiency of  
an 8 week exercise 
therapy intervention on 
mental and physical 
health outcomes in obese 
adolescents aged 12-16 
years.

This study revealed 
significant differences 
between groups on 
measures of self-esteem 
and physical activity over 
time. There were no 
changes of significant in 
depression, aerobic 
fitness or BMI.
Exercise counseling for 
behaviour change was 
integral  

Semi-structured interviews 
were used to discuss: 
positive and negative 
experiences of taking part in 
the trial; feelings during and 
after exercise; beliefs about 
the role and usefulness of 
exercise for improving 
health; sources of 
motivation to exercise; body 
consciousness.

Took place at the end of an 8 
week therapy period.

A thematic analysis 
was undertaken.

Themes were 
validated by 2 raters. 
There is evidence of 
the inclusion of 
minority of 
contradictory 
opinion.

Verbatim quotes were used to 
support qualitative findings.
The findings are linked to the 
study objectives.
Key findings included: overall, 
positively evaluated; were 
motivated by sessions; felt less 
tired and more energetic; 
previously underestimated their 
ability regarding exercise; seen 
as effective in managing weight; 
felt their body shape had 
changed; felt more informed and 
aware of what they needed to do 
regarding physical activity. 

Young people’s 
participation: is 
disaffection 
another way of 
having a voice? 
2011

Educational 
Psychology in 
Practice
27(2)   103-115

Dimitra Hartas

A genuine involvement 
of young people in a 
matter that affects them 
is likely to bring 
personal and social 
benefits provides 
satisfaction for this 
study.

This study aimed to offer 
young people, described 
by college staff as being 
disaffected, a social 
space to express their 
views about matters that 
affect their life at school. 
It also aimed to increase 
understanding of 
disaffection. 

The pupils were described by 
some staff members as being 
disaffected due to their 
limited participation in 
learning and  other aspects of  
school life.

18 young people participated 
in the study through 
purposive sampling. 

Multiple facets of 
disaffection; multiple 
meanings of disaffection; 
disaffection and its 
relationship to 
participation were 
discussed.
 
The study was undertaken 
in collaboration with a 
college in the UK which 
had embarked on the 
development of an 
informal public forum to 
elicit the views of 12-15 
year old pupils about 
participation in learning 
and training.

3 focus groups were formed 
(6 participants per group). 

Also one to one interviews 
took place with young 
people who required a 
private space for discussion.

Detailed description of the 
focus group process and 
discussion was presented.
Contentious topics for 
discussion were 
encouraged.

Thematic analysis of  
the transcripts was 
undertaken. 
Minority views were 
included.

Findings were supported by 
verbatim quotes. 
Key findings include: concerned 
less about participation and more  
about responsive to self identifies 
need; a lack of respect from 
school staff – mainly teachers- 
due to focus on academic 
outcomes;  many young people 
felt invisible;  curricular areas are 
too academic and are irrelevant 
to other interests and future 
career prospects;  they found the 
contribution of mentors, peer 
mentors, school nurse and 
councilor valuable; there was 
concern about lack of work based 
opportunities.
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Appendix 32  Critical review of perspective studies of young 
	
 	
     people, including boys, with sebds

Study and 
Author

Aims and Objectives Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and 
Credibility 

Specialist 
residential 
education for 
children with 
severe emotional 
and  behavioural 
difficulties: 
pupil, parent, 
and staff 
perspectives 
2008

Emotional and 
Behavioural 
Difficulties
13(1)   31-47

Louise Harriss
Jane Barlow 
Paul Moli 

There is a clear 
statement of the study 
aims and objectives: to 
investigate pupil, 
parents and staff 
perspectives of the 
benefits and 
disadvantages of 
attending the school.  

The qualitative research 
design using a 
phenomenological 
analysis  was justified in 
relation to meeting the 
study’s aims and 
objectives.

A clear rationale is 
provided  for the study, 
acknowledging the 
importance of hearing 
from children about 
their lives and also 
evidencing a shortfall of 
previous studies that 
explore perspectives of 
current pupils on a 
residential educational 
intervention for 
children with severe  
SEBDs.

Recruitment methods are 
discussed  showing due 
concern for the rights of 
children to participate in 
decisions about 
themselves. 

The inclusion criteria 
were amended from 
pupils having 3 years 
experience  at the school 
to at least 12 months due 
to the fundamental need 
to recruit pupils who 
were able to respond to 
an interview data 
collection process.  The 
study identifies the latter 
requirement as a 
limitation since it throws 
into question whether the  
resulting sample is 
representative of  the 
pupils attending the 
school. 
Out of a total of 36 pupils 
6 pupils were recruited, 3 
boys and 3 girls aged 9½ 
to 12 years (below the age 
range of RAP ‘n CAB) 
with  attrition of 1 pupil, 
their sex was not 
disclosed. 

Sufficient 
generalised 
descriptions of the 
social and 
educational 
background of 
participating pupils 
was given to inform 
applicability to other 
settings supporting 
children with 
SEBDs.  

In addition,  
description of 
documents utilised 
was also provided 
and justification for 
their relevance.  

The research was 
conducted at the 
school but there is 
no discussion of how 
this was managed or 
of its possible 
influence on the data 
collected.

Semi-structured 
audio-recorded 
interviews were 
conducted  of 
which the 
schedules are 
evidenced. 

The use of semi-
structured 
interviews was  
justified on 
grounds of 
maintaining 
consistency across 
the interviews 
whilst maintaining 
flexibility and use 
of a facilitative 
approach. 
However there is 
no discussion of 
who conducted the  
interviews  and 
therefore of how 
researcher 
participant 
inequalities were 
managed or may 
have influenced 
the data obtained.
 

The use of verbatim 
transcripts is  
indicated and the 
process of how use of 
an interpretive 
phenomenological 
approach  was used to 
identify themes was 
discussed and also 
portrayed during the 
findings commentary. 

There is evidence of 
in depth  exploration 
of explicit and 
implicit meaning and 
underlying influences 
with brief mention of 
use of a second 
researcher to verify 
emergent themes. 

The analysis  
examined the 
emergent themes 
across the data rather 
than within each case 
to maintain 
anonymity and 
confidentiality of 
participants. The 
analytical emphasis  
was conveyed as on 
shared themes. 

The findings were well 
linked to the purpose of 
the study and verbatim 
quotes were used to 
support discussion of 
findings.  Some of the 
imitations of the  study 
are discussed, impact of 
researcher on the 
process is not for 
example.

Findings demonstrated 
that participants 
believed placement at 
the school had a positive  
impact on their 
emotional and 
behavioural 
development including: 
increased trust in 
adults; allowed to be a 
child; improved self-
esteem and confidence; 
strategies for dealing 
with difficult feelings; a 
reduction in aggressive 
behaviour; able to 
participate more in 
class; and more 
manageable at home. 

Findings were broadly 
consistent with the 
limited wider findings 
of pupil perspectives on 
residential educational 
intervention. 

Lessons learned: 
student voice at a  
school for pupils 
experiencing 
social, 
emotional and 
behavioural 
difficulties
2009

Emotional and 
Behavioural 
Difficulties
14(1)   33-48

Edward Sellman

The aims and objectives 
of the study are well 
justified and  set out  
late on in the study 
report: to explore a 
student research 
group’s own 
perspectives on the 
school behaviour policy 
and to research the 
views of other pupils . 

Clearly describes the 
importance and benefits 
of obtaining the views of  
children with SEBDs 
with reference to the 
UNCRC (United 
Nations 1989) and the 
SEN Code  
(Department for 
Eduction and Skills 
2001). There is also 
detailed discussion of 
the practical challenges 
of gaining the 
participation children 
with SEBDs in school 
empowerment projects.

The sample comprised 6 
boy volunteers aged 13 to 
16 years. 

The process of 
recruitment is sufficiently 
described.  

Because the boys were 
volunteers it was 
suggested that they may 
have been the more 
articulate pupils who 
were not considered to be 
representative of the 
school’s pupils.

There is detailed 
description of the of 
the project and  of 
the school context, 
which is a non-
residential school 
for 50 boys 
experiencing SEBD,  
to enable 
transferability of 
findings. 

Data collection 
was conducted 
through audio-
recorded meetings 
that were 
compared to focus 
groups. It is 
reported that the 
group participants 
were involved in 
deciding the 
questions.

Whilst the 
researcher aimed 
to take on a 
facilitative role and 
the participants 
encouraged to 
build their own 
identities as 
researchers, there 
is no discussion of 
participant 
support or training  
that would 
contribute towards 
them achieving 
this.  The 
effectiveness and 
dynamics of these 
meetings was 
evaluated. 

A grounded theory 
methodology was 
used as it was felt that 
this approach 
acknowledge the 
expertise of the 
participants. This was 
congruent with the 
study purpose.

There is evidence of 
reflexivity occurring 
throughout the 
analysis  with the 
researcher keeping a 
diary and presenting 
their ongoing analysis 
back to the 
participants for 
refinement and 
endorsement. 

There was evidence 
of attention to 
minority and 
contradictory views. 

There are clear 
conceptual links 
between the original 
data and the findings 
which are congruent 
with  the study aims and 
objectives. 

Increased use of 
original material to 
support emergent 
themes and findings 
would be appropriate.

Important outcomes of 
the study included that 
pupils who would not 
usually be offered the 
opportunity to take part  
in an empowerment 
project showed that 
they were able to 
engage in the 
processes. 

The study highlighted 
the ethical basis for 
pupils with SEBDs to 
be given a voice, 
particularly where 
physical interventions 
may be used.
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Study and 
Author

Aims and Objectives Sample Composition Data 
Context

Data Collection Analytical 
Approach

Findings and 
Credibility 

Supporting 
disaffected 
pupils: 
perspectives 
from the pupils, 
their parents and 
their teachers 
2003

Educational 
Research
45(3)   275-286

Graham Vulliamy
Rosemary Webb

This paper did not 
specifically focused on 
children with SEBDs 
but more broadly on the 
perspectives of  
disaffected pupils 
including their parents 
and teachers. Due to the 
scarcity of “perspective 
studies” on or including 
boys with SEBDs, this 
paper was included in 
the review of literature 
because the detailed 
description of the 
sample age range ,of 11 
to 14 years, 
socioeconomic and 
educational 
characteristics 
demonstrated an 
acceptable match  with 
that of the RAP’n CAB 
participants. 

Use of a mixed methods 
approach was 
appropriate to the 
evaluation of a large 
multi sited project. 

The qualitative aspect of  
the evaluation focuses 
on the key issues that 
arise as a result of the 
subjective experiences 
of  pupils, parents and 
teachers  in relation to 
social work trained 
home-school support 
where rates of pupil 
disaffection and 
exclusion were high 
fitting the overall aims 
and objectives of the 
project: to reduce 
school exclusion and 
promote a cohesive 
Local Authority 
response to children in 
need. 

This review is concerned 
with the pupil 
perspectives which were 
drawn from 25 pupils 
comprising 15 boys and 
10 girls each of whom 
had been in the caseload 
of a social work support 
worker for at least 1 year.  

It is highlighted that the 
initial referral of pupils to 
the social work support 
staff was based on pupil 
willingness to work with 
them, therefore, this may 
have influenced a more 
positively skewed pupil 
evaluation. 

Description of the  pupil 
recruitment process for 
the interviews is unclear. 

Described National 
policy and context of  
the study in detail 
including the 3 year 
Home Office 
Project, “Meeting 
Need and 
challenging Crime in 
Partnership with 
Schools”  that 
generated the 
subjective 
qualitative data  
(Webb and Vulliamy 
2003).

The project 
utilised a range of 
mixed method data 
collection methods 
congruent with its 
mixed method 
design.  

Audio recorded 
semi-structured 
interviews were 
carried out in the 
school that set out 
to explore 
subjective views 
on whether the 
social work 
support workers 
had been 
supportive and if 
so, how. 

A grounded theory 
methodology was 
used and  this was 
congruent with the 
qualitative study 
purpose. The 
analytical  process of 
generation and 
saturation of 
categories used  is 
not described in this 
paper. Readers are 
directed to previous 
work of the authors, 
dated 1992,  for this 
information which is 
unsatisfactory.

There is evidence of 
inclusion of minority 
or exceptional views. 

The discussion of 
findings is not 
supported by any 
transcript material. It 
asserts that there was 
considerable 
consistency and 
agreement between the 
perspectives held by 
pupils, teachers and 
parents on the support 
of the home-school 
workers which were 
positive.

The findings link into 
the wider aims and 
objectives of the project  
and include: behaviour 
improvement achieved 
by one-to-one quality 
time counseling;  their 
accessibility and 
independence was 
valued ; and their 
understanding of the 
psychosocial  factors 
causing challenging 
behaviours due to their 
community training 
orientation. 

A Pupil with  
Emotional  and 
Behavioural 
Difficulties  
Perspective:  
Does  John  feel 
that his 
behaviour is 
affecting his 
learning?
2000

Emotional 
Behavioural 
Difficulties
5(4)  13-18

Claire Turner

The aims and objectives 
of the study are well 
justified and  set out. 
They are entirely 
congruent with the case 
study design broadly 
investigating a Year 9 
male pupils feelings on:  
problems encountered 
at school due to 
behaviour;  his 
relationship with 
members of the school 
community; any 
significance in relation 
to his behaviour and 
certain subjects, the 
teacher, and his peers; if  
the structure of the 
lessons influences his 
behaviour; his 
behaviour and 
implications for his 
future school career. 

A Year 9 male pupil 
attending a secondary 
school. 

A convenience sample, 
chosen because the pupil 
was able to talk openly to 
the author about issues. 
The author had worked 
with the pupil for 3 years. 
The author wished to 
gain greater 
understanding of how he 
viewed himself, his 
behaviour and his 
learning in order to try 
and reduce his risk of 
exclusion. 

The author reflected on 
how knowing a research 
subject so well posed 
difficulties during 
interview when she would 
prompt him about past 
events or incidents and 
therefore influencing the 
interview data obtained. 

A description of the 
pupils 
socioeconomic, 
SEBD status and 
educational  profile 
is provided together 
with the author’s 
role in relation to 
the pupil and within 
the school. 

Data was collected 
by in-depth 
interview. It is not 
stated if the 
interviews were 
audio recorded or 
transcribed. 

The process of 
analysis is not 
discussed and 
appears to have no 
theoretical 
underpinning. The 
format of the data 
analysed is unknown . 

The discussion of 
findings is supported by 
verbatim quotes and is 
linked to the aims of the  
case study. The 
discussion and  findings 
are discussed 
simultaneously. 

Key findings include: 
distracting behaviour 
which occurs towards 
friends and those he 
dislikes; underachieves 
in subjects where he 
does not have a positive 
relationship with the 
teacher; and when he is 
not consistently 
interested by the lesson 
task he is disruptive. 
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Appendix 33  transcripts of the interview data 
                      sub-set 1.2 and 1.8

  Key  to transcript  Key  to transcript

Simple Present Tense

Free Clauses

Use of  “would”

Number Transcript Interview 1.2 Notes

001   I Now this is recording.  I = Interviewer

002 Adult
Researcher

Okay right then boys in your own time no rush at all.

003   I Right my name’s …, you already know that and I would like to thank you for agreeing to this interview I just need to say that it will be audio 
recorded, you already know that, so that the information you give is accurately remembered. Is that okay? Um, this interview we’ll be looking 
at lifestyle and health. It will be in three parts. The first part will ask you information on what is unique to your life. In the second part we’re 
going to explore your storyboard and in the third part we’ll look at views on health. Okay? Part one. How old are you?

 

004 14.  

005   I Yeah? Um, can you tell me which family members you live with? 

006 My mum and my sister.

007   I How many different primary schools have you attended? So what number?

008 One.

009  I Um, can you say… sorry how many different secondary schools have you attended.?  

010 One so far.  

011   I Do you live in the area around your school?  

012 No a couple of miles away.  

013  I Um, how do you get to school?  

014 By travelling on a bus.  

015  I Um yeah, so when you…  when you’re not at school what are the main forms of transportation you would use, when you’re not at school?  

016 Bus mostly and maybe a car sometimes with my mam.

017  I Have you got a bike?

018 Whenever I go and visit my father I'll take out the bike like only then.

019  I What are the main reasons why you use this form of transportation? 

020 It’s just you get somewhere.

021  I Yeah it’s just easier isn’t it?

022 Yeah instead of walking it’s quicker.

023  I What forms of transport do members of your family members use?

024 My mother only uses a car. My father only uses a car. My sister uses bus or she walks, mainly yeah.

025  I Do you have a religion?

026 No.

027 ((laughs)) 

028  I So if you want to tell me about this.  (Storyboard) 1st narrative

029 Well we were just like doing this when Linda come to our school. It’s just about, well basically my life and what I've gone through. 
Like a lot of my home’s in there like. Um, I always listen to music. 
I've grown up from violence and crime. 
Um, I care for my mum and my sister, 
um, yeah I've had one or two…
mostly Eminem’s my icon because like the lyrics he uses when he raps and that. 
That's basically it. 

030  I Okay. Do you think maybe school would fit in there somewhere?

031 ((laughs)) yeah.

032  I Do you hate school?

033 Yeah, I don’t… I just don’t like the education, you've got to do tests, GSCEs it does my head in.

034  I
What activities or things did you do last Saturday from the time you got up til the time you went to bed?

Interview 1.2
2nd narrative

035 I'm trying to think now, um, sat down, listened to music, went out to play basketball, um, that was basically it,  like and then went home and did 
whatever like eat my food and go back out because I would. 

036  I Um which things did you enjoy the most and why?

037 Like in my spare times what do I like mostly kind of doing and why do I like it? 

038 Yeah well on, like I just said, um, last Saturday.
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039 Um, well basketball 
I like because it just keeps you fit.
It’s something to do in your spare time. 
Music I just like… 
I just like music. 
You can’t get me away from music.

040  I Um, which things did you dislike and why? 

041 Don’t know, football I can’t play, um, the only thing… 
I only likes basketball with a ball. 
I don’t like no other sports with a ball. 
Swimming I don’t like, um, ((sighs))

042  I Don’t you do no other activities apart from the sports that you just… like, like I don’t know maybe with your friends?

043 Yeah I goes like out with my friends and that. 
Just one activity I really do is basketball, 
I hate other sports, 
if sleeping was a sport then that would be one as well.

044

      I

((laughs)) 

What activities or things would you do on a normal school day? 3rd narrative
045 Well usually I like… I goes to school in the morning, gets back home about four o'clock and I either goes out or stays in my house on the 

computer or something. I’ll do one of those two and then when I come back in at nine I like watching TV for a bit, then I goes to bed at 11. 
046    I Which things do you enjoy the most and why?

047 It’s basically the same

048    I It’s basically just what you enjoyed and what you didn’t and what you think?

049 One of each thing.

050   I So yeah I just asked you what activities or things you do on a normal school day…

051 Yeah.

052   I Yeah and then what did you enjoy out of these things.

053 Well most of them 
when I go out after school to get some fresh air and chill with my mates.

054   I Is there anything you didn’t like… is there anything you disliked about normal school days?

055 Yeah going to school ((laughs))

056  I  Um, what sorts of activities or things would you do on a school holiday when you’re at home? 4th narrative

057 Oh plenty ((laughs)) 
like I might get some money and go to the cinema, ice-skating, um, bowling, 
plenty of things.

058 I mean like I said to … I get really bored in holidays because there's not that much to do I said but…

059 It does get boring after a while like because you do the same things over and over and it just gets to you. It gets boring.

060   I Yeah so which things did you enjoy the most and why?

061 What in the six weeks, like the holidays?

062   I Yeah the big holidays.

063 Getting money and then doing whatever I want with it.

064   I Um, is there anything you disliked about it? 

065 School that's all.

066   I What food did you eat last Saturday from the time you got up until the time you went to bed? 5th narrative

067 I can’t think now ((sighs)). 
Food, food, well I had my cereals when I woke up and I think I had a sandwich during the day. 
When my mum got back from work 
I think she cooked me my food and I ate that and then, um, I had snacks between then, um, had my cereals and went to bed.

068   I Um, which foods do you think could be good for your health and why?

069 Oh fruit, vegetables, like, it’s just saying I know they’re good for you like your five a day and that, like good food I only likes bananas and 
grapes. I don’t like nothing else, and vegetables just sweet corn and carrots, that's the only things I like. I'm not healthy with all those.

070   I And which foods do you think might be bad for your health?

071 Well a lot of chocolate, crisps would be fattening. I don’t eat too much of them. I've gone onto like… I used to eat six packets a day or 
something but now it’s just one.

072   I And what food do you eat on a typical school day?

073 Sandwiches, um, packet of crisps. 
I might buy a couple of things from the canteen or something.

074   I Do you think the stuff that you eat is healthy or unhealthy?

075 Not all of it… Not everything. 
Mostly as I say the sandwiches are healthy,
um, I might bring a banana or something so then I'll eat that. 
So half and half really.

076   I Um describe any regular family routines or things you would do with your family at weekends? 6th narrative

077 Nothing.

078 Nothing? ((laughs)) 
You just go out with your friends or whatever?

079 Yeah, yeah.

080   I Um, which things…  describe any regular routines or things you would do with your family on a school day?

081 Nothing ((laughs)).

082   I Nothing. 
So when you comes home do you do anything at all?

083 Well…

084   I Do you sit down and watch TV with them or anything like that?
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085 Well I might go upstairs for a bit and then I'll come down and like my mum’ll… my mum’ll always be watching TV because that's just it because 
she's in work most of the day, she comes back at four 
and she just chills for like a couple of hours and then she goes to bed. So nothing really… oh and sometimes I might meet my sister from work 
at ten
so that's what I usually do.

086  I Describe any regular routines you might have with all your friends. 7th narrative

087 ((whistles)) um well usually I goes just to play basketball with them on a Saturday. That's usually just the routine. 
I don’t do nothing like special like. That's basically it.

088   I Um which things do you like about this? Which things do you like doing with your friends and that?

089 Oh just everything, being away ((laughs)) from my family for a bit, because they do my head in sometimes, um, being out in the fresh air, not 
being stuck in. Like I've never been grounded see so I've never been stuck in for a long time. Um, that's basically it.

090   I Is there anything you dislike, doing like with your friends?

091 Well let’s see like, you know when someone terrible presses you like and they really get on your nerves then that’s what I don’t like, when they 
do that. 
That just gets to me.

092  I What’s the most important activities or things you do in your life as a whole? 8th narrative

093 I don’t have a clue man.

094  I So perhaps the basketball?

095 Just basically just it, the basketball and that.

096  I Because you like your personal like time?

097 Yeah.

098  I Um, what health issues are important to you?

099 Feeling good, um, keeping fit, just anything really as long as you keep healthy, don’t become obese and that.

0100  I And would you have any like health issues where you might have to seek medication or something?

0101 Oh nothing.

0102  I Um, over the last school year what things have you done that have kept you healthy?

0103 Well played basketball for one. Um, I’ve started going out more for the last year and all that. Um, eating more of like bananas and grapes just 
eating more healthy and not eating as much junk food and that.

0104  I Just the average then ((laughs)) um, 
why do you think these things have kept you healthy?

0105 Oh don’t ask me it’s because people say they’re healthy for you.

0106 It’s just what you know isn’t it?

0107 Yeah.

0108 What people have told you and that.

0109  I Um, what things have you done… no what things have your family done that have helped to keep you healthy? 

0110 Well my dad makes me eat fruit and that, um, my mother she gets me to eat and that. My sister gets me to go out and play basketball, um, 
that's quite…

0112  I Do they influence the sort of stuff you eat?

0113 Oh no it’s only my father does that.
 My mother and my sister just don’t necessarily think about that ((laughs))

0114  I Um, why do you think they have kept you healthy, your dad?

0115 Well he just wants me to be healthy and all that. 
I think he wants me to become a boxer because 
I started to box 
and that and he just wants me to be one but it’s not going to happen.

0116  I Fair enough. 
Um, what things have you done at school that have involved you… that have helped you keep healthy?

0117 Well they’re providing more fruit and that.

0118  I Is there any like sports?

0119 Oh I get… we get games once a week and like you can pick PE studies for one of your options so you do that a couple of times a week and on a 
Wednesday if you pick BTec sports you'll get that for the whole day, like running and so on, um, that's basically it like they just help you with 
like all your running ((0:14:54.6?))

0120   I Okay, um, what specific worries or signs would make you ask for help or advice on your health? 9th narrative

0121   I Oh…

0122  I I mentioned that thing to … and that about if you had like any little lump on your neck or something like that would that make you want to go 
and seek help or advice?

0123  I If you found out something that wasn't usual then yeah.

0124  I Or would you just think, ‘Oh it’ll go away?’

0125  I If it was getting like bigger or something. If you had like a little lump on your neck for instance, um, and it was getting bigger I'd go and see 
someone. 
If it was like staying and it started not going away then I would just leave it.

0126  I Where or who would you go for this advice? So where would you go for advice?

0127  I ((laughs))

0128  I Or is there a person you would ask… you would mention this to like your family, your dad, your mum?

0129 Oh I'd go to my mother for… 
I don’t really get along with my dad that much, well I sees him twice a week so I don’t really speak to him as much as my mum, 
like I can tell my mother everything but not that…

0130  I Do you feel like closer to your mum than you do…

0131 Like well mostly closer to my sister but not with my father.

0132  I Um why would you go to this person?

0133 Because I can tell them everything like. Um, 
they give me advice just… that’s it really.

0134  I Um um, would you follow the advice or take up the help offered by this person?

0135 Well I would but if it wasn't going into like what they said then I'd go somewhere else.

0136  I Yeah, um, what sorts of situations would stop you from asking for help or advice? 10th narrative

0137 Oh I don’t know, um…
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0138  I So is there like a certain place on your body if there's a little lump, you know, would you feel a bit like embarrassed to like…

0139 Oh yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

0140 ((0:17:56.0?))

0141 Yeah.

0142  I Would you go to your mum then?

0143 Yeah.

0144  I Would you show it to your mum?

0145 I would, she'd probably think it was a boil or something there.

0146  I So it wouldn’t stop you?

0147 Not really ((laughs))

0148  I What would encourage you to find help or advice on your health?

0149 I don’t know really, 
just… because it would just be telling my mum to go and ask for advice and that.

0150  I So I don’t know would you just… ideally 
would you just go for like, I don’t know, a regular check even if there was nothing wrong with you or would you just…

0151 I don’t know.

0152  I … like if it sprung to mind would you… I don’t know

0153  I Like if there was something wrong with you that's the only time I'd go to like to see something or someone, if there was nothing wrong with me 
then just leave it.

0154  I Mm, um, would there be anyone who could persuade you to ask for help or advice?

0155 Oh now you’re asking, um, 
I don’t know, yeah.

0156  I So if you didn’t want to go would there be somebody who would try and persuade you to go and say, “Whoa,” you know, “… you should go?” 

0157 It depends what like the situation is like my friends might because it’s a good reason but apart from that I don’t really know.

0158  I Um, can you describe your ideal health help professional? So if you went to go and like seek help and that would you prefer to be seen by a male 
or a female? 

0159 I don’t really know.

0160  I if you have had to seek help for health worries, sort of in the past, if you've had anything, can you describe it to me?

0161 Um, I haven’t really had much I don’t think.

0162  I Nothing too big?

0163 No. I've been to the doctor’s because I’ve like been… I had tonsillitis a couple of times I went there for that but nothing…

0164   I Um, can you describe the important physical features of the place you would go for health help? So, um, would you go to the doctor’s or a clinic 
or… where would you prefer to just go?

0165 I would most probably go to the doctor’s.

0166  I So doctor’s?

0167 Yeah.

0168  I Yeah, and then you … if they like referred you to like go somewhere else would you take their advice and…

0169 Yeah I would take the advice
It depends what place they’d want me to go to. So that's it really.

0170  I Um, on what particular health worries would you expect there to be help? So if you went there what would you expect they’ll be able to deal 
with there?

0171 I don’t know they’re the professionals they can tell me.

0172  I Okay that's it so thank you for doing this interview. That's it.

0173 You’re welcome ((laughs))

Number Transcript   Interview 1.8 Notes

101   I Okay  

002   I Yeah see you. Okay. My name’s … and I would like to thank you for agreeing to this interview and I just need to say that the 
interview will be audio recorded, ((laughs)) so that the information you give is accurately remembered if that's okay? 

003 Yeah.

004   I
005

This interview will look at lifestyle and health. It will be in three parts.  
 

004   I
005

The first part will ask you information on what is unique to your life. In the second part we’ll explore your storyboard and in the third 
part we’re going to look at views on health. 

 
 

006 Yes. 

007  I How old are you?

008 14.

009  I Um, can you tell me which family members you live with?

010 My mum, my dad and my two brothers.

011  I Yeah, cool. How old are your brothers? 

012 My brothers, one’s 16 and one’s 17.  

013   I Yeah okay, um, Have you attended more than one different primary school?

014 No I've only been to one primary school  

015  I Okay,  have you been to more than one secondary school?

016 No.  

017  I Okay. Um, do you live in the area around your school?  

018 Yeah. ((0:01:26.5?))  

019  I Um, how do you get to school?  
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020 Walk.  

021  I Okay. Do you always walk? 

022 Yeah but not if it’s raining my mum takes me.

023  I Okay. Um, are there any factors that influence the route that you take to school? 

024 Pardon?

025  I Any factors that influence the route that you take to school? Sp is there any reason you’d go a certain way or something?

026 Quicker.

027  I Yeah. When you’re not at school what is the main form of transportation you use?

028 ((0:01:59.6?))

029  I No, no, it’s like do you like cycle or that normally? 

030 Yeah.

031  I When you go to a friend’s house or whatever?

032 Yeah. Yeah I go on my bike when I go to my friend’s.

033  I What are the main reasons that you might cycle? 

034 Because it gets you to places quicker.  

035  I It’s easier as well isn’t it?

036 Yeah.

037  I Good.

038 It’s better than walking.

039  I Yeah. Are there any factors that influence the routes that you take? 

040 No.

041  I Okay then.. Um, what forms of transport do members of your family have? 

042 A car and a van.

043  I How important is religion to you?

044 Yeah really important.

045  I What religion are you?  

046 Christian.

047  I Yeah.

048  I Um, can you describe how religion influences the way that you live your life? 

049 Church and…

050  I Yeah do you go to church then?

051 Sometimes if I've like been to ((0:02:55.6?)) on the weekend because I don’t know what’s happening.

052  I Do your parents go to church?

053 No I go with my gran.

054  I So your nan goes like regularly?

055 Yeah.

056  I Okay. Using your storyboard would you like to tell me what’s happening? 1st narrative

057 Well number one is it’s like what I likes doing is sport. 

058 You play rugby and that?

059 Yeah rugby, like rugby, football, baseball and boxing and I do.

060  I Oh you do a lot then?

061 Yeah. Don’t swim no more yeah. Number two is my house where I live and stay warm.    And number three is like what most of the 
girls do on a Friday and a Saturday. Drink, likes alcohol.

062 Yeah.  

063 Number four is food, say on a Friday night when I'm out to get a takeaway. Loss of temporal 
ordering

064  I Yeah.

065 Five is music and that's part of why I done music tech because I love music. Six is where I text all my girls.
Loss of temporal 
ordering

066  I So what sort of music, music tech do you like? Do you use Cubase and Reason?

067 Yeah Cubase and Reason and Sibelius.

068  I Yes.

069 Number seven is a ((0:04:12.0?))

070 ((laughs)) Yeah.

071 Eight is school ((0:04:16.7?)) 
Nine is crime like we've got to stop it. Loss of temporal 

ordering
072  I Yeah. Is there a lot of crime around your area?

073 Only like nicking not like any… there's not like… there's fights yeah but mostly it’s just stealing.

074  I I live in like in Bristol and that's like one of like the most…

075 Yeah, yeah.

076  I The crime rate there.

077 It’s like where … lives there isn’t it?
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078  I Mm.

079 … lives there..

080  I What?

081 Does … live in that same place?

082  I … lives… no he lives in … which is like… we kind of live kind of far apart but me and … we kind of live in ….

083 Yeah. Ten is like ((0:04:55.1?))

084  I Yeah.

085 11 is the ((0:04:59.8?))

086  I What sort of things would you watch on TV? 

087 Like sport, movies. 12 is like my friends who I go out and hang around with.

088  I Do you go to… ((0:05:13.4?)) was saying there was a park you go to on the way home from school or something? Past tense but not 
temporally ordered 

089 Oh … Park yeah. 
Yeah it’s like a good… 
it’s like where everyone goes after school. Loss of temporal 

ordering

090  I
Cool.
Um, what activities or things did you do last Saturday? 2nd narrative

091 Last Saturday?
Um, I did football last Saturday isn’t it?

092  I Oh did you go to the match that … was at?

093 Oh no I didn’t go to the match because I would rather go to the Australian match around here.

094  I Okay. Did you do anything else after that?

095 Saturday?

096  I Yeah. What sports?

097 Just anything generally.

098 Oh yeah I watched my brother playing rugby and then I go out with … and that.

099  I What things did you enjoy most?

0100 In here?

0101  I No last Saturday.

0102 Oh playing football.

0103 Yeah.

0104  I What things did you dislike most if you disliked anything?

0105 Getting money.

0106  I What activities or things would you do on a normal school day? 3rd narrative

107 I do games 
What after school?

0108   I Yeah looking after school
but generally any… like what you do after school as well like, what lessons do you enjoy and stuff.

Continuous present
Loss of temporal 
ordering

0109 Oh I loves games and PE and music but mostly after school it’s football and my music.

0110  I Do you do those like regularly?

0112 Yeah.

0113  I What days do you do them?

0114 Boxing I does Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Rugby I does Tuesday and Thursday. Football I does Wednesdays or…

0115  I Oh that's cool. 
Um. What do you enjoy most, like which sport do you enjoy most?

0116 Rugby.

0117 Yeah.

0118  I And what would you dislike most on like a normal school day, that could be about any lesson really?

0119 English.

0120  I What sort of activities or things would you do on a school holiday when you’re not at… no when you are home? 4th narrative

0121  I Like when I'm away from school?

0122 Yeah.

0123 Like going over the football grounds and having a game of football or rugby 
just like having a good kick.

Continuous present 
tense
Loss of temporal 
ordering

0124  I What would you say you enjoyed doing most in the school holidays?

0125 Going out and hanging around with my mates. Continuous present 
tense
Loss of temporal 
ordering

0126  I Is there anything you dislike doing in the school holidays?

0127 Yeah because halfway through it gets a bit boring. Continuous present 
tense

0128  I Yeah. I know what you mean there just like you think, “Oh I'm not doing anything today, it’s easier than in school.” 

What food did you eat last Saturday from the time you got up until the time you went to bed, if you can remember?

5th narrative
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0129 Er, a tuna sandwich and then I had a pizza for my lunch… no for my tea. I had breakfast in the morning.

0130  I Yeah what did you have for breakfast?

0131 Cornflakes.

0132  I What foods would you think are good for your health and why out of those?

0133 Well cereal is good for you and healthy because it gets you going in the mornings so you’re not lazy in school.

0134  I And the tuna sandwich?

0135 Yeah, tuna, yeah, because it’s like healthy for you.

0136  I Um, do you think any of the foods are bad for your health?

0137 Um chips because they make people go bigger and bigger.

0138  I Yeah. Um, what food did you eat on… what food do you eat on a typical school day?

0139 Pasta.

0140  I Yeah.

0141 And chicken sandwiches and that.

0142 And for breakfast you just have like cereal?

0143 Yeah I do, a bowl of cereal.

0144  I Yeah, um, describe any regular family routines or things that you would do with your family at weekends. 6th narrative

0145 Going with my dad to watch the rugby and my uncle sometimes isn’t it? And then my mum and dad going to the pub on a Sunday.

0146  I Okay. Um, which things do you like doing most out of those?

0147 I like going to the pub because it’s like a football club right next to the pub. Continuous present 
tense

0148   I Yeah so you go hanging around there right?

0149 Yeah.

0150  I What things do you dislike doing if you dislike anything of those?

0151 Because if there's no one around at the football club it’s a boring thing but…

0152  I Describe any regular family routines or things that you do with your family on school days? So like what you do. 7th narrative

0153 What when I'm in school?

0154  I No not in school like doing things with your family.

0155 Well if like sometimes I'm not in school like in the summer holidays we like going to a theme park or a concert.

0156  I What you go to concerts with your family?

0157 Yeah like I went to see Oasis the other week.

0158  I I bet that was good.

0159 Yeah.

0160  I Um, describe regular routines which you have, which would involve your friends. 8th narrative

0161 ((0:10:06.2?))

0162 Yeah… just yeah.

0163 Going out and like we have foot-- someone will like bring a rugby ball or a football or whatever and we just have a little kick round 
and if it starts getting a bit boring then we’ll go in someone’s house.

0164 And like playing Xbox I suppose?

0165 Yeah.

0166  I And would they like MCing a lot as well?

0167 Yeah.

0168  I Um, what are the important activities or things you do in your life? 9th narrative

0169 Sport.

0170  I Could you say why each of these activities are like important to you? So why rugby is like… why do you like it the most and stuff?

0171 Because I love tackling people when they have the ball and then with football I love just, you know, tackling again because I'm in the 
defence in football and boxing I just love going round not to get hit mainly.

0172  I What health issues would you say are important to you?

0173 Exercise.

0174 Yeah like keeping fit through sport then?

0175 Yeah.

0176  I Um, over the last school year what things have you done that have kept you healthy? 10th narrative

0177 Well my sport and like running.

0178  I Regular sport yeah?

0179 Yeah.

0180  I What things have your family done that have helped you to keep healthy?

0181 Like say if I'm having a lazy day and I don’t really want to go to school like they say, “Oh no you've got to go to school because 
otherwise…” you know.

0182  I Yeah so they have inspired you?

0183 Yeah.

0184  I They get you out there to do stuff?

0185 Yeah.

0186  I Okay, what… what things have you done at school that have helped you to keep healthy?

0187 Doing like games, circuit training and like rugby matches and football matches after school.
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0188  I Yes. Over the last school year what things have you done that could have messed up your health, if you've done anything that could?

0189 I don’t know. At a stage I stopped, I had a week off sport and like I felt I was unfit then 
and I got back to it.

0190  I You did like have a week off all sport then?

0191 No I don’t really it was just like I thought I could do with some extra sport and I had a week off then I felt… well when I went back 
I thought, ‘Oh I'm not doing that again,’ I was just too unfit to do anything.

0192  I But it was nice to have a break still?

0193 Yeah it was still nice to have a break.

0194  I Um, what things have you done within your family that could have messed up your health?

0195 I don’t know.

0196  I Okay that's fine.
Um, what things have you done at school that could have messed up your health? 

0197 Doing… when I go to the meals and there’s none left so you can’t have a healthy option…

0198  I Yeah.

0199 … and then sort of would go on a binge and buy junk foods.

0200  I Are there any aspects of your health that you feel you are hassled over?

0201 No.

0202  I Okay that's good. 

0203 Yes.

0204  I Um, what specific worries or signs would make you ask for help or advice on your health? 11th narrative

0205 Like if I was slowing… like slowing down in my sports I would like ask someone.

0206  I Um, where or who would you go to for this advice in the first place?

0207 A physio.

0208  I Yeah?

0209 Yeah because I'd go to a physio so he could help me.

0210  I Where do you… where do you go to a physio or where would you think to go because I don’t even know?

0211 There's um, well I broke my collar bone…

0212  I Yeah.

0213 Well like not a physio, like a fitness trainer.

0214  I Oh yeah.

0215 It was like… say I went to… like my boxing gym
there's like a fitness trainer and then I said like… and then he pushed me (( 0:14:40.6?)) to get me back on track and with rugby 
keep on doing a couple of laps round the track.

0216  I Yeah, um, why would you go to a physio or like a fitness trainer first because you like trust them ((0:14:54.8?))

0217 Yeah it’s because it like with my mum and dad and our fitness trainer… if you went to a fitness trainer they know mostly what to do.

0218  I Yes. Um, would you follow the advice or take up the help offered by the fitness trainer…

0219 Yeah.

0220  I … if they had a solution?

0221 Yeah I would.

0222  I And that's just like generally because you trust their advice then is it?

0223 Yeah.

0224  I What sort of situations would stop you from asking for help or advice on your health? Just generally like anything not just like on 
fitness or whatever.

0225 I'm not saying ((0:15:33.2?))

0226  I Like, um, what if you had something wrong and if you didn’t want to say anything, is there anything that would be like that, like if 
you’re embarrassed or something?

0227 Oh no I can tell my mum and dad anything.

0228  I Oh yeah that's good. So it’s good communication and stuff then?

0229 Yeah.

0230  I Oh that's good. 
Um, what would encourage you to find help or advice? If it was like serious or something?

0231 Oh no ((0:16:08.8?))

0232  I What would encourage you to find help or advice on your health?

0233 The same if it’s that serious and that I could go and ((0:16:18.3?)) and like you’d have to sort it out.

0234  I Yeah, um, would there be anyone who could persuade you to ask for help or advice?

235 Like a teacher or your brother say who you talk about it and he'd say, “Oh go and tell mum.”

0236  I Yeah. Are you close to your like brothers?

0237 Yeah.

0238  I Can you describe what your ideal healthcare professional would be? 
So like if you were going to talk to someone who you didn’t know how would you want them to be?

12th narrative

0239 Well be like friendly to me, trustworthy.

0240  I Yeah confidential?

0241 Yeah like give me a lot of advice.

0242  I Would you prefer them to be male or female?

0243 Male.

0244 Yeah because then they could have gone through the same things?
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0245 I Yeah.

0246  I Um, if you have had to seek help for health worries please describe in as much detail as possible your experience? 13th narrative

0247 What’s that?

0248  I So you know what you were saying earlier about when you went to a fitness…

0249 Yeah.

0250  I … person, could you like tell me about that experience?

251 It was… I was nervous but then as I started speaking to him I got confident—
confidence so I could ask him more questions and questions on what I could do about it.

0252  I Yeah and did he give you good advice?

0253 Yeah. He told me to just keep my fitness going not a problem.

0254  I That's good. 
Can you describe the physical features of the place you would go to for health help? 
So how would you want the place to be run and kind of like how would you want it to look?

14th narrative

0255 I don’t mind how it looked it’s like what?

0256  I If there was a waiting room or something would you want them to have something?

0257 Yeah like have a couple of posters in the room like say about what you could do about that by just glancing at the poster.

0258  I And would you like there sort of to be something like entertaining or something like a TV or music or books or something?

0259 Yeah that would be better or a computer game where you could just take your mind off the…

0260 Yeah.

0261 … for a second.

0262  I Yeah, um, how would you like the place to be run, like confidentially?

0263 Oh private rooms like with the workers in and the advisers.

0264  I Would you prefer it to be like you book an appointment or you just turn up?

0265 Book an appointment so you wouldn’t have loads of people there.

0266  I So like there's a number that you phone and you book and appointment and you go the next day or something?

0267 Yeah.

0268  I On what particular health worries would you expect there to be help?

0269 I don’t understand that question.

0270  I Like what things would you want them to help you with, well not just you but like generally what things do you think they should…

0271  I Like health and your fitness like say you've got problems with your…

0272 Yeah.

0273 … yeah there.

0274  I And like pregnancies as well for the girls.

0275 Yeah, yeah like girls as well, you could just have like ((0:19:16.0?)) in our house, too girls or too boys (( 0:19:19.2?))

0276  I Yeah, um, if the help or advice was not available on the first visit would you bother to go again?

0277 Yeah if it was serious, really serious, then yeah.

0278  I But would it like annoy you if they just went, “Oh we can’t help to you?”

0279 Yeah.

0280 Yeah.

0281 Because they’re meant to be like good advisers.

0282  I If you had to be referred to another place, so if you had to go to another clinic or something would you take… would you bother to 
even go or would you just think they were messing you about or something?

0283 If they said like, “Go to this kind of… they can help you out there,” then yeah I'd go.

0284  I Okay that's it.

0285 Cheers then.

0286  I Is there anything else you’d like to say or anything?

0287 No that's fine.

0288  I Good. Right.
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Appendix 34  transcripts of the focus group data 
                      sub-set 1.1 and 1.2

  Key  to transcript  Key  to transcript

Simple Present Tense

Free Clauses

Use of  “would”

Number Transcript    Focus Group 1.1 Notes

001
F1

Hello and welcome to this focus group in which we’ll be looking at how you live your life. I'm … this is …. We’re going to be your 
facilitators for today. Um, would you like to introduce yourselves?

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 

002 F1 I'm …..

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 

003 F1 ((…. 0:01:16?)) 

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 

004 F2 …. ((Blaster? 0:01:17))

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 

005 F1 ((0:01:20?))

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 006 F1 Um you already know about ((the audio requirements 0:01:24?)) Ground rules.

 
 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 
 

007 F2 Yeah basically the ground rules are speaking at one time, er, listen carefully, respect people’s views, follow the instructions on these 
((0:01:37?)) move to the next question when asked to by the facilitators. That’s it.

 

008 F1 Here we go.  

009 F1 What activities are important to the lives of young people?  1st narrative

010 P1 Is that like to the lives of us?  

011 F1 You don’t have to be… you don’t have to relate it to yourself just young people. 
What activities do you think are important?

 

012 P2 School. Like that's an activity isn’t it? Kind of.  

013 P1 Indoor sports, like youth clubs isn’t it?  

014 F1 What sort of thing in youth clubs?  

015 P2 I don’t know like sort of just…  

016 F1 What sports do you play?  

017 P3 Rugby, football.  

018 P4 Like a play scheme  

019 F1 Mm, what would be your idea of a good lifestyle for a young person?  2nd narrative

020 P1 Someone who doesn’t take drugs.  

021 P2 Someone you have something proper to eat.

022 P1 Someone who don’t smoke or…

023 P4 ((0:02:48?))

024 P3 Yeah don’t think they’re hard, does exercise like, sort of…

025 P2 ((0:02:53?))

026 F1 Why do you think this is a good lifestyle for a young person?

027 P4 Because they’re like…

028 P1 They’re healthy.

029 P3 Yeah there's no chance of them like ending up like dead from drugs or nothing if they don’t take drugs.

030 P1 ((0:03:09?)) they get a good job and everything.

031 F1 What makes you think like this?

032 P2 Mm?

033 F1 What makes you think these ideas like what influence-- what influences you to think like that, like…

034 P3 ‘cos like it’s…

035 P2 I don’t know it’s…

036 P3 … ‘cos you ain't gonna like… you ain't gonna end up dying of like eating burgers and that, like not…
like through drugs like bad stuff can happen in’it.

037 F1 Um, what would your idea of a bad lifestyle be for a young person? 3rd narrative

038 P3 Someone who’s like obese that kind of thing.

039 P1 Yeah obese, getting bullied, I don’t know the other one.

040 P2 Fighting all the time.

041 P4 Yeah.

042 P2 ((0:04:04?)) they would be like messing around in lessons and not taking part in things and that.

043 F1 Um, why do you think… why do you think this is a bad lifestyle? Why?
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044 P1 Because they’re like…

045 P4 Because they’re getting nowhere in life.

046 P2 Yeah right [Overlapping speech 0:04:24?] they mess around in school like because if you’re messing around in school what do you 
expect? Where do you expect to go like after school like with like no GSCEs and all that.

047 P2 It’s a waste of time isn’t it?

048 F1 Er, what makes you think ((0:04:41?))

049 P4 It’s just like your proper average person you don’t want to be it.

050 F2 Yeah, what can the government do to like help more young people lead a health lifestyle? 4th  narrative

051 P1 I don’t know but like it’s not really up to the government it’s like… 

052 P3 It’s up to them.

053 F2 … healthy. What do you mean by health now, like healthy as in food?

054 P2 It’s like the government… 
the governments help the schools they like, I don’t know.

055 P3 Sort of send like advice and they can like set up teams to check the people who are stressed.

056 F2 What can the government do to prevent young people leading a bad lifestyle?

057 P2 Showing them like.

058 P1 Taking them to like youth clubs where they can…

059 P4 Show them what happens if they carry on doing what they’re doing like.

060 P3 Yeah.

061 F2 Er, what can your school do to help more young people lead healthy lifestyles? 5th  narrative

062 P3 I don’t get what you mean by healthy lifestyles and that?

063 F2 It’s like when you say that I would probably think like eating healthy and shit like, you know, like anything, like activities you do that 
will effect your health and that.

064 P2 Oh yeah, yeah, yeah…

065 P3 Like…

066 F2 … and what can the schools do about it.

067 P2 Uh?

068 P3 That's the question what can the schools do about healthy lifestyles?

069 F2 Yes how can they help you?

070 P2 Um…

071 P4 Creating activities like after school.

072 P3 Everyone smokes in our school so there should be like…

073 P1 Everyone likes games and that.

074 P4 And they can have more activities after school…

075 P3 Yeah and like…

076 P1 … where they could at least have an hour, like a lesson like where everyone goes in the hall like and they like actually show you people 
like that… what drugs have done to them and everything and stuff like that to make people think that, because…

077 P4 Like make them think like, ‘Oh no I don’t want to do that,’ no.

078 P1 Pictures and everything and all that but you’re actually seeing the actual effect like and had their point of view and everything. 
Someone who'd been through it and they told their story but you could actually look at them and tell sort of it’s not just someone 
who’s getting paid to like speak.

079 F1 Um, what can your school do to prevent young people leading bad lifestyles?

080 P2 Talk to them.

081 P1 I reckon they’re doing all they can do really it’s just up to us to just like…

082 P4 ((0:07:25?))

083 P1 Well they could give you advice and that…

084 P3 I know.

085 P4 … that makes you want to do it.

086 P2 It’s all they can do… they can’t like… 
like we go to school but it’s up to us to learn and they can’t make us learn. 
It’s either we want to learn or we don’t in it? So…

087 F2 Right, what can your community do to help people lead a healthy lifestyle? 6th  narrative

088 P2 More facilities and all stuff like that.

089 P1 And more clubs where you can’t just sort of go and there's a big gang of boys there all waiting to get (( 0:07:57?))

090 F2 Um, what can your community do to prevent young people leading a bad lifestyle?

0100 P2 Put more facilities out.

0101 F2 What healthy stuff do young people like doing?

0102 P3 Sports, like exercise.

0103 P2 It’s like healthy stuff like young people might think it’s like boring in it? I don’t know.

0104 P3 (( 0:08:32?))

0105 P4 Um…

0106 P1 It’s like help to make them do it like, help like the young people actually like get famous people doing the activities like do it where a 
famous person actually goes on it.

0107 P4 If they’re not rugby players get like a famous rugby player to come down and give them a little training session isn’t it?

0108 P1 Not like… not no one big like… like for the football session like, just someone like Craig Bellamy or someone, someone they would listen 
to. Kind of like they listens to teachers like but like it would be… they would think it’s like more like a professional isn’t it like.
Not no one like big it’s just like a sort of football player like you know. So…

0109 P3 And get that just like…
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0110 F2 Yeah, um, what other stuff do young people not like doing?

0111 P3 Eating veg.

0112 P4 ((laughs))

0113 F2 Er why don’t young people like doing this?

0114 Because it’s nasty ((Laughs)).

0115 ((laughs)).

0116 Um, veg is nice.

0117 F1 Right what activities have a good effect on young people’s lives? 7th  narrative

0118 P1 Like athletics because, you know, they’re not going…  eating junk food, they’re not getting so much exercise and that so they’re 
healthy and staying healthy.

0119 F2 What activities do you feel have a bad effect on young people’s lives?

0120 P2 Rugby because like….

0121 P3 ((laughs))

0122 P3 … er, no it’s not so much bad but like with our team it’s just always a fight and it’s just… 
it don’t really end up bad but…

0123 P1 It does for the other team.

0124 P4 Yeah ((laughs)).

0125 P3 ((0:10:33?))

0126 F2 Thank you for your time, that was great ((0:10:47?))

0127 F1 So if you summarise what you've heard and then just check out with the Willows chaps that that's what they meant, that you've got 
it accurately.

0128 F2 Right it’s like it’s up to you is that what you were trying to say? But you’d also like more facilities and stuff and more clubs after 
school?

0129 P2 Yes.

0130 P3 Is that it? Was that good?

0131 P4 ((laughs)).

0132 F1 Shall I turn these off now?

0133 F2 Yes please.

Number Transcript   Focus Group 1.2 Notes

001 F1 Okay. Welcome to this focus group which will be looking at how you live your life and ((0:00:30?)) would you like to introduce yourself?  F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 

002 F1 …

 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 

003 F1 …

 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 

004 F2 ((0:00:34?)) 

 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 005 F1 …

 F1= Facilitator 1
 F2= Facilitator 2
 P1= Participant 1
 P2= Participant 2
 P3= Participant 3
 P4= Participant 4
 
 

006 F2 This has to be audio recorded because it means we can more clearly analyse the data ((0:00:43?)).  

007 F1 Ground rules are speak one at a time, listen carefully, respect different opinions, follow instructions for us to move to the next question 
((0:00:54?)). That’s all. ((Tapping noise))

008 F1 What activities are important to the lives of young people just generally? 1s narrative

009 P2 Football.  

010 P1 Rugby.  

011 F1 So it’s sports and stuff?  

012 P3 Yeah.  

013 P2 Music.  

014 P4 Music.  

015 P2 Yeah. ((Laughter))  

016 P2 He’s ((0:01:17?))  

017 P3 Oh that’s nice.  

018 F1 What would be your idea of a good lifestyle for a young person?  2nd  narrative

019 P3 ((tapping noise)) Erm music.  

020 P2 Lifestyle could be like anything like just anything you do really.  

021 P3 Music.  

022 P1 Hanging around with mates and things.  

023 P4 Yeah hanging around with mates making music.  

024 P2 It’s how you’ll make music ((laughs))  

025 P3 ((0:01:42?)) ((tapping noise))

026 P1 Erm, ((0:01:49?)) a lot of friends.

027 F1 Do you like going to see music as well? 

028 P1 Yeah [overlapping speech 0:01:54?] concerts.

029 F1 Okay, why do you think this is a good lifestyle for a young person? 

030 P4 Er, because there’s nothing to do.

031 P2 Because they express themselves in music.

032 P3 ((0:02:13?))
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033 F1 Any other reasons? 

034 P2 No. 

035 P1 People [overlapping speech 0:02:21?]

036 P2 Can you repeat that?

037 F1 Why do you think this is a good lifestyle for a young person? 

038 P2 What? 

039 P1 [overlapping speech 0:02:27?] like I said lifestyle. 

040 P2 Music. 

041 P3 Yeah  ((0:02:30?)).

042 P1 It depends if you’re into that. 

043 P1 It’s something to keep...

043 P3 I just follow your dreams. 

044 P2 [overlapping speech 0:02:40?] find inspiration. 

045 P1 Yeah you get inspired by people like you see on TV and people you like admire. And then you just like think, ((0:02:48?)) and you just do 
it. 

046 F1 So what makes you think these ideas? 

047 P3 Say it again.

048 F1 What makes you think these ideas? 

049 P4 Because we grew up on them.

050 F1 What would be your idea of a bad lifestyle for a young person? How do people go wrong? 3rd narrative

051 P2 Crime.

052 P1 Drugs, crime.

053 P3 Crack.

054 P2 ((0:03:14?)) 

055 P4 ((0:03:18?))

056 P3 ((0:03:22?)) just basically ((0:03:23?)) 

057 F1 Why do you think this a bad lifestyle for a young person ((0:03:31?)) if they kept going along this route? 

058 P4 Because they’re just going to prison. 

059 P2 Because if they take crack they’re going to be a crack head. 

060 P3 Your life just won’t ((0:03:41?)) 

061 F2 So what could the Government do to help more young people lead a healthy lifestyle? 4th narrative

062 P2 Going to clubs, more social things I think they do [overlapping speech 0:03:59?].

063 P4 To get them ((0:04:02?)) get off the streets and stuff.

064 P3 And like more things like this like music and stuff? 

065 P1 Yeah. 

066 P2 Yeah. 

067 P3 ((0:04:12?))

068 F2 And what can Government do to prevent young people leading a bad lifestyle?

069 F2 What are you laughing for?  

070 P1 What did you say? 

071 P2 Prevent ((0:04:26?)).

072 F2 ((0:04:27?)) [overlapping speech 0:04:31?] stop it I don’t think ((0:04:33?))

073 P1 They had a good plan and idea about like people coming into school but like who are like former drug addicts and then they can show... 

074 F1 Yeah.

075 P2 ... how you could end up if like yeah. 

076 P3 ((0:04:45?))

077 P1 Or taking them round prisons and then... 

078 P2 Showing them about in there. 

079 P3 Yeah. Because then they’ll think about it and say “I don’t want to end up like that.” 

080 F2 What do you reckon your school could do to stop and to help more young people lead a healthy lifestyle? 

081 P4 Stop shouting at us ((laughs)). 

082 P2 More trips like this. 

083 P3 Yeah. 

084 P1 Because then you go out more then. 

085 P3 ((0:05:18?)) ((laughs)) ((0:05:29?)) ((tapping noise))

086 F2 So, finally, what could your community do to help more people lead a healthy lifestyle? 5th narrative

087 F2 ((0:05:40?)) 

088 P4 More like parks and stuff like basketball court. 

099 P2 Like more facilities?

090 P1 Yeah more facilities to play like more like [overlapping speech 0:05:50?] football clubs and pitches and stuff. 
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091 F2 What can the community do to prevent young people leading a bad lifestyle? 

092 P3 ((Pause)) ((Sneeze)) Don’t know. 

093 P1 Yeah but I mean but it’s like... 

094 F2 I know what you're trying to say. 

095 F2 What healthy stuff do young people like doing? 

096 P4 Biking.

097 P2 Sports.

098 P3 Bikes and that. 

099 P4 Sleeping that’s healthy. 

0100 P1 And music as well. 

0101 P3 Yeah. 

0102 P4 Something just to keep you going. 

0103 F2 Yeah. Why do you reckon people find these things fun?

0104 P2 Because it’s just a way of life? 

0105 P1 I don’t know. 

0106 P4 If you see it on TV then you try it out. 

0107 P3 Yeah. 

0108 P2 And then if you find it good then... 

0109 P4 You can do it again. 

0110  P4 ... do it again and then that’s when it ((0:06:58?)) yeah. 

0111 F2 What healthy stuff do young people not like doing? 

0112 P1 Running ((laughs)). 

0113F2 Right. ((0:07:14?)).

0114 P3 Going to bed early. ((0:07:29?)) 
I don’t like going to bed early. 

0115 F2 What activities have a good effect on young peoples’ lives? 

0116 P2 Rapping MCing.

0117 P1 Football because football’s like a worldwide thing isn’t it? [overlapping speech 0:07:47?] everyone knows what it’s going to be. 

0118 P3 ((0:07:52?)) actually because as long as it keeps you like fit and healthy. 

0119 P2 And as long as you have that inspiration? 

0120 P3 Yeah. 

0121 F2 Right. What activities do you feel have a bad effect on young people’s lives? 

0122 P3 Erm, I don’t know really. 

0123 P4 Crime and violence and that. Getting into criminal stuff [overlapping speech 0:08:10?] yeah. 

0124 P3 Doing things you’re not supposed to be doing ((0:08:15?)). 

0125 F2 Okay. That’s it really. So thanks. 

0126 F1 Okay. 

0127 P2 Do you say what you’re doing now? ((0:08:28?)) what your actual views are? 

0128 F1 Yeah well basically the things you find out ((0:08:34?)). 

0129 P2 ((0:08:38?)) music. 

0130 P3 ((0:08:48?)) thanks. 

0131 F1 That’s all right. 

0132 F1 Thank you very much. 
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Appendix 35  transcripts of the rap data sub-set, raps 1 and 4

  Key  to transcript  Key  to transcript

Simple Present Tense

Free Clauses

Use of  “would”

419

Number Transcript   Rap 1 5 Narratives

001 MC put your hands in the air 1st narrative

002 Im every mc’s lyrical nightmare  

003 Like freddy crugger im your worse nightmare  

004 I roll like FLOWDEM put your hands in the air  

005  

006 People think im hot they know im blazing man

007 One uppercut you’ll be dazing man  

008 Im a lord of the mic start praising man  

009 Im back to back n hell raising man  

010  

011 Lll start killing mc’s just im cancer 2nd narrative

012 Lll start popping bodies jus like a dancer  

013 Claim you’re a badman aint got shanker  

014 Lll pull out the cash like a natwest banker  

015  

016 Mans fink they can test go check the myspace

017 Im the mc that no one can replace  

018 When I see the five 0 I strictly take chase  

019 I could shank any wasteman without a trace  

020  

021 If mans want a war then there get left no sighted 3rd narrative

022 There the darkness being murked by tha lighted

023 Cumin to my ends when there not invited

024 Like a lambertt they will get ignited

025

026 Roll with a mac 10 and a two two

027 Connect to mans jaw like im Bluetooth

028 Draw for the mac head straight for the two two

029 Om the best now what the fock can you do

030

031 Roll man wanna clash then there gunna get slew 4th narrative

032 not boy better know but boy better knew

033 all tha waste know but boy better knew

034 once I murk I man I will murk there hole crew

035

036 If man wanna clash then there gunna get slew  5th narrative

037 not boy better know but boy better knew

038 all tha waste mc’s I am cumin for you

039 once I murk I man I will murk there hole crew

040

041 Im  cumin an im cumin wiv tha pain

042 An like fat joe I gunna make it rain

043 An if man wanna clash then he must be insane

044 An my bars will pop jus like champagne

045
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Number Transcript   Rap 4 2 Narratives

001 Waggwon im ready to dish out the pain  1st narrative

002 And like fat joe Im guna make it rain  

003 And if you want war then blud your insane  

004 Pop goes my bars jus like champagne  

005  

006 Im a young mindz attender  

007 A big money spender  

008 Never sorrender  

009  

010 I roll wiv a mac 10 and a two two 2nd narrative

011 Draw for the mac head straight for the two two  

012 Serious man a get murked  

013 Standurd I will leave man in the dirt  

014  

015 Why is everyone here shouting CHOKE  

016 When you jump on the mic there shouting CHOKE  

017 My bars are thick just like cigar smoke  

018 YOU WOT I just made you look like a joke  

019  

020 An im ready for war so ready for war  3rd narrative

021 you’ll get put to tha floor

022 Spitting bars like mine thas against tha law

023 my  bars are so dangerous ther leave u saw

024 14 year old champ of the microphone

025 And everyone knows im in a league of my own 4th narrative

026 Your statue is soft I’ll compare it to foam

027 Your gut is soft I’ll compare it to foam

028 You got more of a chance getting blood from a stone

029

030 My trousers are low but my status is high

031 Man a man don’t like the way that I fight

032 Im gunna make before the day I die

033 Man best believe that blud no lie
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Appendix 36  Interview data sub-set 1.2 and 1.8 
                      analytical grids

Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2Interview	  1.2

10	  Narra0ves Abstract Orienta0on Complica0ng	  Ac0onComplica0ng	  Ac0on Evalua0on Result

1	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
008-‐033

So	  if	  you	  want	  to	  
tell	  me	  about	  
this?
(Storyboard) When	  Linda	  come	  to	  our	  school

Basically	  about	  my	  life	  and	  what	  
I've	  gone	  through	  

Do	  you	   think	   school	  would	  fit	   in	  
there	  somewhere?

Do	  you	  hate	  school?

A	  lot	  of	  my	  home’s	  in	  there
I	  always	  listen	  to	  music
I've	  grown	  up	  from	  violence	  and	  crime

Eminem’s	  my	  icon,	  
like	  the	  lyrics	  he	  uses	  when	  he	  raps
That's	  basically	  it

(Laughs)	  Yeah

A	  lot	  of	  my	  home’s	  in	  there
I	  always	  listen	  to	  music
I've	  grown	  up	  from	  violence	  and	  crime

Eminem’s	  my	  icon,	  
like	  the	  lyrics	  he	  uses	  when	  he	  raps
That's	  basically	  it

(Laughs)	  Yeah

I	  care	  for	  my	  mum	  and	  my	  sister

I	  just	  don’t	  like	  the	  educa0on
You've	  got	  to	  do	  tests,	  GSCEs	  
It	  does	  my	  head	  in

2
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
034-‐043

What	  ac0vi0es	  or	  
things	  did	  you	  do	  
last	  Saturday?	  

Which	  things	  do	  you	  like	  doing	  
most	  and	  why?
In	  my	  spare	  0me?
Last	  Saturday

It’s	  something	  to	  do	  in	  your	  
spare	  0me

Which	  things	  did	  you	  dislike	  and	  
why?

Don’t	  you	  do	  other	  ac0vi0es	  
apart	  from	  sports…like	  maybe	  
with	  your	  friends?

Listened	  to	  music
Played	  basketball
Went	  home	  and	  did	  whatever	  
Eat	  my	  food	  and	  go	  back	  out

Well	  basketball	  

Music	  	  I	  just	  like

Football,	  I	  can’t	  play

I	  goes	  out	  with	  my	  friends	  and	  that

If	  sleeping	  was	  a	  sport,	  that	  would	  be	  one	  

Listened	  to	  music
Played	  basketball
Went	  home	  and	  did	  whatever	  
Eat	  my	  food	  and	  go	  back	  out

Well	  basketball	  

Music	  	  I	  just	  like

Football,	  I	  can’t	  play

I	  goes	  out	  with	  my	  friends	  and	  that

If	  sleeping	  was	  a	  sport,	  that	  would	  be	  one	  

I	  like	  because	  it	  keeps	  you	  fit

I	  just	  like	  music
You	  can’t	  get	  me	  away	  from	  music

I	  only	  like	  basketball,	  with	  a	  ball
I	  don’t	  like	  no	  other	  sports	  with	  a	  
ball
Swimming	  I	  don’t	  like	  

One	  ac0vity	  I	  really	  do	  is	  
basketball
I	  hate	  other	  sports

3	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
044-‐055

What	  ac0vi0es	  or	  
things	  would	  you	  
do	  on	  a	  normal	  
school	  day

What	  do	  you	  enjoy	  most	  and	  
why?	  

What	  you	  enjoyed	  and	  what	  you	  
didn’t	  and	  what	  you	  think?	  
	  

Is	  there	  anything	  you	  disliked	  	  
about	  normal	  school	  days?

I	  go	  to	  school	  
Gets	  home	  about	  four	  o'clock	  
I	  either	  goes	  out	  
Or	  stays	  in	  my	  house	  on	  the	  computer	  or	  
something
I	  come	  back	  in	  at	  nine	  I	  like	  watching	  TV	  
for	  a	  bit
Then	  I	  goes	  to	  bed	  at	  11

Its	  basically	  the	  same

Well	  I	  go	  out	  aYer	  school	  to	  get	  some	  
fresh	  air	  and	  chill	  with	  my	  mates

I	  go	  to	  school	  
Gets	  home	  about	  four	  o'clock	  
I	  either	  goes	  out	  
Or	  stays	  in	  my	  house	  on	  the	  computer	  or	  
something
I	  come	  back	  in	  at	  nine	  I	  like	  watching	  TV	  
for	  a	  bit
Then	  I	  goes	  to	  bed	  at	  11

Its	  basically	  the	  same

Well	  I	  go	  out	  aYer	  school	  to	  get	  some	  
fresh	  air	  and	  chill	  with	  my	  mates

Most	  of	  them

Yeah	  going	  to	  school	  ((laughs))
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4	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
056-‐065

What	  sort	  of	  
ac0vi0es	  or	  
things	  would	  you	  
do	  on	  a	  school	  
holiday	  when	  
you’re	  at	  home?

Which	  things	  did	  you	  enjoy	  the	  
most	  and	  why?
What	  in	  the	  six	  weeks,	  like	  the	  
holidays?

Is	  there	  anything	  you	  disliked	  
about	  it?

Like	  I	  might	  get	  some	  money	  and	  go	  to	  the	  
cinema,	  ice-‐ska0ng,	  bowling

School,	  that’s	  all

Like	  I	  might	  get	  some	  money	  and	  go	  to	  the	  
cinema,	  ice-‐ska0ng,	  bowling

School,	  that’s	  all

Oh	  plenty

Plenty	  of	  things

I	  mean,	  I	  get	  really	  bored	  in	  
holidays	  
There's	  not	  that	  much	  to	  do.
It	  does	  get	  boring	  aYer	  a	  while	  
because	  you	  do	  the	  same	  things	  
over	  and	  over	  
It	  just	  gets	  to	  you
It	  gets	  boring	  

Yeah	  the	  big	  holidays Ge\ng	  money	  and	  
then	  doing	  whatever	  I	  
want	  with	  it

5	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
066-‐075

What	  food	  did	  
you	  eat	  last	  
Saturday?	  

When	  my	  mum	  got	  back	  from	  
work	  

What	  foods	  do	  you	  think	  could	  
be	  good	  for	  your	  health	  and	  
why?

What	  foods	  do	  you	  think	  might	  
be	  bad	  for	  your	  health?

What	  food	  do	  you	  eat	  on	  a	  
typical	  school	  day?

Do	  you	  think	  the	  stuff	  you	  eat	  is	  
healthy	  or	  unhealthy?

I	  cannot	  think	  now.
Well	  I	  had	  cereals	  when	  I	  woke	  up	  
I	  think	  I	  had	  a	  sandwich	  during	  the	  day

She	  cooked	  me	  my	  food	  and	  I	  ate	  	  that	  
and	  
I	  had	  snacks	  between	  then	  had	  my	  cereals	  
and	  went	  to	  bed

Sandwiches,	  crisps
I	  might	  buy	  a	  couple	  of	  things	  from	  the	  
canteen	  

I	  cannot	  think	  now.
Well	  I	  had	  cereals	  when	  I	  woke	  up	  
I	  think	  I	  had	  a	  sandwich	  during	  the	  day

She	  cooked	  me	  my	  food	  and	  I	  ate	  	  that	  
and	  
I	  had	  snacks	  between	  then	  had	  my	  cereals	  
and	  went	  to	  bed

Sandwiches,	  crisps
I	  might	  buy	  a	  couple	  of	  things	  from	  the	  
canteen	  

Fruit,	  vegetables,	  I	  know	  they’re	  
good	  for	  you
Your	  five	  a	  day	  
I	  only	  like	  bananas	  and	  grapes
I	  don’t	  like	  nothing	  else
Vegetables	  just	  sweet	  corn	  and	  
carrots
I'm	  not	  healthy	  with	  all	  those

A	  lot	  of	  chocolate,	  crisps	  would	  be	  
fa^ening
I	  don’t	  eat	  too	  much	  of	  them
I	  used	  to	  eat	  six	  packets	  (crisps)	  a	  
day,	  now	  it’s	  just	  one

Not	  all	  of	  it.	  Not	  everything
The	  sandwiches	  are	  healthy
I	  might	  bring	  a	  banana	  	  or	  
something	  and	  then	  I’ll	  eat	  that.
So	  half	  and	  half	  really
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6
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
076-‐85

Describe	  any	  
regular	  family	  
rou0nes	  or	  things	  
you	  	  would	  do	  
with	  your	  family	  
at	  weekends

You	  just	  go	  out	  with	  your	  friends	  
or	  whatever?

Describe	  any	  regular	  rou0nes	  or	  
things	  you	  would	  do	  with	  your	  
family	  on	  a	  school	  day?

So	  when	  you	  come	  home	  do	  you	  
do	  anything	  at	  all?

Do	  you	  sit	  down	  and	  watch	  TV	  
with	  them	  or	  anything	  like	  that?

She's	  in	  work	  most	  of	  the	  day
She	  comes	  back	  at	  four	  

Yeah,	  Yeah

Well	  I	  might	  go	  upstairs	  for	  a	  bit
Then	  I'll	  come	  down,	  my	  mum’ll	  always	  be	  
watching	  TV

She	  just	  chills	  for	  a	  couple	  of	  hours	  and	  
then	  she	  goes	  to	  bed
Some0mes	  I	  might	  meet	  my	  sister	  from	  
work	  at	  ten

Yeah,	  Yeah

Well	  I	  might	  go	  upstairs	  for	  a	  bit
Then	  I'll	  come	  down,	  my	  mum’ll	  always	  be	  
watching	  TV

She	  just	  chills	  for	  a	  couple	  of	  hours	  and	  
then	  she	  goes	  to	  bed
Some0mes	  I	  might	  meet	  my	  sister	  from	  
work	  at	  ten

Nothing
Nothing	  really

Nothing	  ((laughs))
Nothing

So	  that’s	  what	  I	  usually	  do
7
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
086-‐091

Describe	  any	  
regular	  rou0nes	  
you	  might	  have	  
with	  all	  your	  
friends

Which	  things	  do	  you	  like	  doing	  
about	  this,	  which	  things	  do	  you	  
like	  doing	  with	  your	  friends	  and	  
that?

Is	  there	  anything	  you	  dislike	  
doing	  with	  your	  friends?	  

(Whistles)	  I	  usually	  jusy	  goes	  to	  play	  
basketball	  on	  a	  Saturday
That's	  usually	  just	  the	  rou0ne
I	  don’t	  do	  nothing	  like	  special	  

When	  someone	  presses	  you	  and	  they	  
really	  get	  on	  your	  nerves.	  That’s	  what	  I	  
don’t	  like

(Whistles)	  I	  usually	  jusy	  goes	  to	  play	  
basketball	  on	  a	  Saturday
That's	  usually	  just	  the	  rou0ne
I	  don’t	  do	  nothing	  like	  special	  

When	  someone	  presses	  you	  and	  they	  
really	  get	  on	  your	  nerves.	  That’s	  what	  I	  
don’t	  like

Oh	  just	  everything
Being	  away	  ((laughs))	  from	  my	  
family	  for	  a	  bit,	  because	  they	  do	  
my	  head	  in	  some0mes
Being	  out	  in	  the	  fresh	  air,	  not	  
being	  stuck	  in
Um,	  that's	  basically	  it

That	  just	  gets	  to	  me
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8
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
092-‐119

What’s	  the	  most	  
important	  
ac0vi0es	  or	  
things	  you	  do	  in	  
your	  life	  

Because	  you	  like	  your	  personal	  
0me?

Um,	  what	  health	  issues	  are	  
important	  to	  you?

Um,	  over	  the	  last	  school	  year	  
what	  things	  have	  you	  done	  that	  
have	  kept	  you	  healthy?

Why	  do	  you	  think	  these	  things	  
have	  kept	  you	  healthy?

What	  things	  have	  your	  family	  
done	  that	  have	  helped	  to	  keep	  
you	  healthy?	  

Do	  they	  influence	  the	  food	  you	  
eat?

Why	  do	  you	  think	  they	  have	  kept	  
you	  healthy,	  your	  dad?

What	  things	  have	  you	  done	  at	  
school	  that	  have	  helped	  you	  
keep	  healthy?

Is	  there	  any	  sports?

Yeah

Feeling	  good,	  keeping	  fit
Anything,	  as	  long	  as	  you	  keep	  healthy,	  
don’t	  become	  obese	  and	  that

Played	  basketball
I’ve	  started	  going	  out	  more	  for	  the	  last	  
year	  
Ea0ng	  more	  of	  like	  bananas	  and	  
grapes
Just	  ea0ng	  more	  healthy	  and	  not	  
ea0ng	  as	  much	  junk	  food	  

It’s	  just	  what	  you	  know	  is’t	  it?
What	  people	  have	  told	  you

My	  dad	  makes	  me	  eat	  fruit	  
My	  mother	  she	  gets	  me	  to	  eat	  and	  
that
My	  sister	  gets	  me	  to	  go	  out	  and	  play	  
basketball

Oh	  no	  its	  only	  my	  father	  who	  does	  
that
My	  mum	  and	  sister	  don’t	  necessarily	  
think	  about	  that

I	  started	  to	  box
He	  wants	  me	  to	  become	  a	  boxer	  but	  
its	  not	  going	  to	  happen

I	  don’t	  have	  a	  clue	  man
Just	  basically	  the	  basketball	  and	  that

Just	  the	  average	  then?

Oh	  don’t	  ask	  me,	  its	  because	  people	  
say	  they’re	  healthy	  for	  you

He	  (my	  Dad)	  just	  wants	  me	  to	  be	  
healthy	  
I	  think	  he	  wants	  me	  to	  become	  a	  
boxer	  
	  

They’re	  providing	  more	  fruit	  and	  that	  
(the	  school)

We	  get	  games	  once	  a	  week	  
You	  can	  pick	  PE	  studies	  for	  one	  of	  
your	  op0ons	  
if	  you	  pick	  BTec	  sports	  you'll	  get	  that	  
for	  the	  whole	  day,	  like	  running	  

I	  don’t	  have	  a	  clue	  man
Just	  basically	  the	  basketball	  and	  that

Just	  the	  average	  then?

Oh	  don’t	  ask	  me,	  its	  because	  people	  
say	  they’re	  healthy	  for	  you

He	  (my	  Dad)	  just	  wants	  me	  to	  be	  
healthy	  
I	  think	  he	  wants	  me	  to	  become	  a	  
boxer	  
	  

They’re	  providing	  more	  fruit	  and	  that	  
(the	  school)

We	  get	  games	  once	  a	  week	  
You	  can	  pick	  PE	  studies	  for	  one	  of	  
your	  op0ons	  
if	  you	  pick	  BTec	  sports	  you'll	  get	  that	  
for	  the	  whole	  day,	  like	  running	  
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9
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
120-‐136

What	  specific	  
worries	  or	  signs	  
would	  make	  you	  
ask	  for	  help	  or	  
advice	  on	  your	  
health?

I	  men0oned	  that	  thing	  to…	  
something	  that	  would	  make	  you	  
do	  and	  seek	  help	  or	  advice?
If	  you	  had	  like	  a	  lump	  on	  your	  
neck	  for	  instance,	  and	  it	  was	  
ge\ng	  bigger	  
If	  it	  was	  like	  staying	  and	  it	  
started	  not	  going	  away
Where	  would	  you	  go	  for	  this	  
advice?	  
Or	  is	  there	  a	  person	  you	  would	  
ask	  like	  your	  family,	  your	  dad,	  
your	  mum?

Do	  you	  feel	  closer	  to	  your	  mum?

Why	  would	  you	  go	  to	  this	  
person?

Would	  you	  follow	  the	  advice	  or	  
take	  up	  the	  help	  offered	  by	  this	  
person?	  

Oh	  I'd	  go	  to	  my	  mother	  for...(advice)

They	  give	  me	  advice	  	  just…that	  it	  really

Oh	  I'd	  go	  to	  my	  mother	  for...(advice)

They	  give	  me	  advice	  	  just…that	  it	  really

I	  don’t	  really	  get	  along	  with	  my	  
dad,	  I	  sees	  him	  twice	  a	  week	  so	  I	  
don’t	  speak	  to	  him	  as	  much	  as	  my	  
mum
I	  can	  tell	  my	  mother	  everything	  
but	  not	  that…

Closer	  to	  my	  sister	  but	  not	  with	  
my	  father

Because	  I	  can	  tell	  them	  (mum	  and	  
sister)	  everything	  

I	  would	  (get	  advice)	  but	  if	  it	  
wasn't	  going	  then	  I'd	  go	  
somewhere	  else
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10
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
086-‐124

What	  sorts	  of	  
situa0ons	  would	  
stop	  you	  	  from	  
asking	  for	  help	  or	  
advice?

So	  is	  there	  like	  a	  certain	  place	  on	  
your	  body,	  would	  you	  feel	  	  
embarrassed	  to	  like…?

Would	  you	  go	  to	  your	  mum	  
then?

Would	  you	  show	  it	  to	  your	  mum?

So	  it	  wouldn’t	  stop	  you?	  (the	  
embarrassment)

What	  would	  encourage	  you	  to	  
find	  help	  or	  advice	  on	  your	  
health?

Would	  you	  	  go	  for	  a	  check	  even	  if	  
there	  was	  nothing	  wrong	  with	  
you?

Would	  there	  be	  anyone	  who	  
could	  persuade	  you	  to	  ask	  for	  
help	  or	  advice?

Can	  you	  describe	  your	  ideal	  
health	  help	  professional?	  If	  you	  
went	  to	  seek	  help	  would	  you	  
prefer	  a	  male	  or	  female?

If	  you	  have	  had	  to	  seek	  help	  for	  
health	  worries,	  can	  you	  describe	  
it	  to	  me?

Describe	  important	  physical	  
features	  of	  the	  place	  you	  would	  
go	  for	  health	  help?	  So,	  um,	  
would	  you	  go	  to	  the	  doctor’s	  or	  a	  
clinic?

I
f	  they	  referred	  you	  to	  go	  
somewhere	  else	  would	  you	  take	  
their	  advice	  and…?

So	  if	  you	  went	  there	  what	  would	  
you	  expect	  they’ll	  be	  able	  to	  deal	  
with	  there?

Oh	  yeah,	  yeah,	  yeah,	  yeah

Yeah

I	  would,	  she’d	  probably	  think	  it	  was	  a	  boil	  
or	  something	  there

Just	  because	  it	  would	  really	  be	  telling	  my	  
mum	  to	  go	  and	  ask	  advice	  and	  that

Like	  if	  it	  sprung	  to	  mind	  would	  you

If	  there	  was	  something	  wrong	  with	  you	  
that’s	  the	  only	  0me	  I’d	  go	  to	  like	  see	  
somebody,	  if	  there	  was	  nothing	  wrong	  
with	  me	  then	  just	  leave	  it.

If	  there	  was	  something	  wrong,	  that's	  the	  
only	  0me	  I'd	  go	  to	  see	  someone
if	  there	  was	  nothing	  wrong	  with	  me	  then	  
just	  leave	  it

No.	  I've	  been	  to	  the	  doctor’s	  because	  I’ve	  
like	  been
I	  had	  tonsilli0s	  I	  went	  there	  for	  that	  but	  
nothing	  too	  big

I	  would	  most	  probably	  go	  to	  the	  doctor’s

I	  would	  take	  the	  advise

Oh	  yeah,	  yeah,	  yeah,	  yeah

Yeah

I	  would,	  she’d	  probably	  think	  it	  was	  a	  boil	  
or	  something	  there

Just	  because	  it	  would	  really	  be	  telling	  my	  
mum	  to	  go	  and	  ask	  advice	  and	  that

Like	  if	  it	  sprung	  to	  mind	  would	  you

If	  there	  was	  something	  wrong	  with	  you	  
that’s	  the	  only	  0me	  I’d	  go	  to	  like	  see	  
somebody,	  if	  there	  was	  nothing	  wrong	  
with	  me	  then	  just	  leave	  it.

If	  there	  was	  something	  wrong,	  that's	  the	  
only	  0me	  I'd	  go	  to	  see	  someone
if	  there	  was	  nothing	  wrong	  with	  me	  then	  
just	  leave	  it

No.	  I've	  been	  to	  the	  doctor’s	  because	  I’ve	  
like	  been
I	  had	  tonsilli0s	  I	  went	  there	  for	  that	  but	  
nothing	  too	  big

I	  would	  most	  probably	  go	  to	  the	  doctor’s

I	  would	  take	  the	  advise

I	  don’t	  know,	  um

Not	  really	  (laughs)

I	  don’t	  know	  really

I	  don’t	  know

I	  don’t	  know

It	  depends	  what	  like	  the	  situa0on	  	  
like	  my	  friends	  might	  because	  it’s	  
a	  good	  reason	  but	  apart	  from	  that	  
I	  really	  don’t	  know

I	  don’t	  really	  know

I	  haven’t	  really	  had	  much	  I	  don’t	  
think

It	  depends	  what	  place	  they’d	  want	  
me	  to	  go	  to

I	  don’t	  know,	  they’re	  the	  
professionals	  they	  can	  tell	  me
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14	  Narra'ves Abstract Orienta'on Complica'ng	  Ac'on Evalua'on Result

1	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
056-‐089

Using	  your	  
storyboard	  
would	  you	  
like	  to	  tell	  me	  
what’s	  
happening?

Is	  there	  a	  lot	  of	  crime	  in	  
your	  area?

Sort	  of	  things	  would	  you	  
watch	  on	  TV?

Was	  saying	  there	  was	  a	  
park	  you	  go	  to	  on	  the	  way	  
home	  from	  school	  or	  
something?

What	  I	  likes	  doing	  is	  sport.	  
Rugby,	  football,	  baseball	  and	  boxing	  and	  I	  do

What	  most	  of	  the	  girls	  do	  on	  a	  Friday	  and	  
Saturday,	  drink,	  likes	  alcohol
Food,	  say	  on	  a	  Friday	  night	  when	  I'm	  out	  to	  
get	  a	  takeaway
Five	  is	  Music	  and	  that	  is	  part	  of	  why	  I	  done	  
music	  tech	  because	  I	  love	  music.	  
Six	  is	  where	  I	  text	  all	  the	  girls
So	  what	  sort	  of	  music	  tech	  do	  you	  like?	  
Cubase,	  Reason	  and	  Sibelius
Eight	  is	  school

Sport,	  movies
Friends	  who	  I	  go	  out	  and	  hang	  around	  with

Oh	  ...	  Park,	  yeah

You	  do	  a	  lot	  then
Don’t	  swim	  no	  more	  
My	  house	  where	  I	  live	  and	  stay	  warm

Crime	  like	  we've	  got	  to	  stop	  it

Only	  like	  nicking	  
There's	  fights,	  but	  mostly	  it’s	  just	  stealing

The	  Park.	  It’s	  like	  a	  good,	  

Cool

I

It’s	  like	  where	  everyone	  
goes	  a^er	  school	  

2
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
090-‐105

What	  
ac'vi'es	  or	  
things	  did	  you	  
do	  last	  
Saturday? Last	  Saturday?

Did	  you	  go	  to	  the	  match?

Did	  you	  do	  anything	  else	  
that	  day?
Saturday?
What	  sport?

What	  things	  did	  you	  enjoy	  
most	  last	  Saturday?

What	  things	  did	  you	  most	  
dislike	  if	  you	  disliked	  
anything?

I	  did	  football	  last	  Saturday	  isn’t	  it?

Just	  anything	  generally
I	  watched	  my	  brother	  playing	  rugby	  then	  I	  go	  
with…and	  that

I	  didn’t	  to	  to	  the	  match	  I’d	  rather	  go	  to	  the	  
Australian	  match

Oh	  playing	  football	  

Gebng	  money	  	  
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3	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
106-‐119

What	  
ac'vi'es	  or	  
things	  would	  
you	  do	  on	  a	  
normal	  school	  
day?

What	  a^er	  school?
Yeah	  looking	  a^er	  school
What	  lessons	  do	  you	  enjoy	  
and	  stuff?

Do	  you	  do	  those	  like	  
regularly?

What	  days	  do	  you	  do	  
them?

What	  do	  you	  enjoy	  the	  
most,	  which	  sport?

What	  would	  you	  dislike	  the	  
most	  on	  a	  normal	  school	  
day,	  that	  could	  be	  about	  
any	  lesson

I	  do	  games	  

Boxing	  I	  does	  Monday,	  Wednesday	  and	  Friday
Rugby	  I	  does	  Tuesday	  and	  Thursday
Football	  I	  does	  Wednesdays

I	  loves	  games,	  PE	  and	  music	  mostly	  a^er	  
school	  
it’s	  football	  and	  my	  music

Yeah	  (regularly)

That’s	  cool

Rugby	  

English	  

4	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
120-‐127

What	  sort	  of	  
ac'vi'es	  or	  
things	  would	  
you	  do	  on	  a	  
school	  
holiday?

When	  I’m	  away	  from	  
school?

What	  would	  you	  say	  you	  
enjoyed	  most	  in	  the	  school	  
holidays?

Anything	  you	  dislike	  doing	  
in	  the	  school	  holidays?

I	  like	  going	  over	  to	  the	  football	  grounds	  and	  
having	  a	  game	  of	  football	  or	  rugby	  

Just	  like	  having	  a	  good	  kick

Going	  out	  and	  hanging	  around	  with	  my	  
mates	  

Halfway	  through	  it	  gets	  a	  bit	  boring	  
You	  just	  think	  “I’m	  not	  doing	  any	  thing	  
today	  it’s	  easier	  than	  school”

5	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
128-‐143

What	  food	  
did	  you	  eat	  
last	  Saturday?	  

What	  did	  you	  have	  for	  your	  
breakfast?

What	  foods	  would	  you	  
think	  are	  good	  for	  you	  and	  
why?

And	  the	  tuna	  sandwich

Do	  you	  think	  any	  foods	  are	  
bad	  for	  your	  health?

What	  food	  did	  you	  eat…	  
what	  food	  do	  you	  eat	  on	  a	  
typical	  school	  day?

Breakfast	  you	  just	  have	  
cereal?

Tuna	  sandwich	  and	  then	  I	  had	  a	  pizza	  
I	  had	  breakfast	  in	  the	  morning.	  

Cornflakes

Pasta
Chicken	  sandwiches	  and	  that

Yeah	  I	  do	  ,	  a	  bowl	  of	  cereal

Well	  cereal	  is	  good	  for	  you	  and	  healthy	  
because	  it	  gets	  you	  going	  in	  the	  mornings	  so	  
you’re	  not	  lazy	  in	  school

Yeah	  tuna,	  because	  it’s	  healthy	  for	  you

Chips	  because	  they	  make	  people	  get	  bigger	  
and	  bigger
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6
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
076-‐0151

Family	  
rou'nes	  or	  
things	  that	  
you	  would	  do	  
with	  your	  
family	  at	  
weekends

Which	  things	  do	  you	  like	  
most	  out	  of	  those?	  

What	  things	  do	  you	  most	  
dislike	  doing	  if	  you	  dislike	  
anything	  of	  those?

Going	  with	  my	  dad	  to	  watch	  the	  rugby	  and	  my	  
uncle	  some'mes	  isn’t	  it?
And	  then	  my	  mum	  and	  dad	  going	  to	  the	  pub	  
on	  a	  Sunday

So	  you	  go	  hanging	  around	  the	  there,	  right?

I	  like	  going	  to	  the	  pub	  because	  there’s	  a	  
football	  club	  right	  next	  to	  the	  pub

Because	  if	  there's	  no	  
one	  around	  at	  the	  
football	  club	  it’s	  a	  
boring	  thing

7
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0152-‐0159

Regular	  
family	  
rou'nes	  or	  
things	  that	  
you	  do	  with	  
your	  family	  
on	  school	  
days?

Not	  in	  school,	  like	  doing	  
things	  
with	  your	  family

You	  go	  to	  see	  concerts	  
with	  your	  family?

We	  like	  going	  to	  a	  theme	  park	  or	  concert

We	  went	  to	  see	  Oasis	  the	  other	  week	  
	   I	  bet	  that	  was	  good	  

Yeah
8
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0160-‐0167

Describe	  
regular	  
rou'nes	  
which	  you	  
have	  with	  
would	  involve	  
your	  friends

Going	  out	  and	  bring	  a	  rugby	  ball	  or	  a	  football	  
or	  whatever	  
We	  just	  have	  a	  lille	  kick	  round	  
If	  it	  starts	  gebng	  a	  bit	  boring	  then	  we’ll	  go	  in	  
someone’s	  house And	  like	  playing	  Xbox	  I	  suppose

And	  would	  they	  like	  	  MCing	  a	  lot	  as	  well
9
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0168-‐0175

What	  are	  the	  
important	  
ac'vi'es	  or	  
things	  you	  do	  
in	  your	  life

Could	  you	  say	  why	  these	  
ac'vi'es	  are	  important	  to	  
you?
Why	  do	  you	  like	  rugby	  the	  
most	  and	  stuff?

What	  health	  issues	  would	  
you	  say	  are	  important	  to	  
you?

Sport

Exercise
Keeping	  fit	  through	  sport	  then
Yeah

Because	  I	  love	  tackling	  people	  when	  they	  
have	  the	  ball	  
With	  football	  I	  love	  tackling	  again	  
Boxing	  I	  just	  love	  going	  round	  not	  to	  get	  hit
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10
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0176-‐0124

Over	  the	  last	  
school	  year	  	  
things	  you	  
have	  done	  
that	  have	  
kept	  you	  
healthy?

Things	  your	  family	  have	  
done	  that	  have	  helped	  
keep	  you	  healthy?

What	  things	  you	  have	  
done	  at	  school	  that	  have	  
helped	  you	  to	  keep	  
healthy?

What	  have	  you	  done	  that	  
could	  have	  messed	  up	  your	  
health,	  if	  you’ve	  done	  
anything?

You	  had	  have	  a	  week	  off	  all	  
sport	  then?

What	  things	  have	  you	  
done	  within	  your	  family	  
that	  could	  have	  messed	  up	  
your	  health?

What	  things	  have	  you	  
done	  at	  school	  that	  could	  
have	  messed	  up	  your	  
health?

Are	  there	  any	  aspects	  of	  
health	  you	  feel	  hassled	  
over?

My	  sport	  and	  like	  running
Regular	  sport	  yeah?
Yeah

If	  I'm	  having	  a	  lazy	  day	  and	  I	  don’t	  really	  want	  
to	  go	  to	  school	  they	  say,	  “Oh	  no	  you've	  got	  to	  
go	  to	  school	  because	  otherwise”	  

Doing	  games,	  circuit	  training,	  rugby	  matches	  
and	  football	  matches	  a^er	  school

When	  I	  go	  to	  meals	  there’s	  none	  le^	  so	  you	  
can’t	  have	  a	  healthy	  op'on
Would	  go	  on	  a	  binge	  and	  buy	  junk	  foods

I	  had	  a	  week	  off	  sport	  and	  I	  felt	  unfit	  

But	  it	  was	  nice	  to	  have	  a	  break	  s'll?
Yeah	  it	  was	  s'll	  nice	  to	  have	  a	  break

Don’t	  know	  
OK	  that’s	  fine

No
Okay	  that’s	  good

They	  have	  inspired	  you?
They	  get	  you	  out	  there	  
to	  do	  stuff?

and	  I	  got	  back	  to	  it

I	  had	  a	  week	  off.	  When	  I	  
went	  back	  I	  thought,	  
‘Oh	  I'm	  not	  doing	  that	  
again,’	  I	  was	  just	  too	  
unfit	  to	  do	  anything
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11
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0204-‐0237

What	  specific	  
worries	  or	  
signs	  would	  
make	  you	  ask	  
for	  help	  or	  
advice	  on	  
your	  health?

Where	  would	  you	  go	  for	  
this	  advice	  in	  the	  first	  
place?

Where	  would	  you	  go	  to	  a	  
physio	  because	  I	  don’t	  
know

Like	  my	  boxing	  gym

Would	  you	  like	  go	  to	  a	  
fitness	  instructor	  because	  
you	  like	  trust	  them?

Would	  you	  follow	  the	  
advice	  or	  take	  up	  the	  offer	  
of	  help	  by	  the	  fitness	  
trainer?

What	  sort	  of	  situa'on	  
would	  stop	  you	  from	  
asking	  for	  help	  or	  advice?	  

What	  if	  you	  had	  something	  
wrong,	  …	  and	  you’re	  
embarrassed?

What	  would	  encourage	  
you	  to	  find	  help	  and	  
advice,	  if	  it	  was	  	  serious	  or	  
something?

Would	  there	  be	  anyone	  
who	  could	  persuade	  you	  to	  
ask	  for	  help	  or	  advice?

Are	  you	  close	  to	  your	  
brothers

If	  I	  was	  slowing	  down	  in	  my	  sports	  I	  would	  like	  
ask	  someone.	  

A	  physio

I	  broke	  my	  collar	  bone
Well	  like	  not	  a	  physio,	  like	  a	  fitness	  trainer

There’s	  like	  a	  fitness	  trainer,	  he	  pushed	  me	  
(	  0:14:40.6?)	  to	  get	  me	  back	  on	  track	  	  and	  
with	  rugby,	  keep	  on	  doing	  a	  couple	  of	  laps	  
round	  the	  track

I	  can	  tell	  my	  mum	  and	  dad	  anything

If	  its	  that	  serious	  I	  could	  go	  and	  die	  and	  like	  
you	  would	  have	  to	  sort	  it	  out

A	  teacher	  or	  your	  brother	  and	  he'd	  say,	  “Oh	  
go	  and	  tell	  mum.”

I'd	  go	  to	  a	  physio	  so	  he	  could	  help	  me

My	  mum	  and	  dad	  and	  our	  fitness	  trainer	  
because	  you	  can	  trust	  them
A	  fitness	  trainer	  they	  know	  mostly	  what	  to	  
do

Yeah
If	  they	  had	  a	  solu'on?
Yeah	  I	  would
Because	  you	  trust	  their	  advice?
Yeah

So	  it’s	  good	  communica'on	  and	  stuff?	  
Yeah
Oh	  that’s	  good

Yeah	  

12
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0238-‐0245

Can	  you	  
describe	  what	  
your	  ideal	  
healthcare	  
professional	  
would	  be?

If	  you	  were	  going	  to	  talk	  to	  
someone	  you	  didn’t	  know	  
how	  would	  you	  want	  them	  
to	  be?

Would	  you	  prefer	  them	  to	  
be	  male	  or	  female?

Well	  to	  be	  friendly	  to	  me,	  trustworthy
Yeah,	  Confiden'al?
Give	  you	  me	  lots	  of	  advice

Male
Because	  then	  they	  could	  
have	  gone	  through	  the	  
same	  things	  
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13
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0246-‐0254

If	  you	  have	  
had	  to	  seek	  
help	  for	  
health	  
worries	  
describe	  your	  
experience

What	  you	  were	  saying	  
earlier	  about	  your	  fitness	  
instructor,	  could	  you	  tell	  
me	  about	  that	  experience?

Did	  he	  give	  you	  good	  
advice? Yeah.	  To	  keep	  my	  fitness	  going	  not	  a	  problem

I	  was	  nervous	  
As	  I	  started	  speaking	  to	  him	  I	  got	  confident

That’s	  good

Confidence	  so	  I	  could	  
ask	  him	  more	  ques'ons	  
on	  what	  I	  could	  do	  
about	  it

14
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
0255-‐0283

Can	  you	  
describe	  the	  
physical	  
features	  of	  
the	  place	  you	  
would	  go	  to	  
for	  health	  
help?

So	  how	  would	  you	  want	  
the	  place	  to	  be	  run	  and	  to	  
look?

If	  there	  was	  a	  wai'ng	  
room	  or	  something	  	  would	  
you	  want	  something?

Would	  you	  like	  
entertainment	  or	  
something	  like	  a	  TV,	  music	  
or	  books

How	  would	  you	  like	  the	  
place	  to	  be	  run,	  
confiden'ally?

Would	  you	  prefer	  it	  to	  be	  
appointment	  or	  just	  turn-‐
up?

What	  par'cular	  health	  
worries	  would	  you	  expect	  
help	  for?
What	  things	  do	  think	  they	  
should…

If	  the	  help	  was	  not	  
available	  on	  the	  first	  visit	  
would	  you	  go	  back?

if	  you	  had	  to	  be	  referred	  to	  
another	  place…	  would	  you	  
take	  it?	  Would	  you	  other	  
to	  even	  go	  or	  would	  you	  
think	  they	  were	  messing	  
around	  with	  you?

Yeah	  like	  a	  couple	  of	  posters	  on	  what	  you	  
could	  do

That	  would	  be	  beler	  or	  a	  computer	  game	  
where	  you	  could	  just	  take	  your	  mind	  off	  

Private	  rooms	  with	  the	  workers	  and	  the	  
advisers

Book	  an	  appointment	  so	  you	  wouldn’t	  have	  
loads	  of	  people	  there

Pregnancies	  as	  well	  for	  the	  girls
Yeah	  girls	  as	  well

I	  don’t	  mind	  how	  it	  looked

If	  it	  was	  serious,	  really	  serious,	  then	  yeah	  
(seek	  advice)
But	  would	  it	  like	  annoy	  you	  if	  they	  just	  
went,	  “Oh	  we	  can’t	  help	  to	  you”
Because	  they’re	  meant	  to	  be	  like	  good	  
advisers

If	  they	  said	  like,	  “Go	  to	  this	  kind	  of…	  they	  
can	  help	  you	  out	  there,”	  then	  yeah	  I'd	  go
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!
Focus!Group!1.1!

7!Narratives! Abstract! Orientation! Complicating!Action! Evaluation! Result!
1!
Transcription!
Location!
009A018!

What!
activities!do!
you!think!
are!
important!
to!the!lives!
of!young!
people!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Lives!of!us!!!
Yourself!or!young!people!
Important!activities!!
!
!
!
!
What!sports?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
School!!!!!!!!!!!
Indoor!sports!
Youth!clubs!
Playing!sports!!
!
Rugby,!football!
A!play!scheme!

! !

2!
Transcription!
Location!
019A036!

What!would!
be!your!idea!
of!a!good!
lifestyle!for!
a!young!
person?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Why!this!is!a!good!lifestyle!
!
!
!
!
!
!
What!makes!you!think!like!this?!
What!influences!you!to!think!like!
this?!
!

!
!
!
!
!
Doesn’t!take!drugs!
Something!proper!to!eat!
Don’t!smoke!
Don’t!think!they’re!hard!
Does!exercise!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
They’re!healthy!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Don’t!know!
Ain't!gonna!end!up!dying!of!eating!
burgers!and!that!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
No!chance!of!them!ending!
up!dead!from!drugs!or!
nothing!
Get!a!good!job!and!
everything!
!
!
!
!
!
Through!drugs!bad!stuff!can!
happen!

3!
Transcription!
Location!
037A049!

What!would!
your!idea!of!
a!bad!
lifestyle!for!
a!young!
person?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Why!!do!you!think!this!is!a!bad!
life!style?!
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
What!makes!you!think?!

!
!
!
!
!
Someone!who!is!obese,!that!kind!of!thing!
Obese,!getting!bullied!
Fighting!all!the!time!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Because!they’re!getting!nowhere!in!
life!
!
!
!
!
It’s!a!waste!of!time!
!
!
Your!proper!average!person!
you!don’t!want!to!be!it!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
They!would!be!messing!
around!in!lessons!and!not!
taking!part!in!things!
!
!
!
!
They!mess!around!in!school.!
Where!do!you!expect!to!go!
after!school!with!no!GSCEs!
and!all!that?!

4!!
Transcription!
Location!
050A060!

What!can!
the!
government!
do!to!help!
young!
people!lead!
a!healthy!
lifestyle?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
What!do!you!mean!by!healthy?!
Healthy!as!in!food?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
What!can!the!government!do!to!
prevent!bad!lifestyle!in!young!
people!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
It’s!the!government!
!
!
!
Provide!advice!!
Set!up!teams!to!check!people!who!are!
stressed!
!
!
Showing!them!
Taking!them!to!youth!clubs!
Show!them!what!happens!if!they!carry!on!
doing!what!they’re!doing!

!
!
!
!
!
!
Don’t!know!
Not!up!to!the!government!
It’s!up!to!them!
!
!
!
Government!helps!the!schools!it!likes!
Don’t!know!
!
!
!
!

!



 

 

5!!!

Transcription!

Location!

061A086!

What!your!

school!can!

do!to!help!

young!

people!lead!

healthy!

lifestyles?!

!

!

!

O!don’t!get!what!you!mean!by!

healthy!lifestyles!and!that?!

It!would!probably!think!like!

eating!healthy!and!shit!!

like!anything.!

Activities!you!do!that!will!effect!

your!health!!

What!can!schools!do!about!it?!

How!can!they!help!you?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

What!can!your!school!do!to!

prevent!young!people!leading!

bad!lifestyles?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Creating!after!school!activities!

!

!

!

At!least!have!an!hour!

They!actually!show!you!people!like!that!…!

what!drugs!have!done!to!them!

!

!

Use!pictures…actually!seeing!the!actual!

effect!

Someone!who’s!been!through!it!

You!could!look!at!them!and!see!its!not!

someone!getting!paid!to!speak!

!

!

!

Talk!to!them!

!

Could!give!advice!that!makes!you!want!to!

do!it!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Everyone!smokes!in!our!school!

Everyone!likes!games!

More!after!school!activities!

!

!

!

Make!them!think!like,!“Oh!I!don’t!

want!to!be!like!that”!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

I!reckon!they’re!doing!all!they!can!do!

Its!just!up!to!us!

!

!

Its!all!they!can!do!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

We!go!to!school!but!its!up!

to!us!to!learn!

They!can’t!make!us!learn!

Either!we!want!to!learn!or!

we!don’t!in!it?!

6!!

Transcription!

Location!

087A116!

What!can!

your!

community!

do!to!help!

people!lead!

a!healthy!

lifestyle?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

What!the!community!can!do!to!

prevent!young!people!leading!a!

bad!lifestyle?!!

!

What!healthy!stuff!do!young!

people!like!doing?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

What!other!stuff!young!people!

do!not!like!doing?!

!

Why!don’t!young!people!like!

(eating!veg?)!

!

!

!

!

!

!

More!facilities!and!all!stuff!like!that!

More!clubs!were!there’s!a!big!gang!of!boys!

waiting!to!get!…!!!

!

!

!

Put!more!facilities!in!

!

!

Sports,!like!exercise!

!

!

Help!to!make!them!do!it!

Get!famous!people!doing!activities!!

Do!it!where!a!famous!person!actually!goes!

on!it!

A!famous!rugby!player!give!a!training!

session!

Someone!they!would!listen!to!

!

!

!

!

Eating!veg!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

its!like!healthy!stuff!like!

young!people!might!think!it’s!boring!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

They!listens!to!teachers!!

But!more!likely!to!listen!to!

professionals!

!

!

!

!

Because!it’s!nasty!(eating!veg)!

!

7!

Transcription!

Location!

117A125!

What!

activities!

have!a!good!

effect!on!

young!

people’s!

lives?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Activities!that!have!a!bad!effect!

on!young!people’s!lives!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Athletics!they’re!not!going!to!eating!junk!

food!!

Exercise!and!healthy!and!staying!health!

!

!

Rugby!(laughs)!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

It’s!not!so!bad!but!with!our!(rugby)!

team!it’s!always!a!fight!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

But!does!not!end!up!bad!

But!it!does!for!the!other!

team!

!
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Focus&Group&1.2&

5&Narratives& Abstract& Orientation& Complicating&Action& Evaluation& Result&

1"""
Transcription"
Location"
0080017"

What&&

activities&

are&

important&

to&young&

peoples&

lives&just&

generally?"

& &

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Football&

Rugby&

Sports&and&stuff&

Music&

Music&

He’s&……&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Oh&that’s&nice"

"

2"
Transcription"
Location"
0180049"

What&would&

be&your&idea&

of&a&good&

lifestyle&for&

a&young&

person?&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Do&you&like&going&to&see&music&as&

well?&&

&

Why&do&you&think&this&is&a&good&

lifestyle&for&a&young&person?&&

"
&

Any&other&reasons?&&

&

&

Why&do&you&think&this&is&a&good&

lifestyle&for&a&young&person?&&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

What&makes&you&think&these&ideas?&"

&

&

&

&

&

Music&

Lifestyle&could&be&anything&you&do&&

Music&

Hanging&around&with&mates&&and&

things&

Hanging&around&with&mates,&making&

music&

A&lot&of&friends&

&

&

Yeah&concerts&

&

&

&

&

&

&

No&

&

&

Music&

Yeah&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Because&we&grew&up&on&them&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Because&there’s&nothing&to&do&

Express&themselves&in&music&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

It&depends&if&you’re&into&that&

It’s&something&to&keep&

I&just&follow&your&dreams&

Find&inspiration"

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

You&could&get&inspired&by&

people&like&you&see&on&TV&&

You&just&think,&and&you&just&

do&it&

3""
Transcription"
Location"
0500060"

What&would&

be&your&idea&

of&a&bad&

lifestyle&for&

a&young&

people?&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Why&do&you&think&this&a&bad&

lifestyle&for&a&young&person&if&they&

kept&going&along&this&route?&&

&

&

&

&

&

Crime&

Drugs,&crime&

Crack&

&

&

"

"
"
"

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Because&they’re&going&to&

prison&

They’re&going&to&be&a&crack&

head&

Your&life&just&won’t&
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4""
Transcription"
Location"
0610085"

What&could&
the&
Government&
do&to&help&
more&young&
people&lead&
a&healthy&
lifestyle?&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
And&what&can&Government&do&to&
prevent&young&people&leading&a&bad&
lifestyle?&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
What&do&you&reckon&your&school&
could&do&to&help&more&young&people&
lead&a&healthy&lifestyle?&&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Go&to&clubs&
More&social&things&&
To&get&&them&off&the&streets&and&stuff&
More&things&like&this,&like&music&and&
stuff&
Yeah&
Yeah&
&
&
&
A&good&idea&about&people&coming&
into&school&who&are&former&drug&
addicts&and&they&can&show&
&
&
Taking&them&around&the&prisons&
Showing&them&about&in&there"
&
&
"
"
"
"
Stop&shouting&at&us&
More&trips&like&this&
"

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
How&you&could&end&up&&
&
&
&
&
&
"

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Then&they’ll&think&about&it&
and&say&“I&don’t&want&to&
end&up&like&that”"
"

"
"
"

&
Because&then&you&go&out&
more&"

5"""
Transcription"
Location"
0860124"

What&could&
your&
community&
do&to&help&
young&
people&lead&
a&healthy&
lifestyle?&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
What&can&the&community&do&to&
prevent&young&people&leading&a&bad&
lifestyle?&&
&
What&healthy&stuff&do&young&people&
like&doing?&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Why&do&you&reckon&people&find&
these&things&fun?&&
&
&
&
&
&
&
What&healthy&stuff&do&young&people&
not&like&doing?&&
&
&
&
&
&
What&activities&have&a&good&effect&
on&young&peoples’&lives?&
&
&
&
&
&
&
What&activities&have&a&bad&effect&on&
young&peoples’&lives?&&&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
More&like&parks&and&stuff&like&
basketball&court&
More&facilities&
Like&football&clubs,&pitches&and&stuff&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Biking&
Sports&
Bikes&and&that&
Sleeping&that’s&healthy&
And&music&as&well&
Yeah&
Something&just&to&keep&you&going&
&
&
&
&
&
If&you&see&it&on&TV&then&you&try&it&out&
Yeah&
&
&
&
&
Running&
Going&to&bed&early&
&
&
&
&
&
Rapping&MCing&
Football,&everyone&knows&what&it’s&
going&to&be&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Crime&and&violence&and&that&
Getting&into&criminal&stuff"

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Don’t&know&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Because&it’s&just&a&way&of&life&
I&don’t&know&
&
&
&
If&you&find&it&good&then&you&can&do&it&
again&
&
&
&
&
&
I&don’t&like&going&to&bed&early.&&
&
&
&
&
&
&
As&long&as&it&keeps&you&fit&and&
healthy&
As&long&as&you&have&that&inspiration&
&
&
I&don’t&know&really.&
"

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
Doing&things&you’re&not&
supposed&to&be&doing"

"
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Appendix 38  Rap data sub-set analytical grids

Rap	  1Rap	  1Rap	  1Rap	  1Rap	  1Rap	  1

	  Narra0ves Abstract Orienta0on Complica0ng	  Ac0on Evalua0on Result

1	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
001-‐004

MC	  put	  your	  hands	  in	  the	  
air I’m	  every	  mc’s	  lyrical	  

nightmare

I roll like FLOWDEM put your 
hands in the air

Like	  freddy	  crugger	  im	  your	  
worse	  nightmare

Transcription 
Location
006-009

One uppercut you’ll be dazing 
man

Im	  back	  to	  back	  n	  hell	  raising	  
man

People	  think	  im	  hot	  they	  know	  
im	  blazing	  man

Im	  a	  lord	  of	  the	  mic	  start	  praising	  
man

2
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
011-‐014

Lll	  start	  killing	  mc’s	  just	  im	  
cancer Lll start popping bodies jus like a 

dancer

Claim	  you’re	  a	  badman	  aint	  got	  
shanker

Lll	  pull	  out	  the	  cash	  like	  a	  
natwest	  banker

Transcription 
Location
016-019

	  

When I see the five 0 I strictly 
take chase

I could shank any wasteman 
without a trace

Mans	  fink	  they	  can	  test	  go	  check	  
the	  my	  space

Im	  the	  mc	  that	  no	  one	  can	  
replace

3
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
021-‐024

I	  If	  mans	  want	  a	  war	  	  then	  
there	  get	  le^	  no	  sighted

There the darkness being 
murked by tha lighted

Cumin to my ends when there 
not invited

Like a lambertt they will get 
ignited

Transcription 
Location
026-029

	   Roll	  with	  a	  mac	  10	  and	  a	  two	  
two

Conncet	  to	  mans	  jaw	  like	  im	  
Bluetooth

Draw	  for	  the	  mac	  head	  straight	  
for	  the	  two	  two

Om	  the	  best	  now	  what	  the	  fock	  
can	  you	  do

4
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
031-‐034

	  Roll	  man	  wanna	  clash	  then	  
there	  gunna	  get	  slew

Not boy better know but boy 
better knew

All tha waste know but boy 
better knew

Once I murk I man I will murk 
there hole crew

5
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
036-‐039

I	  If	  man	  wanna	  clash	  then	  
there	  gunna	  get	  slew	  	   Not boy better know but boy 

better knew

All tha waste mc’s I am cumin 
for you

Once I murk I man I will murk 
there hole crew

Transcription 
Location
041-044

I	  Im	  	  cumin	  an	  im	  cumin	  wiv	  tha	  
pain

An	  like	  fat	  joe	  I	  gunna	  make	  it	  
rain

An if man wanna clash then he 
must be insane

An my bars will pop jus like 
champagne
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Rap	  4Rap	  4Rap	  4Rap	  4Rap	  4Rap	  4

6	  Narra0ves Abstract Orienta0on Complica0ng	  Ac0on Evalua0on Result

1	  	  
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
001-‐004

	  Waggwon	  im	  ready	  
to	  dish	  out	  the	  pain And	  like	  fat	  joe	  Im	  guna	  make	  

it	  rain And	  if	  you	  want	  war	  then	  
blud	  your	  insane

Pop	  goes	  my	  bars	  jus	  like	  
champagne

Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
006-‐008

	   Im	  a	  young	  mindz	  a^ender

A	  big	  money	  spender

Never	  sorrender

2
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
010-‐013

	  I	  roll	  wiv	  a	  mac	  10	  
and	  a	  two	  two Draw	  for	  the	  mac	  head	  

straight	  for	  the	  two	  two

Serious	  man	  a	  get	  murked Standurd	  I	  will	  leave	  man	  in	  
the	  dirt

Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
015-‐018

	   Why	  is	  everyone	  here	  
shou0ng	  CHOKE

When	  you	  jump	  on	  the	  mic	  
there	  shou0ng	  CHOKE My	  bars	  are	  thick	  just	  like	  

cigar	  smoke YOU	  WOT	  I	  just	  made	  you	  
look	  like	  a	  joke

3
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
020-‐024

	  An	  im	  ready	  for	  
war	  so	  ready	  for	  
war

You’ll	  get	  put	  to	  tha	  floor

Spi\ng	  bars	  like	  mine	  thas	  
against	  tha	  law My	  	  bars	  are	  so	  dangerous	  

ther	  leave	  u	  saw 14	  year	  old	  champ	  of	  the	  
microphone

4
Transcrip'on	  
Loca'on
025-‐033

And	  everyone	  
knows	  im	  in	  a	  
league	  of	  my	  own

Im	  gunna	  make	  before	  the	  
day	  I	  die

Your	  statue	  is	  soY	  I’ll	  
compare	  it	  to	  foam

Your	  got	  is	  soY	  I’ll	  
compare	  it	  to	  foam

My	  trousers	  are	  low	  but	  
my	  status	  is	  high

Man	  a	  man	  don’t	  like	  the	  
way	  that	  I	  fight

You	  got	  more	  of	  a	  chance	  
ge\ng	  blood	  from	  a	  stone.

Man	  best	  believe	  that	  blud	  
no	  lie
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Appendix 39  Understanding rap focus group 1 transcript

Number Transcript   Understanding Rap Focus Group 1 Notes

001  P3 I’m a ((0:00:02?)) by the way, I ((0:00:04?))  

002  P1 Thank you

003  P2 Okay, hold tight everybody, hold tight ((0:00:11?))  

004 ((0:00:12?))  

005  P7 … -----; okay ((singing)) Okay; I’m going to make it big time ((singing))  

006 ((0:00:28?))  

007  P2 Okay hold tight everybody yeah  

008  P1 It’s recorded N.B  

009  P4 Okay just pop that ((0:00:38?))  

010  F So this is all being recorded, also being recorded for radio so what Kim will do is edit bits of this but what she might also do is interview some 
of you separately just on specific areas that she might want to find something more about okay. Is that alright?

 

011  Mm  

012  F So use this radio show to let people know what rap is and how important rap is …  

013  Yeah  

014  F Okay so it’s your chance … your show.  

015 ((Laughter))  

016   Yeah  

017 ((Laughter))  

018  P7 … it’s a good opportunity  

019 ((0:01:34?))  

020  F So now back to your rap… okay?   

021 ((0:01:46?))

022 ---- there

023   P5 Year … Grimmy

024 ((0:02:03?))

025   P1 Okay that helps me

026   P2 Okay let’s go

027   F I want to find out how you make your raps, how you write them; I really want to get inside the process …the way you make your rap okay?

028 Mm

029   F What are the topics that are discussed in your raps …

030 Mm

031   F What sort of topics do you use

032   P6 I normally just talk about how good I am like …

033 ((0:02:47?))

034   P8 … different ways like telling it, telling like other MCs how you ain’t going beat like; how you ain’t going to beat me like in rap at all um about 
girls er stories like, oh, oh yeah everyday life like you, raps like… it’s got to be true because like …

035 ((0:03:09?))

036   P3 … ‘coz there’s no point lying when you rap like because then people …

037 ((0:03:13?))

038   P5 … people would notice that there, there’s no point like saying ‘oh I do this that and the other’ if it ain’t true like if you’re just doing it so other 
people like ((0:03:23?)) you know; people who know you they listen to it and they’re like …

039   P7 I’m Chessell, Chessell

040 ((Laughs))

041   F Yeah so, so what sort of songs do you write about -----?

042   P1 Like why I ((0:03:40?))

043   F Can you give me some examples?

044   P4 Yeah something like, I don’t know… sometimes like ((0:03:53?))

045   P3 ((0:03:54?)) like I don’t …

046   P4 Nobody

047   F What makes the rap work?

048 Mm

049   P1 It’s partly that yeah. ----- what do you write about?
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050   P6 Just me ((laughter))

051   F Okay, so you write about you

052   P3 I don’t even ((0:04:21?))

053   F And what sort of things do you write about you

054   P5 I don’t ((laughter)) I just write like every time I rap, ((I don’t write?)) I write rhymes ((laughter))

055   P1 So you, you concentrate on the rhymes 

056   P8 Yeah

057   F And what about you ---- ((laughter))

058   P5 I try and do my best ((laughter)) coming round man ((laughter)) No I just, when I write ‘coz ((0:04:58?)) ain’t all that inspiring ((laughter))

059   P8 Yeah like ((0:05:01?)) yeah inspiring ((laughter))

060 Yeah let’s …

061  P5 So when I write it’s my feelings like coming out for ((0:05:13?)) or something ((laughter)) I just express myself like what I’ve daily… I put into 
my ((0:05:21?)) I just write about if any MC want to try and feed this back-up ((laughter)) yeah really ((0:05:33?))

062  F Okay, ----- what about you?

063  P4 I rap

064  P7 He wraps Christmas presents

065 ((Laughter))

066 ((0:05:45?))

067 Ooh

068  F You rap

069  P4 Yeah I rap, but ((0:05:51?)) best MC in the world

070  F W-what sort of things do you rap about then?

071 ((0:05:54?))

072  P7 What sort of things?]  He doesn’t

073  P3 He doesn’t rap no

074  F Is that, is that your opinion?

075  P7 No he just doesn’t rap ((laughter))

076  F So ---- doesn’t rap but you enjoy listening to them rapping

077  P4 Yeah ((laughs)) ((0:06:07?)) killed it ((laughter))

078  F  ------, do you rap?  What do you rap about?

079  P1 Yeah ((0:06:17?)) artists like, like, like artists in America; I don’t like black UK artists; they look like …

080  P7 Don’t like rap

081  P1 … oh nah I just like American like… I like …

082  P3 ((0:06:38?)) American one

083  P1 Yeah like great it’s good

084  P1 Like I listen to it 

085  F So what’s grime; tell us what grime is?

086  P5 Grime’s like er; I can’t even describe it

087  P2 Grime is one of the ((0:06:47?))

088  P7 Grime is, is…

089  P2 Grime is like a mix between ... 

090  P5 ((Multiple speakers)) It’s UK it, it’s like… it’s like you’ve hip hop and that’s not… you can if you’re UK like someone from the UK except the 
sound like… like hip hop originated in America, grew up, originated in Brit- in like Britain so if you’re British you tend to do like grime like

0100  F And are the lyrics different?

0101 Yeah

0102 Yeah

0103  P3 ‘Coz the …

0104  P8 The lyrics in hip hop, people tend to talk about how rich they are and …

0105  P2 It’s more violent hip hop than grime …

0106 Yeah

0107  P1 … if you think about it

0108  P1 ‘Coz it basically like four grime artist have been killed

0109 Yeah

0110  P5 I haven’t yet and I’m sick

0111  Yeah ((0:07:38?)) ((Multiple speakers and laughter)) 

0112  P3 That’s why I’m singing like rock ‘n’ roll ((0:07:48?)) yeah ((Laughter))

0113  P4 I think ((0:07:50?)) begins with weapons; once they died it was just like hell, man ((laughter)) but then everyone… ‘coz, ‘coz they’re just so sick 
or so addicted ((laughter))

0114  P1 That’s a good point yes
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0115  P6 That, that sort of just makes me want to go wild ((laughter)) ‘coz it’s just so… ‘coz they do listen to it, the writing’s so yuck – sick ((laughter)) 
and that’s just what makes me carry on wanting to do what I’m doing; that’s… when I get a rhyme in my head it’s just like, for the pat of the 
pen, stands over the ballpoint pen ((laughter)); I don’t know what I’m saying now ((laughs))

0116  P7 What’s that, --- here, --- what, what …

0117 ((0:08:42?))

0118  … write all round?

0119  P3 ((0:08:47?)) really MC

0120  P4 You’re not really so- but you enjoy

0121  P5 Same as the ((0:08:52?)) I like hip hop more ((0:08:55?))

0122  F Right okay; why is that?

0123  P5 ((0:08:58?)) been asked to make a track

0124  P6 Because it’s like rhyming speak about …

0125  P1 ((0:09:05?)) all of the little rap songs they all got shot up

0126  P8 No let ---, let --- make his point yeah …

0127 ((0:09:13?))

0128  F How do you perform grime?

0129  P8 In grime you speak about like um the, the best and all that, they beat up people, they do all MC ((0:09:22?)) and hip hips different …

0130  F Okay 

0131  P1 Sh-sh

0133  F So what about in hip hop?

0134  P1 What?

0135  F What do they speak about in hip hop

0136  P2 ((0:09:30?)) the original?

0137  F Yep

0138  P3 The original, lack of money

0139  P2 I said the original

0140  P4 ((Multiple speakers)) sort of speaking about being original getting money if you ain’t got none

0141  P7 I don’t ((0:09:38?)) ((laughter))

0142  P8 It’s all about getting money and you know

0143  P4 ((0:09:43?)) about getting money so…

0144 But  ((multiple speakers))

0145  P6 In hip hop there’s no rhyme you can’t see the…

0146  P5 The beef innit

0147  P5 … like there’s no beef, speak all …

0148 ((Multiple speakers))

0149 … hip hop hip hop

0150  P3 Yeah no-one cares ((laughter))

0151  P4 End of

0152  P5 No hip hop it’s like there’s no beef in the hip hop industry but there is in the grime

0153  P3 ((That’s what it means?))

0154  P5 Yeah

0155  There’s more people that there’s …

0156 ((Multiple speakers))

0157  F So now when you’re writing your rap…

0158 Mm

0159  F What do you write about?

0160  P1 A microphone

0161  F … Are you inspired by artists that you like?

0162  P5 Yeah

0163  F Are you totally original?  

0164  P6 No I’m totally original, my ((0:10:33?))

0165  P5 Completely original 

0166  P6 No-one raps like me

0167  P5 I like ((0:10:46?)) you can’t like; you’re assuming it obviously, you can’t… like I couldn’t be like, I couldn’t rap like ----- and he couldn’t rap 
like me if you get me …

0168  P8 And no-one can rap like me

0169  P3 … but I’m going like …

0170  P2 It’s his whole style

0171  P1 … my idol who I’d like to be as good as when they hip hop scatter but like… I did say

0172  P7 ((0:11:14?)) Cut, cut, cut like all of us, all of us are like, are like, are like different people and we’ve all started in different points …
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0173 Yeah

0174  F …How long have you been rapping for?

0175  P2 Um I’ve been rapping for; since I was two man ((laughs)) no I’ve been rapping for quite a long time now, since Year Eight so that’s last like two 
years

0176 No ----- when …

0177  P3 So ----- been rapping for two years for instance and like …

0178 I’ve one better

0179  P8 You write the ballad bit and everything, what, what was it like just… it was a thing in the school, everyone was doing it like so

0180  P5 No ((laughter)) I used to like rap but then

0181  P4 ((Multiple speakers)) Shut up ---- so everyone was just coming through and then ((0:12:03?)) ((multiple speakers)) and everyone there like I 
just thought ooh ((singing)) ((0:12:18?)) ((laughter)) and then just did ((0:12:19?)) on like. Yeah this way I don’t some say. Great ((laughter))

0182  F What about you -----; how do you write your lyrics?

0183 I don’t know

0184  F Are you influenced by professional artists?

0185  P8 Yeah, yeah like

0186  P1 Lil Wayne

0187  P1 Lil Wayne like or rappers like that and I like rappers that make sense

0188 Ah yeah

0189  P2 Make sense?

0190  P3 Yeah like ‘coz rappers make sense

0191  P4 So hip hop don’t make sense?

0192 Yeah ((laughter))

0193  F Okay

0194 ((Multiple speakers)) 

0195  F When you make rap you use rhyme …

0196 Mm

0197  F How do use rhyme where, what has to rhyme?

0198  P5 The last words

0199  P6 Syllables have got to be right too; it’s got to, it’s got to like… when you spit and everything you’ve got been on beat like

0200  P2 You’re going to spoil the radio ‘coz you won’t be able to use it …

0201  P7 Oooh

0202  P7 OK

0203  P7 I’m not

0204  P2 … because everything is recorded …

0205  P5 So take the microphone away from

0206  P7 Okay

0207  P5 Give to Linda, give this to Linda 

0208  P6 So just be sensible ((multiples speakers)) okay]

0209  P5 Just stuck with it will you

0210 ((0:13:48?))

0211  P6 Hang onto it …

0212  P7 Okay

0213 …  

0214  P7 Alright go on

0215 …

0216  P7 Oh alright then

0217  P6 You OK

0218  P7 Whatever

0219  F OK

0220  P7 Can we like start again?

0221  F Yep, that’s fine

0222 ((0:14:26?))

0223 ((0:14:28?))

0224  P2 …we’ll continue ‘coz there’s a lot, a lot to cover, we’ve got a lot to cover 

0225  P7 I did’t know

0226 … at the end of the …

0227 I can’t …

0228  P5 Syllables 

0229 Just ((0:15:10?))
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0230  P5 The last word of each line has to rhyme with the next line

0231  P6 Say one line and your last word, you’ve got to rhyme

0232  P8 ((Multiple speakers)) make one line, says break and the next one says ((0:15:27?))

0233 ((0:15:28?))

0234  P3 Breathe… begin to breathe

0235 Yeah

0236  P7 Always ((laughter))

0237  P5 Breasted, chested; crash, smash; like that, house rap …

0238  P8 ((Laughs)) Like that, house rap, shoot

0239  P3 … ((0:15:43?)) rhymes

0240 ((0:15:45?))

0241  P3 ((0:15:56?)) say the tuned 

0242  F ----- you were saying about s-syllables …

0243 Mm ((background coughing))

0244  F … so can you just explain?

0245  P5 You know it’s all got to sound nice like it’s… it’s like the amount of syllables to the beat like so you’ve got to like try and find enough words …

0246  Laughing

0247  P5 Yeah what …

0248 Laughing

0249  P2 ((Multiple speakers)) We need to do this right …

0250 Laughing …

0251  P7 I’ll go out ‘coz I … keep …

0252 Laughing

0253 ((0:16:36?))

0254 Huh?

0255  P7 You rap now …

0256  P3 No I don’t, I don’t rap as much as he does

0257  ((Laughter)) 

0258 ((Laughter)) ------ ((0:16:49?))

0259  ((Laughter)) 

0260 ((Laughs)) ((Almost love it))

0261 ((Multiple speakers))

0262 ((Laughter)) 

0263 Mm

0264  P5 Yeah good lad. Okay ----- come on

0265  P5 Why’s everyone looking at me?

0266  F Because you were talking about syllables

0267  P5 I said ((0:17:24?)) that’s all I say

0268  F So what were you going to say?

0269  P5 Don’t know like um I say a certain amount of words like you know like …

0270 ((0:17:36?))

0271  P6 … in a bar like it is

0272  F So what’s a bar, what’s a bar

0272  P3 It’s like when …

0273  P2 A sentence

0274  F A sentence is it?

0275  P5 [Like two rhyming words

0276 ((0:17:44?)) right at the end]

0277  P6 A bar’s two sentences …

0278  P5 With two rhyming

0279  P8 … with two rhyming words at the end

0280  P5 You can’t help it, when you write you can’t say like you’re starting a ((0:17:59?)) like this ((0:18:04?)) sentence

0281  F Okay, lets have a break 
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Appendix 40  Understanding rap focus group 2 transcript

Number Transcript      Understanding Rap Focus Group 2 Notes

001    F ((0:00:19.9?)) Now ------, come on.  Serious.

002    P1 Are you recording now?

003    F Alright.  ‘Cause you are all so good at this, it would be really good to get some understanding about this.  Okay.  Now, what I want to know 
now, you talked about your rhyme; I want to know what are important, what are really important things to a good performance of rap?

004    P2 ((0:00:45.7?)) if it’s like live, like just doing, I don’t know, just like getting a crowd on me, so like…

005    P5 You know when they’re like ((0:00:57.4?)) bad.  I mean like the crowd don’t really check so.

006    P4 Like gotta be a nice atmosphere like.

007    P1 The crowd ((0:01:02.8?))

008    P5 Like, when, when…

009    P6 When you’re rapping you wants, you wants the quality to be seen now, that you read your lyrics.

010    P2 When you’re MC-ing and the crowd just like they [overtalking].

011    P8 Get you like this.

012    P2 You tend to mess up doing that if they don’t listen to it.

013    F Right.  So the crowd need to be involved?

014    P7 Yeah.

015    P1 They need to be actually engaged, they need to be hyped?  Right, okay. [overtalking]

016    P5 Like I remember this.  I had to work like ((laughter)).

017    P7 Yeah.

018    P6 [overtalking] I know.  It’s very…

019    F Okay, so you need the crowd.  What… is there anything else that’s really important to [overtalking]

020    P6 People don’t understand the lyrics.  When you say it, like you’ve gotta say it clear so the crowd can actually [overtalking]

021    P7 ((0:01:48.7?))

022    P4 Kind of like opening up your mouth and everything.  Like it’s gotta be nice, open, like, in you’ve gotta keep on to, like if you ask the crowd to be 
bouncing, you’ve gotta get hyper on the stage while doing a [overtalking]

023    P8 ((0:02:04.3?))

024    P1 Crowds be on form and everything like…

025    P7 Yeah.

026    P8 …you’ve gotta be like [overtalking]  You’ve gotta like show expression in the words like ((0:02:09.1?)).  There’s no point like speaking bad.  
You’ve gotta be there like grimy; you’ve gotta proper like…

027    P5 GRIMY.

028 [overtalking]

029    P4 More for them to like cooperate with you.  You’ve gotta give them [overtalking]

030    P7 You’ve gotta make the move first, innit?  [overtalking]

031    P6 No.  You’ve gotta like, you’ve gotta perform to them and then they perform for you, basically.

032    P2 You can’t just make you bad, you can’t be like “Oh no, no, no, no, do this.”

033    P1 You want to get them hyped, you’ve gotta get on there like this to get on.

034    F ((0:02:41.4?))

035    F So what’s being grimy?  Can you tell me?  I don’t understand what being grimy is.

036    P5 Being grimy, is like [overtalking]

037    P8 Grimy is like [overtalking] you’re just [overtalking]

038    P3 You’re proper going mental on the microphone.  You don’t care about anything else.  There’s no, nothing else is important.  You’re just there 
popping and [overtalking]

039    P5 It’s GRIMY.

040    P7 Yeah, yeah, and ((0:03:01.7?))

041    P8 You can’t.  It’s just a feeling, it’s like… GRIMY…

042    P3 Yeah, but ------ was right…

043    P5 Can’t… it’s just a feeling.  It’s like [overtalking] GRIME.

044    P4 One good thing about it was like [overtalking]

045    P1 You gotta proper hype you’re just playing, and you just want to start moving, you wants to, you wants to spray your mouth like direct to 
everyone in the crowd like…

046    P3 Spray your mouth.  That’s, that’s, yeah.
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047    P8 You just… [overtalking]  grime is like just [overtalking] like you have to ((0:03:28.4?)) grimy.  It’s… what I would note is like in grimy when I’m 
on tracks.

048    F So what do you reckon ----?  You’ve gone quiet.

049    P2 Just that ((laughs)) you’re just on your own level.  Just, just, you know, just like the way you’re doing it you feel great.

050    F So do you go inside yourself or do you… is it a matter of projecting yourself?  What…?

051    P2 Project yourself.

052    P3 Project yourself.

053    P8 You’re just like, like you don’t care what other people thinks of you; you’re just [overtalking] the crowd then.

054    P2 Rapping, you’re rapping your own flow like.

055    P7 Yeah.

056    P4 Like no-one, no-one can be you.  You’re just, you’re you, you’re just…

057    P3 It’s like a statement to the crowd and everything [overtalking] it’s like telling them I am the best like; none of you are beating me.  Like, like, 
this is what I’ve gotta offer like.  ((laughter))

058    P5 Yeah.  So you can’t, you can’t be self-conscious, can you?

059    F Eh?

060    F You can’t be a self-conscious sort of person, can you?

061    P5 No.

062    F It’d be hard to do it.

063    P5 Hmmm.

064    P8 Shouldn’t…

065    P8 ((0:04:26.1?))  You shouldn’t care like.

066    F Alright, okay.

067    P1 Like if someone’s knocking on the door [overtalking] and you open it.

068    P8 You shouldn’t care [overtalking]

069    P2 They just shut it down.

070    P1 It’s like you open doors for yourself.

071    F All the time.

072 Yeah.

073    P4 It’s just like, you know, keying into whatever [overtalking] as long as you’re the [overtalking] it’s like an anti ((0:04:44.0?)) out there.

074    P8 It’s like what you call…

075    P5 It’s something primary – it don’t, it don’t mean nothing what you look like or whatever, as long as you’ve got grimy you’ve got it right on your 
side.

076    F Yeah.  What were you saying -----, as well?

077    P1 Some people, they’re like, like bad, and they feel like it then, you know, like crowds alright generally, but some people might not like it.  But 
they’re like… it’s like, like it’s just, it ((0:05:08.0?)) one bit, you know, like giving… everyone else is not gonna like it.  Like they’ll like… it’s for 
different people, so…

078 Yeah.

079 Hmmm.

080 ((laughter))

081    P3 I think what ------ trying to say is ((laughs)) when you ((0:05:27.0?)) ((laughter))

082    F No, this is all from you.

083    P7 This… no, I’m not gonna say.

084 Oh yeah, I, I…

085    P6 It’s like you want to kill it, kill it.  [overtalking]

086    P1 So, to make good artist… to make like… they’ve gotta be someone like completely original.  I mean, what’s the point in having someone, someone 
here like who’s exactly the same as like, as like, like the next man in here.  Like, why listen to this guy when you can listen to this guy?  Like 
two people can’t be the same… like you’ve gotta [overtalking] it’s better like, like…

087    P4 ((0:06:03.6?)) people got their weaknesses.  Well…

088 Well…

089    P2 It’s not even like that’s the name so that, so that [overtalking]

090    P1 You’ve gotta be… it’s gotta be original.  You’ve got be rapping up your songs.  You’ve gotta, you’ve gotta show to people that are more like 
((0:06:16.8?)) got a lot of…

100 Yeah, okay.

0101   P5 It’s like a person in the ((Flowdem?)) Crew.

0102   F Thinking about backing tracks that you choose: so what musical qualities, what sort of things do you look for?

0103   P3 It could be all the tracks…

0104   P2 Yeah, it’s like.  It’s a repeat, yeah.  It’s like we will listen to it at one stage, then we’re like…

0105   P1 We’ll get on a hype…

0106   P8 Yeah, we’re like [overtalking] I mean we’ll be learning these things [overtalking] like, you know…

0107   P3 We’re all jamming to it.  We’re all agreeing to it.

0108   P6 If it’s just a dull beat, then like we won’t, we won’t do it.  But like…
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0109   P2 You could tell like.  If you give us like a track… you get a track of ((0:06:53.2?)) songs and you put the best one, any random place in it, you’ll 
listen through it and it… you can like tell a good beat from like, from like a rubbish one, like there’s certain beats that stand out like and…

0110 ((0:07:10.9?)) Yay!

0111   P5 All of us have like… have similar tastes to grime beats, I mean, ‘cause we’ve all, we’ve all listened to the beats, that we’ve made them our facts 
like, and, and we’ve listened to them and we’ve brought them, like yes, like so…  I’m speechless.

0112   F No, doing really well.  Any other things that people would like to mention about what they go for with the backing track?  I mean, if you go for 
grime and hip-hop [overtalking] would you go for different sorts of backing track?

0113    F Yeah.

0114   P4 Well, your backing track, yeah, is like, it matters a lot but, you know, like it matters how you, like come in as well.  Like, if you ((0:07:48.6?)) 
and – I’ve forgotten what I was gonna say now.  ------ like, yeah, ----- good at it.  Like on a track, like, I mean ((0:07:58.8?)) but on a 
track it’s like, it’s a big beat and everything like… see the MC-ing and people’s listening, and then like many of ((0:08:08.4?)) you’re just like 
listen and then, when, as a new person comes in it’s like, “Oh, and like yeah” ((laughter)) and like you don’t even get any… no-one understands it 
though.

0115   P7 I know what you mean.  [overtalking]

0116   P8 Every track like…

0117   P3 Like say you’re going ((singing)) to the record, but ((0:08:27.2?)) seen sort of like…

0118   P7 You’re coming on…  You’re coming on…

0119   P5 You’re making words but [overtalking] on a hype.

0120   P6 Yeah, and that’s why that’s it.  But if you have people on a, like know what you’re doing and all that.

0121   P2 I mean, it’s good like, if you mix a track with like people, people ‘cause you’ll hear ((first man’s?)) flow and everything, you’ll listen to what… and 
first of all you’ll be like, “Yes, this guy’s sick; you hear the, hear the lyrics.”  And then someone with a completely different flow comes in and 
it’s like… it’s like a new [overtalking]

0122   P1 And it’s got more power than that.

0123   P3 It’s like a new part [overtalking] and every time, every time someone kicks off nearby it’s like [overtalking] powerful engines.  ((0:09:02.5?)) 

0124   F So this passing round of the mike.

0125 Hmmm.

0126 Yes.

0127 ((0:09:10.7?)) be different.

0128   P2 Cause none of us have got the same flow [overtalking] you listens to, you listens to a track like and everything, none of the songs are the same 
at all.  None of us like…

0129   P6 Would it be ((0:09:22.2?)) like to… that works out like, the crowd looks out for more like rapping up your song like, like when the record stops 
partly with like a ((0:09:28.9?)) sort of thing [overtalking]

0130 ((0:09:32.3?))

0131   P8 If you’ve got ((0:09:34.6?)) but if you can tell from, oh, like your life story or your girlfriend or whatever and then you’ll do it to like a slow 
beat, like.  If you’ve ((0:09:40.0?)) your girlfriend on a proper hop beat then.

0132 But I…

0133   P3 It’s like with hip-hop [overtalking]

0134   P6 …having a track and you can, you can do a track, well ((0:09:54.9?)) then.  So no other group… there is no other group that would flow like us.  
Like we may not be the best or nothing, but like… there’s no other group that can do it like us.

0135   F Yes.

0136   P1 And we… I think that’s our answer to you.

0137   P4 But you’ve got a beat with… you know, it’s like a ((0:10:16.5?)) sort of thing like.

0138   F Yes.

0139   P3 Mixing something good and… I’m ----, ------ like half -----, ------ like ------sort of like mix.

0140   P2 The group’s like a stereotype thing, like we don’t like… the proper… [overtalking] like if you look at us like, every like, someone is gonna like find 
something to relate to in each one of us.  I mean like ----, like you… ----- like a rapping Asian.  I mean, where do you find rap in Asia?  It’s 
Jamaican innit?  [overtalking]  It’s like Jamaican and you get it in Caribbean innit?  And like me, I’m like, I’m classed as white and everything 
but my granddad he’s like, he’s like proper Rasta like, he’s…

0141 I suppose ((0:11:09.8?)) down ((0:11:10.8?))

0142   P2 Innit.

0143   F Right.  That’s really interesting, really interesting.  OK, going to move on to something totally different now.  So what I’m trying to get here 
now is what part rap plays in your lives, okay, what does it mean in your life.  So questions like, okay, you’ve touched on this question earlier: 
when… how did you first get into rap?  What got you into rap?

0144 Like [overtalking] it’s said that…

0145   P1 What got me into rap?  Like a lot of things, like just…

0146   P7 Listening to other people.

0147 ((0:11:50.0?))

0148   P5 Like ((0:11:51.9?)) like you see old ((0:11:55.3?)) and then you’ll be like, you know, I wants to be there, I want to be there [overtalking]

149 ((0:11:59.7?))

0150   P8 When ---- came to my school…

0151   P7 Listen… 

0152   P3 …everyone was like…

0153   P2 Listen.  I’ve been rapping here now for about five years.  And I started off like, I started off hip-hop like… and so like, I, you, I, I made my 
first track when I was like nine.  Went to… that’s the first time I went to a recording studio.  And I’ve still got the tracks.  I’ll bring them in 
and I’ll show you like…

0154   F Really?
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0155   P1 And I swear though you should [overtalking] yeah man, you should give my [overtalking] as a little kid, I’m proper ((falsetto)) squeaky.  
((laughter))  I’m popping like, I sounds like a proper young kid but…

0156 ((0:12:36.6?))

0157   P3 I know.  I, yeah, even then [overtalking] yeah.  ((laughter))  Yeah man.  I go into a school then with my CV and still people, when they see, 
when they see me it was alright mate.

0

0158 ((0:12:48.3?))

0159   P2 But then, like I sort of took to rap then and I listened to, like a grimy and so I can’t describe it.  I took it my cousin’s house ‘cause I started 
with my cousin, ----, me and him started at the same time.  I started like showing him some of my lyrics, and he’s older than me and he said, 
“They’re good.”  So he took me to the recording studio.  And then me and him then wrote lyrics.  We both went… I went to his house in 
((0:13:14.0?)) and we listened to this beat and both of us were just writing lyrics.  And that was the first grime track we ever did.  We are 
back on the track again.  And I come into school – I just said back to everyone, everyone was listening to it and, when I come to ------, 
basically I was the main rapper here.  I was like… I was like, when we used to write hip-hop lyrics, when I come to the school, he never even 
tried writing.  ---- wouldn’t ((ring the bosom in the squad?)) and I guess I remember like [overtalking] I can still remember in the bus shelter, 
spraying my lyrics to ----- and ----- was like, “Yo ----, you’re sick.”  ---- had never even… never… ----- had never even tried rapping 
before so, when I come to the school then I had some rap out with -----and ((laughter)).  It was shaky and ----, ----- coming there, it was 
like a really big hard thing, the whole school surrounded us and everything.  And I was like, you know, “---- you go first,” innit.  And we’re 
spitting over some grime track, and ----- does his part, everyone gives him a little clap and everything ((laughter)) a little clap.  I does mind 
then; the crowd’s just jumping and everyone’s like, “Yo -----, you’re sick.”  And, from then on I just moved to ----- like, and, and I swear 
don’t… who in ----- doesn’t know me?  I ain’t being big-headed and everything like… like some animal in a den, it was sick ‘cause I’d be walking 
down the corridors after that and people who I didn’t even know in Year 11, older than me, would be walking down the corridor saying, “Say 
fat,” people making an effort to try and say “Say fat,” to me like.  And it was sick like.  I thought it would be like…

0160   P7 Yeah, and then when we were [overtalking]

0161   P2 It got me work.  [overtalking] ((laughter))  It got me, it got me a reputation and [overtalking] everyone looked ((0:15:06.4?)) and little kids, 
little kids, everyone like.  It was just [overtalking] 

0162   P1 Some of these little kids ((0:15:11.4?)) it was like going in the woods like, who’d come to ((0:15:15.9?))  [overtalking]

0163   P6 It was sick.  And then, then, from then on, then yeah.  I was cracking it in and, basically, I mean remember that we were making a track.  
Everyone had that in their phone, didn’t they?  [overtalking]  That was, that was basically a -----rhythm like, the, that, that was like, that 
was like wrecking a plug, -----, ----- and everything, wrecking it, it was like, so everyone, everyone, and everyone in the end had it on their 
phone like.  ((overtalking and laughter))

0164   P7 ((0:15:53.5?))  When it was like proper like, when ---- and them things go [overtalking] A B C…

0165   P4 That’s right and me brother want one in the end and [overtalking] shall we start, shall we start picking at this ----- Park, and so I was 
respecting saying ---- Park was and everyone in the school, like ------ when that was the kind of biggest coolest ((0:16:16.7?)) and now 
everyone knew that.  Everyone knows about ------ Park and know it, and that’s just something that we were just joking around on a Friday 
night, innit?  And then ----- started writing lyrics for a joke then and he’d come over the park then and he’d start saying, for example 
“Lyrics” and from then on, like I’m not being funny, but it was sick like.  ----- come to the school and ------ used to do this freestyle.  
-----, ----- come to the school.  ------, ------ had a rap with all the crowd, didn’t he, too and just freestyled and everything and he was 
good.  And you’d never rip bands like properly before, did you?

0166   P1 What did you say to ---- when she was standing there?  [overtalking]

0167   P4 She just stood there ((0:16:50.7?))

0168   P3 Yeah.  It was ------ Park though, I remember that.

0169   P2 So and then, basically, ----- like basically started when [overtalking] when we come to, when we come to the Music Tech innit?  We all did 
Music Tech in school: come Year 10 then we were like the… we are like the main rappers in the class like.  We were like the only people who 
could rap so we decided like, so Mr ---- like put us into this studio and we were like, “Boys, shall we make some notes.  Should we get a gig 
and everything?  Should we like have a go with it like in the game and everything like…” What shall… come up with the name and everything, 
what shall we call ourselves.”  So like calling ourselves ----- Crew, MDC… 

0170    P8 ((0:17:34.3?)) Like ------ get to like.  But…

0171    P5 The way she always try to make out to everyone that, like we’re not good enough.

0172    P2 People always, they always puts us down, like we’d be walking on the corridor and everything and [overtalking]

0173    P3 People wanted to say this and that…

0174    P1 And thinks you’re the best.  Sometimes you were kind of smacking one to just… not gonna give them… [overtalking]

0175    P4 …like ((0:17:59.0?)) [overtalking] so many times and he won’t give up like…

0176    P7 I swear down…

0177    P8 No ((0:18:07.2?)) right.  We don’t even actually write them.

0178    P6 He’ll be honest and everything; he’ll go like this.  He’ll go… oh he talks about your mum and you’ll be on the spot and he’ll be taking the mike and 
he goes, “Your mum, your mum, I ----- your mum, and she wears a hat and a heavy handsome coat,” and the crowd just… because they, they 
can listen to his lyrics ‘cause he ain’t flowing at all like, everyone, like sort of like…

0179    P3 But when [overtalking] “Oh, he dissed your mother…” everyone would be like “Oh,” and I’m like “Shut up,” it’s ((0:18:34.3?)) good.  And it, it’s 
embarrassing like.

0180    P7 And when they… ----- just [overtalking] you’re a disgrace.  You’re a disgrace [overtalking] ((laughter)) you’re a disgrace and ((0:18:47.0?)) or 
something, you know, joke.

0181    P5 And I swear ((0:18:48.8?)) basically we worked the grime machine like for ----- like.  See, good thing is to do hip-hop and everything.  Since 
we come up with ----- Crew ‘cause he’ll know he’s…

0182    P7 His heart is over.

0183    P2 He’s trying to copy other UK grime artists’ lyrics and he was racing with ----; he started to give someone a ((0:19:07.8?)) lyrics.  He started 
saying any time “You should be wearing the glove, but boy I know I got the good in my boxers.”  Straightaway I shouted out, “Shut your mouth.  
Stop using ((0:19:14.5?)) lyrics.”  And he was like…

0184    P3 It’s bad, he was taking on ((0:19:19.3?))

0185    P8 It’s just a true waste MC.  [overtalking] How do you know when I’m flowing good man?

0186    F Okay.  So what attracts you to rap?  What is it about just…

0187    P4 cause the instrumentals are nice.  [overtalking]

0188    P7 It’s like watching, watching people like…

0189    P1 The flows that people do.

0190    P7 Like on ((0:19:43.8?)) you can see them battling or…

0191    P3 We’re better than [overtalking] just thinks like… [overtalking] like know it inside you like you’re good and that, you can do it so…
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0192    P4 You just want to be in their shoes.

0193    P8 When I was doing it.

0194    P6 I wants to make a career out of it, I do like.  To me that’s [overtalking] I’m like… I’ve been doing it for a while now and everything, and I 
wants to do it like longer like, and I know it’s like new bands are coming up and everything and soon I’m gonna be like…  I knows like soon, like I 
wants to be big on the roads like, for definitely.

0195 It’s like…

0196    P3 I wants like, like these are just like the little… the little…

0197    F Do you want to write the songs? [overtalking] ((laughter))

0198 ((0:20:26.7?))

0199    P5 Well, these are not… these are like little [overtalking] these are like ((0:20:31.1?)) move up to bigger things like.  I mean, we’re do it all like 
[overtalking] like…

0200    F …good for you.  

0201    P1 Like… it’s like these are the… [overtalking]

0202    P6 Like every, every single as we go along is gonna add on to our experience of doing it and we’ll get better like.  Every concert that we do… ‘cause 
I’ve done a few concerts now and in front of like 400 people, and I’ve done… did about five different ones and, and I, I…

0203 ((0:21:04.5?))

0204    P6 And we go, like we go clubbing and everything now like in front of 400 people, and these two have never done like anything big in front of 400 
people before I do.

0205    P7 I’ve done breakdancing.

0206    P8 Breakdancing, you, but never MC and like [overtalking] ((laughter))

0207    P6 Like the first time ever I like did it in front, I was like proper like… I was like down in my car, I was like proper shaking and everything.  Now… 
these days when I like, there’s a concert like, it’s easy like because… because I’ve like…

0208    F Been there before.

0209    P4 …been there before like, so like I’m [overtalking] knows what to expect like and…

0210    P5 ((0:21:45.3?)) but like, as we does more things, as we get more into it, we get more known, it’s like, it’s like no-one out there that can say to 
us, “No, you can’t do that,” like you see nothing’s stopping us, no-one can say that we can’t do that and we do it wherever we went, sort of 
thing, so I… it’s something like we get more big, big, and no-one can stop us.

0211    P2 It’s like you make a track [overtalking] like it’s going on people’s phones like and then you want to get [overtalking]

0212 ((0:22:09.3?)) us ‘cause…

0213    P7 I know.  You want to get [overtalking]

0214    P6 At the moment, at the moment who doesn’t know about ---- Crew in ---?  Everyone knows about us in… but that’s, that’s only in the engine.  
In ----, -----and ------, guaranteed everyone of you that MPC or ------ Crew and, but that’s us. [overtalking]

0215    P7 Now like I wants to like [overtalking]

0216    P3 Now we doing the showcase thing, like if we change the [overtalking]

0217    P1 ((0:22:45.5?)) these boys are playing [overtalking]

0218    P2 Oh yeah, tracks.

0219 See so…

0220    P2 More tracks they’re playing.  They’ve got [overtalking]

0221    P1 Yeah, so like…

0222    P4 They’re playing… do you know little ----?  What’s his name?  -----…?  Plays rugby.  That little one.  He looked like ((0:23:01.0?)) like the 
coloured one.  He’s quite coloured.  ((0:23:03.8?)) he said all the ((0:23:05.3?)) were trying out on their phones, big ones and all that.

0223    P6 Like… so certain sounds have been passed around and everything like that but I wants to like, it to be passed around now like to the next level.  
I wants to make a ten-track mix tape definitely.  I needs the studio time though.

0224    F What, do you need CDs for [overtalking]

0225    P2 ((0:23:22.8?)) it’d be, because you know ((0:23:27.5?)) squaw, they’re playing everything.  Mr ------ will tell you you’re working and he means 
completely the opposite, don’t he?  ((laughter))

0226 [overtalking]

0227   P6 It is.  It’s gotta be said and Sir, like we can use the studio all, like whenever we want and anything but …  They’s making a track in the studio 
and putting… and sending it round and everything, and then they’s making a track and then ---- comes in and like mixes it down.  It sounds, it 
sounds like Dr Dre recorded you; it sounds proper nice quality and I wants to make a proper high quality mix tape that is good [overtalking] and 
I’ve got plans.  I, I ((laughter)) Listen here – if like I was to make, I was to make the mix tape and I knows it’s not always promoting it and 
everything – if we mix the mix tape, we choose a track from there and I’ve got this guy called ----, and he’s like a proper producer and he’s 
got a film coming out in cinemas that he’s produced, next year like.  And it works with East ((0:24:27.8?)) Community Centre and I goes there 
every Monday, and he said like, you give me his number, he said any time, when we makes the track, he’ll take us out like ((0:24:35.5?)) 
something that ((0:24:36.5?)) all day he’ll take us to his studio, his brother’s studio, he’ll take us places around Cardiff and he’ll make us like a 
proper professional music video.  He’ll do the lighting on it so it all… and it’ll be good enough to send off like, and the band promoting the mix 
tape, we can send that to Channel ((0:24:52.5?))

0228   P2 ((0:24:53.2?)) when someone’s watched Channel you might get better and better [overtalking]

0229   P1 So basically like [overtalking] and so, there’s so much we’ve done [overtalking] there’s so much we’ve done.

0230 [overtalking] ((laughter))

0231   P3 Like as soon as we’ve done the mix tape and everything then we’ll have that basically…

0232   P5 ((0:25:13.8?)) we’ve done, we’ve completed the ((0:25:15.5?))

0233   P3 Yeah, we need…

0234   P7 We’re in a league of our own now, ((0:25:16.6?)) to the ((0:25:16.9?)).

0235   P6 We need, we need to do the ten track mix tape and then [overtalking] the video.  Video’s done then everyone will know how it is [overtalking] 
everyone will know, because then we’re gonna little gigs, go to little like places like to showcase the [overtalking]

0236   P1 Just like [overtalking]
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0237   P6 …our mix tape to everyone so everyone would have heared the boys like, ‘cause that’s like how we’ve gotta do it.

0238   P5 Like leaflets and concerts and anything else that someone [overtalking] like, innit?  Need to go to like a concert.

0239   F Okay.  So you’ve got really bog aspirations.  What influences does being so involved in rap have on your life? 0

0240 ((laughter))

0241   F How does it affect your life?  How much of your life is taken up with rap?

0242   P1 Quite a lot of it.

0243   P6 Quite a lot.

0244   P5 Cause all you really, all you really do is MC and that.  [overtalking]

0245   F So, when you say ‘quite a lot’ do you mean – let’s think – so you go to school during the week, any spare time you have…

0246   P2 But, but there’s words involved with rap like, there is, and like in ---- like it’s all about ends.  Like where… there is like ((laughter)) listen, 
like, ------, these are like the main ends.  You’ve got -----, ----- and ------.  Basically they’re one little thing like, and they, they’re 
like, they’re like a team.  And then you’ve got -----, ----- and ------, and ----, ------ and ------ fought like crazy with ----, ----- 
and ------.  Other ------ and everything down -----, ----- and ------- are trash with like the ------boys.  They hate each other.  
Every Big Weekend: it’s like when you were kids that was something that you could go to like and have fun.

0247 Not now.

0248 These days…

0249 ((0:27:15.5?))

0250   P5 Big Weekend, wherever end rec, you go there, you’re guaranteed to fight someone on the opposite ends.  If you’re a Tremorfa boy you’re gonna 
be fighting a Docks boy.  If you’re a ------ boy you’re gonna fighting an ----- boy.  It’s just like the bit there’s wars around ------ and I 
don’t think…

0251   P3 If you’re like a ------- boy you’re gonna be fighting a ------.

0252   P4 If you’re a ------ boy you’re gonna be fighting a ((laughter)) if you’re a ----- boy you’re [overtalking]

0253   F So is this gangs or…?

0254   P8 Yeah, it is gang wars basically like.  I mean [overtalking] Big Weekend is the main time of the year that like everything happens.  [overtalking]  
You’ll have like a crew of… how many…?  How big’s the crew that comes down from ----- and ------ and that?

0255 ((0:28:04.0?))

0256   P3 No, no, no, there’s about 80 boys innit, that comes down.

0257   P4 80 of them just walking around.

0258   P5 80 of them walking, walking in the middle of Big Weekend altogether and then, then, there’s 80 of the ---- boys and then there’ll be like 50 
of the ------ boys.

0259   P7 ((0:28:18.6?)) police ((0:28:18.9?)).

0260   P1 And they’re like… Big Weekend basically is the place where everyone goes down to fight and [overtalking]

0261   F So the Big Weekend is a venue?

0262   P6 Yeah.  Basically, basically I’m classed as a ----- boy ‘cause I’ve done stuff on, like tracks and everything and I’ve rapped up -----.  These 
days now, because I’ve rapped up ----- I’m not liked down ----, ------ or ------ because they thinks I’m a ------- boy like.  And so, so 
like when I sees Docks boys like I has problems with them ‘cause they thinks I’m a ----- boy.  And, when I’m with ----- boys, when we sees 
a ---- boy like, is like war.

0263   F So who, who sort of gets these boys together?  80’s a lot, isn’t it?  And [overtalking] how do they get…?

0264   P5 Everybody know, everyone knows.  Big Weekend is the place like, everyone like, there’ll be a few of them and, like, for the ------ boys, 
everyone’ll go and meet in ------, Centre, innit, before they go.  Everyone’ll go and, everyone’ll go ------ Centre, and everyone knows 
because it’s Big Weekend, they’ll just turn up there and you add ‘em out to the crew like.  Down the ---- everyone’ll meet up in ------, or the 
----, whereas they’ll meet up in ------ and they’ll all walk down together.

0265   P1 It’s like if I wanted to ((0:29:36.0?)) riots sort of thing because ((0:29:38.5?)) like your ethnicity is about like [overtalking] ((laughter))

0266   F What’s it about?

0267   P2 Like everyone, like whatever end you’re from, it’s about ---- and then you’ll get folk that hate, like the things like -----, ------, because 
----, -----’ll get who they hate…

0268   P3 You’ll get burned up like… it’s like…

0269   P7 So ---- have been… [overtalking]

0270 So…

0271   P3 ((0:30:00.0?)) studio obviously…

0272   F Right.

0273 [overtalking]

0274   P5 It’s basically rapping the ends.  If you rap your ends and everything then you’ve got, you’ve got other ends that you have to fight like.  ---- 
and ----, the beef between them has been going on…

0275 Ages.

0276   P5 …before, before… when my dad was little kid.  He’s told me about it like, ---- and ----- have been, have been fighting and in my dad 
((0:30:23.1?)) so when he was like 13.  And his dad, his dad had been… when he was a kid there was still problems: ---- used to fight 
------, ----- used to fight ------.  It’s just, it’s just all gang wars.  Like, like, so the only way basically to be liked and known by everyone 
is to keep your ((laughter)) to keep your ends like to yourself like.  You don’t tell anyone [overtalking]…

0277   P1 Like rap your ends but like keep yourself to yourself obviously.

0278   P4 Like you, like, if you don’t want problems, like as much problems, you don’t rap up your ends and ((0:30:58.0?)) like.

0279   P6 If someone say to you, “Where are you from?” you’ll say like, “Yeah, I’m from -----,” but you don’t say, like, “Yeah I’m from -----” if they 
were asking…

0280   P7 What?

0281   P6 …wherever like.  I mean, you know, say that you’re just saying, “Yeah, I’m from ----”  ((laughter))  I’m only… it’s like… ((laughter))

0282   F So you say it as though you don’t really care.
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0283   P8 Yeah.  You don’t care where you’re from.  You just say, “Yeah, that’s right, that’s where I’m from, and I don’t care about like where I’m 
from.”

0284 Yeah.

0285   P3 That’s where I’m from.

0286   P6 Yeah.  And what you’re saying is these [overtalking] these gang wars, they, they, they don’t involve ethnicity or race; they’re…

0287   P7 No.

0288   P6 It’s just completely about where you’re from. [overtalking]

0289   P2 It’s completely about ends; it’s completely about rapping your territory like.

0290   F Right.

0291   P1 And obviously you’re finding sometimes when you’re ((0:31:41.4?)) it might be one or two people who it is like, but it’s not about racism it’s 
about.

0292   F Right.  And what is it about ends then that’s territorial?  [overtalking]

0293   P4 Well ((0:31:50.0?)) is a [overtalking] for gang wars.

0294   P6 It’s territory, like, innit?  It’s like, it’s like people, it’s a big thing like.  People, if you’re from… if you’re a ---- boy, yeah, there’s known 
people, there’s certain people that are known, like certain places and, and everyone that like, like annoy you like for being, like a ------ boy, 
everyone’ll know your name, like.  If someone said your name ever, like could tell you, like, are you from ----, so and so, this guy, oh, he’s 
from ----.  You know it’s like people’s names like, and so like say a ---- boy went down ------, because that, that boy’s a ---- boy, all the 
---- boys, anyone who’s seen him are just rushing and beat him up.  If a ------ boy went down ------ or ------, like, and all the Somali, 
all the Somalis are literally like, you know, “That’s a -------boy, let’s beat him up, let’s rush him.”  And he’d get rushed by about 50 people.

0295   F So what perpetuates this?  What keeps this going?  How does it keep going?  Because you said your dad can remember… [overtalking]  How does 
it keep going?

0296   P2 ((0:32:49.7?)) people are like… [overtalking]

0297   P2 Because their music, you disrespect their… [overtalking]

0298 ((0:32:52.8?)) it’s… [overtalking]

0299   P2 Basically it’s in respect of the music.

0300   P1 So when you go [overtalking]

0301   P3 You know, if they [overtalking] and other people like…

0302   P8 I’ve found you get more into that.  But if anyone with people, like only care about that, you won’t get like pulled into it ((0:33:09.7?)) but we’ve 
ran round, and all that.  You know what I mean?  You know, like teddy boys ((0:33:15.7?)) and all that.  I mean that’s ((0:33:17.7?))

0303   F Okay, thank you.

0304   P1 ((0:33:21.8?)) start a ((laughter)) oh sorry.  You were gonna say something then.

0305   F It’s okay.

0306   P2 Like this morning… we’re not gonna finish.

0307   F So we’ve got quite a lot to get through.

0308   P4 It’s ((0:33:33.4?)) anything about, like ends, taking ends like it’s, it’s just seeing the people and my people from the ends, like ((0:33:39.9?)) 
back like.  [overtalking] it’s like champion ((0:33:44.1?)) defensive again.

0309   P2 Yeah.  [overtalking]  That’s the main example.  [overtalking]

0400   P7 …something like our generation.  ((laughter))

0401   P5 ((0:33:54.7?)) innit?

0402   P3 ------ ((laughter)) [overtalking] ------ is like one of the most known ----- boys, like ever, because of his dad like.  His dad’s hard and 
everything… and ---- is like a well-known ----- like me.  They… that’s basically it.  It… like in ---- people are known because of their second 
names.  The, the most ----- are like second names like a ----- and… 

0403 ------

0404   P3 ------- and ----- or ((0:34:28.0?)) -----, and ------, [overtalking] and -----.  They, they, like, if you, if you’ve got like a second name 
in ----- then everyone, everywhere else are like, yeah, then they’d be like, oh, they can tell you where you’re from like.

0405   F Oh, right.  That’s really interesting.  So thinking of rap again, what do your families think of your rapping?

0406   P5 ((0:34:57.7?)) my dad loves rap.

0407   P2 My mum loves me rapping.

0408   P2 She’s like [overtalking]

0409   F Your mum doesn’t mind?

0500   P2 No, she doesn’t mind.

0501   P7 Oh, she doesn’t mind [overtalking]

0502   P5 ((0:35:09.6?))  It’s like, it’s like when [overtalking] when ((0:35:20.5?)) I just sits down in the kitchen.  You’ll be working on singing 
[overtalking]

0503   P5 “What, what?  Get out!”  ((laughter))

0504   F So you’re her hero?

0505   P5 She’s my biggest fan with my little brother around it.

0506   F Oh.

0507   P6 My mum… [overtalking] I loves it when my mum comes to my concerts.  I loves it.  My mum’ll be there and like there’ll be people like raving and 
everything and my mum… it’s like sort of embarrassing but like it’s like good old Mum like.  She’ll be there, standing up in the middle of the 
crowd, “Go on ----.  That’s my son!”  ((laughter))  And like, like I loves it right, ‘cause I’ve got loads of------.  I’ve got like… and my little 
brother proud of me, he’s eight.  He, he goes into school and he says all my lyrics and he’s a doughnut – he makes out he’s writ them.  
((laughter))  He’ll go in, he’ll go into school with his friends and they’ll be like, “Me and me mates are milking it,” whatever ((0:36:17.0?)) and 
they’ll be like, “Wow, that’s wicked Callum.  You can rap.”  “Yeah, yeah.”  They’re all ((0:36:21.0?)) and it is funny ‘cause he’ll come home and 
he’ll tell me, “----, I had the rap out with this boy today,” and I’m like, “What did you say?” and he’ll be saying one of my lyrics and I’m like, 
“-----, shut up.”  ((laughter))  And my little sister, like she’s said to me the other day, she’s ((0:36:35.4?)) and it’s like everyone in Wales 
just… everyone loves me rapping and well, it’s just, it’s a nice lot of ((0:36:43.8?)) like.
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0508   F Good.  Good, okay.  What do you think is…

0509 ((0:36:52.7?))

0600   F Sorry -----.  I interrupted…

0601   P2 It was nothing Miss.

0602   F Yeah.  You were saying something about your mum?

0603   P2 Yeah.  My mum loves [overtalking] she likes the lyrics and everything.

0604   F Good.  So what do the students at the school think of [overtalking]

0605   P8 ((0:37:10.7?)) and the music ((0:37:11.8?)) you know, they just loves us like.

0606   P6 There’s… like I said like, we’re walking through the corridor and people are making efforts to say hello to you like.  You can then, they’re like 
you’re always ((0:37:20.1?)) and their kid, you always, it’s like ----- [overtalking]

0607   P5 Absolutely yeah, it’s [overtalking]

0608   P7 It’s like --- kid, like -----.  Yes kids.  I’d be like sick. ((laughter))

0609   F So a lot of kudos at school.

0700 Yeah.

0701   P1 Yeah.  A lot of good [overtalking]

0702 Yeah.

0703   P6 We’re like, we’re like celebrities where we come from.

0704   F That’s great.

0705   P5 Not, not just celebrities.  We just go on…

0706   F Yep,I know what you mean.  That’s great.  Okay.  Does the rapping help you in any way?

0707 Yeah.

0708   P1 Yeah.  I love doing conc… like after we perform it’s [overtalking]

0709   P2 It’s a confidence [overtalking]

0710 Yeah.

0711 Yeah.

0712   P6 It does, it’s self-confidence and it’s, it’s like, it’s like opened a lot of pathway like, ‘cause if you’re good then nothing ((0:38:01.2?)) then we 
can take this onto a career like, and actually make money out of it and be like…

0713   F Yeah.  So there’s a purpose [overtalking] there.

0714   P5 It’s like a hobby innit?  It’s like our hobby, rapping.  [overtalking] and we wants to make it into a career.

0715   P4 [overtalking] rapping is like anything else.

0716   P8 It’s like your vocabulary, like you get things like things you didn’t have a clue what it meant before, you would know what it mean now because 
like you’d know… [overtalking]

0717   P2 You’ve gotta make it make sense and you’re right ‘cause you’ve gotta do a little bit of, you’ve gotta do a little bit of research and everything to 
be able to know how it makes sense [overtalking]

0718   P1 Like you talk about ((0:38:33.7?)) and you didn’t have a clue what the word means.

0719   P6 So, so you find a word that rhymes good with the next word and everything and you’ve gotta do a little bit of research like to find out what 
that word means like.  Like, like…  Next question.

0720   F ((Laughs)). Very good.  Okay.  So where do you rap?  Where do you do your rapping?

0721   P4 Everywhere.  Like everywhere.

0722   P3 Like over mine; we’ll be over mine and…

0723   P7 I mean there’s people on the ------or something.

0724   P3 Yes, so we, so we can ((0:39:05.9?)) around ((0:39:08.5?)) innit, and [overtalking] and everyone’s singing but…

0725   P6 We’ll all start and everyone will surround and everyone’ll start raving and everything to the beat, it’s just sick like.

0726   P2 Like people will be singing along to your vibes and all that and getting more like excited, sort of thing.

0727   F Hmmm.  So what’s this place -------?

0728   P2 -------Park.

0729   F ---------Park.  So you rap in the park?

0730   P7 That’s where we all goes on a Friday and Saturday.

0731   P4 That’s our… that’s what, basically what… rap’s our ((0:39:34.3?)) like we’re through there now.

0732   P3 Basically, every [overtalking] you know like ---, the reps of----- and everything, that’s the postcode.  ((laughter)) reps at -----.  it’s a 
street.  They’ve been naming that is a street like.  ------- Park, MPC, ------Park.  We were like that’s a park that we all goes and chills 
like.

0733   F Oh, sounds really interesting.  ((laughter))

0734   F Where do you work?

0735   F Okay.  So, just continuing a little with your experience and what rap means in your life, what difference does rap make to your experience of 
school?

0736   P3 When he said… like when he said your vocabulary in English like, you knows more words and the meaning of it.

0737   P1 Sort of like ‘cause you know more words and things like when you have to study something and it gives like the words and the teacher would have 
like, like don’t know when the teacher would heard something like a ((0:40:38.5?)) it’d be like [overtalking]

0738   P5 Experience of making something pop.

0739 ((0:40:43.7?))
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0740   P6 Or like why now?  Music’s like every… like it’s just my main thing like, music comes before school.  Honestly don’t kind of like it’s music, this… 
music comes before everything [overtalking] honestly like [overtalking]  When I talk to my mum about it and she’s like she wants to get 
((0:41:11.2?)) and like but get your education and everything.

0741   P8 Like what it is, like, yeah, music is your priority but obviously you’ve gotta get your education ‘cause you can do music but, if you don’t make it, 
then like [overtalking]

0742 …person in every year…

0743   P3 They say like, ‘cause you didn’t care about your education ((0:41:29.8?)) so you didn’t get a qualification ((0:41:34.4?)) and then like you don’t 
make it and ((0:41:36.8?)).  You look back and remember you didn’t care about the education ‘cause I was too focused on like I was gonna make 
it.  But you didn’t so then that’s when like you need it.

0744   P1 You’ve gotta have a little backup plan.

0745 Yes, so…

0746   P7 Right, this part.

0747   P1 What?

0748   P7 This far from the ((mouth?))

0749   P1 Oh right.  Alright.

0750   F This really interesting.  Now what about your relationships with your teachers?

0751   P1 Oh yeah.

0752   P1 It’s alright, it’s…

0753   P2 It’s been like…  It’s been one of our friends who has done [overtalking]

0754   F A teacher.

0755   P2 A teacher.

0756   P4 He’s like a father to us.

0757   P2 He’s been more like a friend to us than [overtalking]

0758   F Than a teacher.

0759   P1 A teacher.

0760   P2 Yeah, a teacher.

0761   P3 Been more than a friend.  [overtalking]

0762 ((0:42:12.2?))

0763   P5 He’ll ((0:42:14.1?)) think about.  He’ll get us into the show, like we really won’t be here now that sort of thing.  [overtalking]  He’ll do 
everything for the concert.  He’ll get us to do things around this school sort of thing, like.

0764   P8 He tries to make us do the best we can like.

0765 Yeah.

0766   P7 And he’s not like a teacher, Mr -------.

0767   P7 He’ll like help us sort of thing.

0768 ((0:42:34.7?))

0769   P6 ------give me a number and he give… his name’s ----- he’s given me and it’s a producer, Mr ------ knows this producer and given me his 
number but I haven’t rung him yet.  I forgot, like I’ve been too busy, you know, I had things going on like.

0770   F Okay.  And what about other teachers?

0771   P2 A lot of other teachers, they try to [overtalking]

0772   P3 They try to pull you down like.

0773   P4 They… no, the teachers, the teachers, because we can rap and everything they think that we can promote them like in Welsh yeah.  There’s 
some teacher asked me to do a rap in Welsh…

0774   P7 Which teacher?

0775   P5 Mr -------, yeah, and he was doing… I was like, like, “Do you understand what you’re asking me to do?”  He wants me to go on stage and 
embarrass myself in front of the whole school, for one thing, and like, like ((speaking in Welsh?)) ((0:43:22.2?)) and everything.  ((laughter))  I 
don’t want to be saying no Welsh thing and, and like…

0776   P7 You still know it’s like… oh, go on [overtalking]

0777   F So Welsh is not compatible with rap really?

0778   P5 No.  [overtalking]

0779   P3 There’s so many…

0780   P5 I’m not saying, I’m not saying that it can’t be done like but it’s…

0781   P2 It can be done but it’d sound weird [overtalking]

0782 ((0:43:41.5?))

0783   P7 Nobody cares about Welsh sort of things and ((0:43:47.1?)) [overtalking]

0784   P5 Like teachers, teachers’ll come up to us like, like on, on, on a concert and they’ll be asking me like “----- [overtalking] could you write 
something about maths, can you write me a [overtalking]?

0785 ((0:44:02.1?))  But no.  [overtalking] do a rap on ((0:44:03.9?)) and I was like [overtalking]

0786 Yeah, yeah.

0787   P1 Everyone can understand where we’re coming from, you see.

0788   P3 Like they thinks it’s like [overtalking]

0789   P5 They thinks that it’s easy like.

0790   P6 They think we can just… they think this, to us, is like a little game and all that.  They think you can just go out and [overtalking] whatever you 
want.  [overtalking] games.
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0791 This isn’t ((0:44:29.4?))

0792   P1 They think you have [overtalking] ((laughter))

0793   F Do you think that anyone can learn to rap if they want to?

0794   P7 Yeah.  [overtalking]

0795   P3 Any… anyone can learn to rap but…

0796   P5 You can’t just say… it’s not a thing like you can say, “Oh yeah, I’m gonna rap, I’m gonna rap.”  You’ve gotta [overtalking]

0797   P6 You can learn to rap, but I mean, saying that you can [overtalking] have your own flow.

0798   P5 Anyone can rap but not everyone can be, can like…

0799   P6 Successful ((sic)) in their rap.

0800   P5 Be successful like you can…

0801   P6 Using my words ((laughs)).

0802   P8 No.  I think you can get what you want to do but you’ve just gotta try ((0:45:08.6?)).

0803   P5 Do like you want because you’ve gotta do whatever you fancy, “Oh yeah, I’m gonna be this, but I ain’t gonna work on it; I’m going sit down and 
((0:45:15.3?)) [overtalking]

0804 Yeah.

0805   P3 ((0:45:19.9?)) and do that sort of thing like.

0806 Yeah.

0807   P4 That’s the hard thing is that.  [overtalking]

0808   F So you have to work at it?

0809 [overtalking]

0900   P2 Yes, you have to work at it.

0901   P8 You’ve gotta push at it.

0902   P5 Yeah.  So all of you, you’re working at it and you’re, you’re looking at your work and thinking, “Well, how can I improve that?” all the time are 
you?

0903   P6 Well, basically, like when we say, like with our, with us we don’t, we don’t keep it to ourselves.  We’ll write lyrics and we wants, we don’t keep 
it to ourselves.  And say like, say it’s me and ----- in a room ((0:45:52.5?)) actually.

0904   P5 ----- is in the mix.

0905 Yeah.  [overtalking]

0906   P5 For the reason I, like [overtalking] It’s not a great ((0:45:58.6?)) we’ll tell each other, right.  We’re telling on a line could change it, but like 
it’s not just sorting out; you’ve just gotta be helping each other, like how can you tell ((0:46:10.4?)) ((laughter))

0907   F So… so what sort of skills ((laughter)) [overtalking].  What sort of skills do people need to be able to rap?

0908   P3 It gives you… confidence in the expression, in the… it’s like…

0909   P7 They need to make a ((0:46:37.6?))

0910   P3 Right, and he means like ((laughter)) you needs…

0911   P6 You have to put 100% [overtalking]

0912   P7 It’s not.

0913   P6 It is.

0914   P5 Well, some people, they’re saying, “Well, you know, I can write a ((0:46:49.9?))” yeah, well like they’ll be able to write that but, I mean, they 
ain’t taking it serious sort of thing, like that’s why like, when they write that it gives the thing, they don’t get, they don’t get better.  
[overtalking]

0915 ((0:47:00.0?)) man?

0916    P4 I’m going out [overtalking]

0917    P1 Where are you going?

0918    P4 Gonna toilet.

0919    F Okay, fine, no problem.

0920 ((0:47:16.5?))

0921    F Okay, so, so we’ve covered the skills.  What sort of an attitude do you need?

0922    P1 You mean like an ((0:47:28.0?)) like.

0923    P5 Like being, to be able to write lyrics like, you’ve gotta be in a mood.  It’s like there’s certain times, like, where you’ll start to write lyrics and 
you’re just not… you doesn’t…

0924    P7 Not feeling it.

0925    P6 Not feeling the words like.  You’re just proper like, “No, I can’t be bothered with this.”  You’ve gotta be proper like 110… yeah, there’s a 
certain mood that you’ve gotta be in to write lyrics.  There’s like, it’s a, it’s a like a different mood from anything else.  You can tell like when 
you wants to write lyrics, ‘cause I do… [overtalking]

0926    P1 ((0:47:57.7?)) you can know it’s good and then like, you just write it down.  You just get it down as soon as possible like.

0927    F So now, thinking about the language that you use, the words that you use in your raps, what would you say is special?  Because I sometimes 
don’t understand what you mean because the language is slightly different…

0928 Yeah.

0929    F So, what would you say is unique, what is special about rap and your… the lyrics, the words that you use?  What’s special?

0930    P5 You know like the reason it’s special to me is like a lot of ((0:48:44.1?)) you’ve gotta be keen [overtalking] like on a track you’ll have, you’ll 
have, like with us, like -----, you’d have ----, yeah, you’ll have ----, yeah, he’s got like, you’ll come in like, you’re being serious, then he’ll, 
like you know ((0:49:07.0?)) then you’ll think go over it, and then…

0931    P2 And someone with a completely different [overtalking]
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0932    P3 And then ------ got a completely different flow…

0933    P4 And he’ll come in like ((0:49:15.2?)) [overtalking]

0934    P3 It’s like just…

0935    P2 It’s like professional.

0936    P1 You just don’t care like.  It’s just what does this mean?

0937    F So very spontaneous, are you ----?

0938    P1 Oh, you know me Miss.

0939    P8 It’s like all of us got the group flows but we’re all, we’re all [overtalking] differently having it away.

0940 Hmmm.

0941    P2 Like we can never get better than each other ‘cause we are like different.

0942    P8 Like we’re totally different.

0943    P4 That’s why there’s no, like, there’s no competition off each other on the microphone.

0944 ((0:49:44.5?))

0945    F That’s good.  So do you think that the fact that you’re all so different makes you work together really well as a set of rappers?

0946 ((General agreement))

0947    F And also adds interest for your audiences?

0948 Yeah.

0949    F Yeah.  So you don’t think it loses anything because there’s no competition?

0950    P1 No.

0951    P6 You still give 120% into your rapping [overtalking]  Even though you’re not competing with each other you’re still putting everything into that rap?

0952    P1 Yeah, we’re not competing with each other; we’re competing with other MCs like.  We’re like telling them like, “This is us.  Accept it.”

0953    P5 Yeah, yeah, basically like.  We ain’t gonna change for no-one ((0:50:25.1?)) drive after we ain’t gonna change, we’re gonna stay the same.

0954    P3 Cause of the music and everything [overtalking]

0955    P7 ----- appreciate…

0956    P6 If you are 100% original then you… it is, it’s a fact like you’re gonna have more haters and you’re gonna have, sort of people who like you like.  
There’s gonna be… but, but that’s like, that’s it, innit?

0957    P5 But when you’re MC-ing there’s always gonna be someone ((0:50:44.9?)) sort you out.  ((0:50:47.2?)) didn’t want anything to go…  At Swansea 
like…  Watched ((0:50:53.1?)) do his stuff and…

0958    P4 You’ve gotta show ‘em like.  You’ve gotta show ‘em.  You’ve gotta show you ain’t putting him down like, no matter what, like they’re something to 
you, so they dissed you on a track and makes a comeback.

0959    P4 He dissed me on a track, I had to go home ((0:51:07.4?))

0960    P5 You know, if anyone says mind him on a track I just do an action replay of Lords of the Mikes.

0961    F Okay.  

0962    P4 I want to kill.

0963    P5 ((Laughs)) thinking about the words that you use, the language, what is so attractive about the language?

0964    P3 Don’t know, it’s slang innit?  Like some of the… it isn’t, it’s not proper English like.  It isn’t like the… it’s like…

0965    P2 But it’s becoming… isn’t it?  It’s…

0966    F It has its own words.

0967    P2 Yes.  And that, that makes it more sort of… the ownership…

0968 Yeah.

0969 It’s sort of…

0970    P2 Like ((raddled?)).  Do you know what raddled means?

0971    F No.

0972 ((0:51:43.5?))

0973    P2 Raddled means proper like a hype.  Proper like, “Oh, that’s raddled, that is.”  That’s crazy.  It’s like, it’s like OTT like.  It’s like, you know…

0974    P3 If you don’t get it you don’t get it.

0975    P5 We don’t care we don’t.  He’s going mental, he’s raddled.  Like murking.  Do you know what murking means?

0976    F No.

0977    P5 Murking means where like…

0978    P8 Beating.

0979    P5 Like beating, beating someone.  It’s like, in a rap or what, he just got murked off he did, he just got like basically beaten by the other guy.

0970    P4 Like ((0:52:16.8?)) ends up murking tracks again.  [overtalking]

0971    P1 Like loads of changed words.  Like put some murk in, so you hurt him, do you know what I mean?

0972    F So it’s good for the rhyme?

0973 Yeah.

0974    P8 Very good for the rhyme too.  They sort of, they work very well.

0975 Yeah.

0976    F Okay.

0977    P7 ((0:52:35.5?)) where the street’s happening.
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0978    F You know when you’re rapping, can you say things in your rap that you perhaps wouldn’t feel comfortable saying in normal speak?

0979    P3 Yeah.  When you’re rapping just…

0980    P4 It’s all the things that [overtalking]

0981    P3 You just go all in and…

0982    P1 You feel comfortable saying, you know…

0983    P5 I don’t know, ‘cause the things you’re not comfortable saying normally are the things basically going in my rap, like my everyday life like.  I’m 
not embarrassed about what I do.

0984    P8 Should be embarrassed, ‘cause should flow right out there.

0985    F So, you know, rap is sometimes referred to as spitting.  Why is that?

0986 [overtalking]

0987    P7 Spitting.

0988    P2 Cause you’re thinking of a word to say, so…

0989    P3 Yeah, it’s just…

0990    P4 It’s spitting on the microphone like, like I’m spitting lyrics.

0991    P6 It’s just spitting lyrics, you’d say exactly the same as saying, oh, spitting down the mike.

0992    P7 And it’s like spraying, isn’t it?  Similar.

0993    P5 Spraying, spraying bad.  It’s just a flowing.  It’s like the flow.  Like when, you know how a stream, a stream flows like?

0994 Yeah.

0995    P6 Well spraying bad means basically you’re getting like, aiming it at everyone like.  You’re getting spraying bad ((0:53:39.5?)) ‘cause everyone’s 
getting sprayed like.

0996    P8 Definitely.

0997    F Okay.  So we’ll leave that, you’ve been really great.

0998    P1 ---- the one…

0999    F I’ve just got a few, just a few more questions and then we’ll finish, okay?  How, how do you feel when you’re composing rap?

1000    P2 It’s like [overtalking] when we’ve made the nice track in the studio, when we, when we’ve been in the studio and we’ve made the song, we listens 
back to it, boom!  It’s on, it’s best feeling in the world innit?  You listens to the song [overtalking] like when you can tell me the hit like, when 
you can tell like the people that they don’t like it.

1001    P6 You can make a track and you are confident that that track’s gonna be a hit [overtalking]

1002    P2 You think that that track’s safe, that track’s like not.  You can tell like it’s not.  It’s a bad feeling when you know you’ve made a safe track.

1003    P3 Just thinking, like what… what… we just killed it.

1004 It’s like [overtalking]

1005    P5 And then, and then you listen and you walks down the corridor and everyone’s playing your song on their phone like.

1006    P4 Yeah, that’s the best.  Like when you… like…

1007    P5 Cause [overtalking] innit?

1008 Like.

1009    P3 It is, it’s like, it’s like basic [overtalking]

1010    P2 It’s like basically it’s a ((0:54:53.7?))

1011    P5 We’ve done things like, alright, when we were kids and anything, like little words and anything, like singing long to a ((0:54:59.1?)) everything, 
we know about the lyrics for them.  People are knowing all of our lyrics like, people are listening to it and like taking part so like remember ‘em 
and say ‘em again.  It’s wicked.  We even had that little gypsy kid that come up to us saying, “I plays your tune every night before I go to 
bed.”  That was a little bit…

1012    P7 Bet you were tight.

1013    P5 That was a little bit awkward and tough like.

1014    P2 But that was one kid [overtalking]

1015    P5 We’ve had little kids playing there.

1016    P3 We were playing in a ((0:55:20.7?)) [overtalking] what you did, what were you saying?

1017    P2 [overtalking] Jammy and jammy, Jammy.  He come up to us playing our song on the phone: he was going to ----, “I plays your song every night 
before I go to bed.”  Wicked.  ((laughter))  And then he started trying to find us, something that ----- said to him, and he had all, he had 
all, what songs did he have?  He had a few songs and, yeah, gay songs [overtalking] like ((singing falsetto)) “Everybody dance now…”

1018 Yeah.  ((laughter))

1019   F The one thing I forgot to ask you actually about… when you were talking about backing tracks, was sometimes I notice you use classical music…

1020 Yeah.

1021   F …in the front of them.  Why do you use that?

1022   P5 ((0:56:06.0?)) hit the rhythm.  That’s classical music.

1023   P3 So you, you make…

1024   P8 Cause the classical music…

1025   P8 …use of classical music sometimes.

1026   P2 It, it can sound a bit like it, if it’s got like 140 bpms or…

1027   P5 It sounds like they’re helping other people like.  It’s like anyone; when you say to someone, like “Do you like classic…?” they’ll be straightaway, 
“No, it’s boring.”  

1028   P4 You’ve gotta add a little bit of balance to it like ((music)) [overtalking]

1029   P2 That’s the message it has.  [overtalking]
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1030 ((0:56:38.5?))

1031   P8 Plus that with the baseline, plus the lyrics equals ((0:56:57.5?))

1032 ((0:56:48.5?)) all over.

1033 Yeah.

1034   P6 It’s a very dramatic beat; it’s dramatic, yeah.  Lots of drama.

1035 ((0:57:04.0?))

1036   F And it makes an impact doesn’t it.

1037 Yeah.

1038   F Yeah.  So when you’re performing how do you feel?

1039   P6 It’s just like…

1040   P3 It depends.  It depends like.  If the…

1041   P5 If the crowd’s spitting…

1042   P2 If the crowd’s on a hype like, if you’re on a hype and it feels wicked because the crowd’s bouncing, you’re bouncing.  It’s just like, like equal 
reactions like, it’s just it’s bad, it’s wicked.

1043   P7 ----- worse when he’s doing an MC and he always gotta do something with his hand.  [overtalking]

1044   P4 Every time he’s at the studio he’s always doing [overtalking].

1045   P3 Cause he’s like directing it like [overtalking]

1046 ((0:57:39.7?)) ((laughter)) [overtalking]

1047   P6 When you’re MC-ing like the beat, the beat carries it through.  You’ve gotta take the beat ((laughter)) you’ve gotta show it, you’ve gotta show 
like the beat and anyone that this is your flow, no-one else’s, this is your flow ((0:58:09.0?)).  That’s the only way to do it though.  There’s 
like, you’re like ? ((laughter))

1048   P2 ((0:58:15.1?)) like hand movements sort of thing, that helps you like get more hype into the song sort of thing.

1049   P7 It’s ‘cause you’re bouncing for your own [overtalking] like.

1050   P5 I think it is being… not just standing there like, you know, just like an idiot.

1051   P3 That’s when, when you’re standing there on the mike you, it sounds like you’re just saying it; you’re not actually…

1052 Yeah.

1053   P6 …putting all… 100% effort into it.

1054   P8 You know when you play a big ((0:58:37.1?)) and nothing like, who cares?  And then, like, when you actually do it like with a hand, with counting 
((0:58:43.1?)) people go, “Yeah, that’s like wicked, I’m gonna be part of that, sort of thing,” like.

1055   F So, being a rapper, how does that make you feel about yourself?

1056   P1 It makes me feel quite like, you know, can touch this ((0:58:56.8?)) ((laughter)) no, it does make me feel like… it’s just like…

1057 ((0:59:02.0?))

1058   P1 Like there cannot be another brainy brain like ---- or me so that’s how it makes me feel.  It… we… we’re the only brainy brain like ----- and 
me, see what I mean?

1059 [overtalking]

1060   P8 No-one can… no… this is our flow like.

1061   P6 100%.

1062   P4 [overtalking] possibly.

1063 Yeah.

1064   P6 100% per ((0:59:20.7?)) [overtalking] makes you wanna go find something.

1065   F Okay, that’s great.  And that feeling of uniqueness and special, it’s special isn’t it.

1066   P1 Mmm.

1067   F That’s good.  That’s really good.  Okay, well I think that, that is brilliant…

1068 Yeah.

1069   F Thank you.  I’d like you just to do one more thing which I don’t think will take you very long, and that is, on that desk up there I’ve got post-
its and a big bit of paper.  Now, you know you were giving me examples of words that I didn’t know the meaning of?

1070 Yeah.

1071    F Can you write them down?

1072    P2 Translate ‘em.

1073    F …And, if you do it altogether it won’t take you long.

1074    P3 So if… when I say I have to say what it means?

1075    F And so… is that okay?

1076 Mmm.

1077    P5 It’s over there.

1078    P2 Thank you Miss.

1079    F Thank you.  Thank you.
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“So download this track hit play and loop this”   

(Rap 9    Line 020)
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